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APPENDIX 2.6-B

SOIL MAPPING UNIT DESCRIPTIONS



"Aa" - Alice clay, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Alice clay mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils on upland hillslopes and
river valley terraces. It occurs on moderately coarse textured alluvium and windblown material at
elevations from 3000 to 5500 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 14 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 49 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 120 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Parent material consists of moderately coarse textured material
that is mainly alluvium but may include some eolian sands and loess.

A typical profile contains a 9 inch grayish brown fine sandy loam surface layer. The transition
subsoil is a grayish brown fine sandy loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum
is a light brownish gray fine sandy loam that extends to approximately to 26 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Alice soil is moderately rapid. Runoff is low on the gentler slopes and
medium on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is severe and the wind erosion hazard is
severe.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty seven plant species that are common to this map unit: Needle and thread, Little
bluestem, Prairie sandreed, Blue grama, Western wheatgrass, Big bluestem, Hairy grama, Sand
bluestem, Sedge, Sideoats grama, Switchgrass, Blacksamson Echinacea, Breadroot scurfpea,
Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Prairie coneflower, Stiff sunflower, Heath aster,
Leadplant, Plains pricklypear, Rose, Sand sagebrush, Silverleaf scurfpea, Slimflower scurfpea,
Violet prairieclover, Wormwood, and Yucca.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,300 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content. This map unit is a good source for roadfill. This
map unit is a good source for topsoil.
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"Ar" - Arvada fine sandy loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Arvada fine sandy loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in
alluvium and colluvium that was derived from sodic shale. It occurs on alluvial fans, fan
remnants, fan terraces and hillslopes at elevations from 2,600 to 6,000 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 9 to 14 inches. The mean annual air temperature
is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 100 to 160 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 25 percent. Parent material consists of moderately fine textured alluvium
and colluvium derived from sedimentary rocks.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch light gray fine sandy loam surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a brown clay that is approximately 10 inches thick. The substratum is a brown clay loam that
extends to approximately to 20 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Arvada soil is very slow. Runoff is high on the gentler slopes and very
high on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind erosion hazard is
very slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty two plant species that are common to this map unit: Blue grama, Buffalograss,
Thickspick wheatgrass,Westem wheatgrass, Sideoats grama, Needle and thread, Alkali sacaton,
Bluegrass, Inland saltgrass, Nuttall's alkaligrass, Prairie sandreed, Sand dropseed, Sedge,
Tumblegrass, Big sagebrush, Broom snakeweed, Ericameria nauseosa ssp. nauseosa var
nauseosa, Fringed sagewort, Greasewood, Nuttall's saltbush, Plains pricklypear, and Plains
springparsley.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 840 lbs/acres. In an
unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 420 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include
low strength and shrink-swell. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include
sodium content, too clayey and rock fragments. This map unit is a fair source of overall
reclamation material; limitations include sodium content, too alkaline, too clayey, low organic
matter content and water erosion.
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"As" - Ascalon fine sandy loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Ascalon fine sandy loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils that formed
in moderate coarse textured calcareous material. It occurs on upland hillslopes and tableland
plains at elevation ranges from 4,000 feet to 6,000 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 13 to 17 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 49 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
160 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 25 percent. Parent material consists of thick, moderately coarse textured,
calcareous material.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch grayish brown fine sandy loam surface layer. The transition
subsoil is a grayish brown fine sandy loam that is approximately 3 inches thick. The substratum
is a brown sandy clay loam that extends to approximately to 14 inches in depth.

Saturated hydraulic conductivity within the Ascalon soil is high. Runoff is low on the gentler
slopes and high on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is severe and the wind erosion
hazard is severe.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty seven plant species that are common to this map unit: Needle and thread, Little
bluestem, Prairie sandreed, Blue grama, Western wheatgrass, Big bluestem, Hairy grama, Sand
bluestem, Sedge, Sideoats grama, Switchgrass, Blacksamson Echinacea, Breadroot scurfpea,
Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Prairie coneflower, Stiff sunflower, Heath aster,
Leadplant, Plains pricklypear, Rose, Sand sagebrush, Silverleaf scurfpea, Slimflower scurfpea,
Violet prairieclover, Wormwood, and Yucca.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,300 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content. This map unit is a good source for roadfill. This
map unit is a good source for topsoil.
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"Bc" - Barnum very fine sandy loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Barnum very fine sandy loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils formed
in calcareous alluvium from red bed sediments. It occurs on flood plains and alluvial terraces with
an elevation range from 4,000 feet to 6,600 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 14 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 47 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
135 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 8 percent. Parent material consists of calcareous alluvium from red bed
sediments.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch reddish brown very fine sandy loam surface layer. The
transition subsoil and substratum is a reddish brown loam stratified with thin lenses of fine sandy
loam and light clay loam that extends to approximately to 60 inches in depth:

Permeability within the Barnum soil is moderate or moderately slow because of stratification.
Runoff is low on the gentler slopes and medium on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard
is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty three plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass,
Green needlegrass, Needle and thread, Sideoats grama, Little bluestem, Bluegrass, Big bluestem,
Fringed sagewort, Wormwood, Sedge, Switchgrass, Yellow Indiangrass, Blue grama, Breadroot
scurfpea, Broom snakeweed, Hairy grama, Heath aster, Louisiana sagewort, Prairie coneflower,
Silverleaf scurfpea, Leadplant, Skunkbush sumac, and Slimflower scurfpea.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,300 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content and water erosion. This map unit is a fair source
for roadfill; limitations include low strength and shrink-swell. This map unit is a fair source for
topsoil; limitations include salinity.
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"Bo" - Boneek silt loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Boneek silt loam mapping unit consists of deep and very deep, well drained soils formed in
silty sediments underlain by sandstone or siltstone. It occurs on nearly level to moderately sloping
high terraces and uplands at elevations from 2950 to 3940 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 15 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
140 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Parent material consists of silty mantle overlying sandstone or
siltstones, or in loess or silty alluvium.

A typical profile contains a 3 inch brown silt loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
brown silt loam that is approximately 3 inches thick. The substratum is a brown silty clay that
extends to approximately to 10 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Boneek soil is moderately slow in the solum and moderate in the
underlying material. Runoff is low on the gentler slopes and medium on the steeper slopes. The
water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind erosion hazard is very slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty three plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass,
Green needlegrass, Needle and thread, Sideoats grama, Little bluestem, Bluegrass, Big bluestem,
Fringed sagewort, Wormwood, Sedge, Switchgrass, Yellow Indiangrass, Blue grama, Breadroot
scurfpea, Broom snakeweed, Hairy grama, Heath aster, Louisiana sagewort, Prairie coneflower,
Silverleaf scurfpea, Leadplant, Skunkbush sumac, and Slimflower scurfpea.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,200. lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content and water erosion. This map unit is a fair source
for roadfill; limitations include low strength. This map unit is a good source for topsoil.
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"Br" - Broadhurst clay, 6 to 15 percent slope

The Broadhurst clay mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in clayey
material derived from acid shales. It occurs on fans and terraces at elevations from 2950 to 3940
feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 15 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 47 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
140 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Parent material consists of clayey material derived from acid
shales.

A typical profile contains a 3 inch light brownish gray clay surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a grayish brown clay that is approximately 13 inches thick. The substratum is a grayish brown
and light brownish gray clay that extends to approximately to 41 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Broadhurst soil is very slow except after dry periods when the initial
intake in cracks is rapid. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and very high on the steeper
slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are nine plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Thickspick
wheatgrass, Green needlegrass, American vetch, Onion, Plains springparsley, Big sagebrush,
Nuttall's saltbush, and Plains pricklypear.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,700 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 800 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, water erosion, too clayey, too acid and salinity.
This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include low strength and shrink-swell. This
map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include too clayey, salinity, too acid and slope.
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"Bw" - Butche cobbly loam, 6 to 40 percent slope

The Butche cobbly loam mapping unit consists of shallow, well drained to excessively drained
soils formed in loamy materials weathered from sandstone. It occurs on sloping to very steep
uplands at elevations from 3000 to 5500 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 13 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
140 days.

Slopes range from 1 to 60 percent. Parent material consists of loamy materials weathered from
noncalcareous sandstone.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch dark grayish brown cobbly loam surface layer. The transition
subsoil is a pale brown cobbly loam that is approximately 6 inches thick. The substratum is very
pale brown indurated sandstone that extends to approximately to 60 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Butche soil is moderate or moderately rapid. Runoff is low on the gentler
slopes and high on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is negligible and the wind erosion
hazard is negligible.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty seven plant species that are common to this map unit: Little bluestem, Sideoats
grama, Big bluestem, Needle and thread, Switchgrass, Yellow Indiangrass, Bluegrass, Prairie
dropseed, Prairie sandreed, Sedge, Western wheatgrass, Dropseed, Blacksamson Echinacea,
Breadroot scurfpea, Broom snakeweed, Dotted gayfeather, Louisiana sagewort, Blue grama,
Fringed sagewort, Hairy grama, Leadplant, Ponderosa pine, Silverleaf scurfpea, Skunkbush
sumac, Slimflower scurfpea, True mountain mahogany, and Wormwood.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,600 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,000 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty and depth to bedrock. This map unit is a
poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock and cobble content. This map unit is
a poor source for topsoil; limitations include depth to bedrock, slope and rock fragments.
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"Cn" "Colby silt loam, 6 to 15 percent slope

The Colby silt loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained and somewhat excessively
drained soils formed in calcareous loess. It occurs on nearly level to steep hills and plains at
elevations from 2620 to 3610 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 13 to 20 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 45 to 55 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130
to 150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to .60 percent. Parent material consists of calcareous silty loess.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch grayish brown silt loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is
a light brownish gray silt loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a pale
brown silt loam that extends to approximately to 20 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Colby soil is moderate. Runoff is low on the gentler slopes, and very high
on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is
moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty three plant species that are common to this map unit: Needle and thread, Little
bluestem, Western wheatgrass, Sedge, Prairie sandreed, Sideoats grama, Blue grama, Green
needlegrass, Hairy grama, Inland saltgrass, Plains muhly, Big sagebrush, Blacksamson
Echinacea, Broom snakeweed, Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod,
Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum, Plains pricklypear, Prairie coneflower, Violet prairieclover,
Wormwood, and Yucca.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,600 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 800 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, water erosion and carbonate content. This map
unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include low strength and slope. This map unit is a
poor source for topsoil; limitations include slope and carbonate content.
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"Cy" - Cushman very fine sandy loam, 6 to 15 percent slope

The Cushman very fine sandy loam mapping unit consists of well drained soils that are
moderately deep to bedrock and formed in slopewash alluvium and residuum from interbedded
shales and siltstone and fine-grained argillaceous sandstone. It occurs on buttes, fan remnants,
hills, piedmonts, ridges and terraces at elevations from 3,500 to 6,000 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 14 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 45 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 105 to
130 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 20 percent. Parent material consists of moderately fine textured slopewash
alluvium and residuum.

A typical profile contains a 2 inch light brownish gray very fine sandy loam surface layer. The
transition subsoil is a brown clay loam that is approximately 6 inches thick. The substratum is a
yellowish brown clay loam that extends to approximately to 14 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Cushman soil is moderate. Runoff is medium. The water erosion hazard
is slight and the wind erosion hazard is slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Needle and thread, Sideoats grama, Little bluestem, Prairie sandreed, Sand dropseed,
Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod, Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum,
Silverleaf scurfpea, American vetch, Big sagebrush, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Breadroot scurfpea,
Buffalograss, Heath aster, Leadplant, Prairie coneflower, Rose, Sedge, Skunkbush sumac,
Slimflower scurfpea, and Western yarrow.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,300 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty and depth to bedrock. This map unit is a
poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock, low strength and shrink-swell. This
map unit is a fair source for topsoil; limitations include depth to bedrock.
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"Dg" - Demar loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Demar loam mapping unit consists of deep or very deep, moderately well drained soils
formed in clayey alluvium from acid clay shales. It occurs on micro-highs on nearly level to
gently sloping alluvial terraces having pronounced micro-relief at elevations from 2950 to 3940
feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 12 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 47 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
140 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 6 percent. Parent material consists of clayey alluvium derived from acid
clay shales.

A typical profile contains a 5 inch pale brown loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
brown silty clay loam that is approximately 7 inches thick. The substratum is a grayish brown
silty clay that extends to approximately to 24 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Demar soil is very slow. Runoff is medium. The water erosion hazard is
very slight and the wind erosion hazard is very slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are fifteen plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Blue
grama, Needle and thread, Buffalograss, Green needlegrass, Prairie sandreed, Sedge, American
vetch, Broom snakeweed, Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Scarlet globemallow, Big
sagebrush, Ericameria nauseosa ssp. nauseosa var.nauseosa, and Plains pricklypear.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,600 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 900 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, water erosion, too clayey, too acid and salinity.
This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock, low strength and
shrink-swell. This map unit is a fair source for topsoil; limitations include too clayey and sodium
content.
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"Gr" - Grummit clay, 0 to 6, 6 to 15 and 15 to 60 percent slope

The Grummit clay mapping unit consists of shallow, well drained soils formed in clayey
residuum from acid shale on uplands. It occurs on gently sloping to very steep uplands at
elevations from 2950 to 3940 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 12 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
140 days.

Slopes range from 2 to 60 percent. Parent material consists of clayey residuum weathered from
acid shales.

A typical profile contains a 3 inch light brownish gray clay surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a grayish brown clay that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a grayish brown
and gray clay that extends to approximately to 17 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Grummit soil is moderate or moderately slow in the upper part and
moderate in the underlying material. Runoff is low on the gentler slopes and medium on the
steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Little bluestem, Western
wheatgrass, Sideoats grama, Green needlegrass, Blue grama, Big bluestem, Hairy grama, Needle
and thread, Prairie sandreed, Rocky Mountain juniper, Sedge, Big sagebrush, Blacksamson
Echinacea, Broom snakeweed, Rose, Silver buffaloberry, Skunkbush sumac, Breadroot scurfpea,
Fringed sagewort, Leadplant, Louisiana sagewort, Prairie coneflower, Silverleaf scurfpea,
Slimflower scurfpea, Violet prairieclover, and Yucca.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,400 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 800 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty, too clayey, depth to bedrock and too
acid. This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock and slope.
This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include depth to bedrock, slope, too clayey
and too acid.
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"Ha" - Haverson loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Haverson loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils that formed in
alluvium from mixed sources. It occurs on floodplains and low terraces at elevations from 2950 to
3940 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 14 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 49 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 125 to
180 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 9 percent. Parent material consists of highly stratified, calcareous, recent
alluvium derived from mixed sources.

A typical profile contains a 3 inch pale brown loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is a pale
brown loam that is approximately 3 inches thick. The substratum is a light brownish gray loam
that extends to approximately to 12 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Haverson soil is moderate. Runoff is negligble on the gentler slopes and
medium on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard
is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty four plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Prairie sandreed, Needle and thread, Blue grama, Buffalograss, Bluegrass, Fringed
sagewort, Sedge, Heath aster, Western yarrow, Wormwood, Big bluestem, Big sagebrush,
Boxelder, Common chokecherry, Green ash, Leadplant, Little bluestem, Louisiana sagewort,
Plains cottonwood, Silver buffaloberry, Skunkbush sumac, and Western snowberry.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,800 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,600 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content. This map unit is a fair source for roadfill;
limitations include shrink-swell. This map unit is a good source for topsoil.
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"He" - Hisle silt loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Hisle silt loam mapping unit consists of moderately deep, well drained and moderately well
drained soils formed in clayey sediments weathered from clay shale on uplands. It occurs on
nearly level to moderately sloping on uplands at elevations around 3,020 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 12 to 16 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 45 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Parent material consists of clays transported locally or
weathered in place from clay shales.

A typical profile contains a 1 inch light gray silt loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
light brownish gray clay that is approximately 1 inch thick. The substratum is a light brownish
gray clay that extends to approximately to 9 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Hisle soil is very slow, but after dry periods initial intake commonly is
rapid because of cracks. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and very high on the steeper
slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind erosion hazard is very slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty two plant species that are common to this map unit: Blue grama, Buffalograss,
Thickspick wheatgrass, Western wheatgrass, Sideoats grama, Needle and thread, Alkali sacaton,
Bluegrass, Inland saltgrass, Nuttall's alkaligrass, Prairie sandreed, Sand dropseed, Sedge,
Tumblegrass, Big sagebrush, Broom snakeweed, Ericameria nauseosa ssp. nauseosa var.
nauseosa, Fringed sagewort, Greasewood, Nuttall's saltbush, Plains pricklypear, and Plains
springparsley.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,100 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 500 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include sodium content, droughty, too clayey, depth to bedrock and salinity. This map
unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include low strength, depth to bedrock and shrink-
swell. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include too clayey, salinity, depth to
bedrock and sodium content.
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"Ky" - Kyle clay, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Kyle clay mapping unit consists of very deep and well drained soils formed in sediments
weathered from clay shale on uplands. It occurs on nearly level to strongly sloping on uplands
and colluvial fans at elevations from 2620 to 3610 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 12 to 19 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 47 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Parent material consists of clayey sediments weathered from
calcareous clay shale.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch grayish brown clay surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
grayish brown clay that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a grayish brown clay
that extends to approximately to 16 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Kyle soil is very slow, except after dry periods when the initial intake
into cracks is rapid. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and very high on the steeper slopes.
The water erosion hazard is moderate andthe wind erosion hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are nineteen plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Sideoats grama, Needle and thread, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Buffalograss, Sedge, Big
sagebrush, Fringed sagewort, Heath aster, Louisiana sagewort, Plains pricklypear, Silverleaf
scurfpea, Western yarrow, American vetch, Breadroot scurfpea, Scarlet globemallow, and
Slimflower scurfpea.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,300 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, water erosion, too clayey and sodium content.
This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include low strength and shrink-swell. This
map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include too clayey and sodium content.
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"Lo'" Lohmiller silty clay loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Lohmiller silty clay loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in
alluvium on bottom lands. It occurs on flood plains and high bottom lands of rivers and streams
and 'on alluvial fans of foot slopes at elevations from 2620 to 3610 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 19 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to.
150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 8 percent. Parent material consists of calcareous alluvium from
sedimentary rock.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch grayish brown silty clay loam surface layer. The transition
subsoil is a grayish brown clay loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a
grayish brown clay loam that extends to approximately to 60 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Lohmiller soil is slow or moderately slow. Runoff is low on the gentler
slopes and medium on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind
erosion hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty four plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Prairie sandreed, Needle and thread, Blue grama, Buffalograss, Bluegrass, Fringed
sagewort, Sedge, Heath aster, Western yarrow, Wormwood, Big bluestem, Big sagebrush,
Boxelder, Common chokecherry, Green ash, Leadplant, Little bluestem, Louisiana sagewort,
Plains cottonwood, Silver buffaloberry, Skunkbush sumac, and Western snowberry.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,600 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,500 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, water erosion and too clayey. This map unit is a
poor source for roadfill; limitations include low strength and shrink-swell. This map unit is a poor
source for topsoil; limitations include too clayey.
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"Mm" - Mathias extremely stony very fine sandy loam,.15 to 40 percent slope

The Mathias extremely stony very fine sandy loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well
drained soils formed in colluvial sediments weathered from interbedded sandstone and shale on
uplands. It occurs below sandstone outcrops on mountain side slopes at elevations from 2,950 to
5,600 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 15 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 45degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to 140
days.

Slopes range from 15 to 70 percent. Parent material consists of material weathered from
interbedded fine grain sandstone and shale.

A typical profile contains a 2 inch dark grayish brown extremely stony very fine sandy loam
surface layer. The transition subsoil is a light brownish gray very fine sandy loam that is
approximately 7 inches thick. The substratum is a brown very fine sandy loam that extends to
approximately to 13 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Mathias soil is moderate. Runoff is high on the gentler slopes and very
high on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is negligible and the wind erosion hazard
negligible.

9 Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Sedge, Little bluestem,
Sideoats grama, Achnatherum richardsonii, Big bluestem, Dropseed, Green needlegrass,
Leadplant, Prairie dropseed, Prairie junegrass, Rose, Switchgrass, Yellow Indiangrass, Bearded
wheatgrass, Ponderosa pine, Slender wheatgrass, Western wheatgrass, Rocky Mountain juniper,
Breadroot scurfpea, Dotted gayfeather, Missouri goldenrod, Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum,
Prairie coneflower, Silverleaf scurfpea, Slimflower scurfpea, and Columbia needlegrass.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,900 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,700 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, cobble content and stone content. This map unit
is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include slope, cobble content and stone content. This map
unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include slope, rock fragments and hard to reclaim
(rock fragments).
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"Ne" - Nevee silt loam, 6 to 15 percent slope

The Nevee silt loam mapping unit consists of deep and very deep, well drained soils formed in
reddish silty alluvial-colluvial sediments on terraces, and uplands. It occurs on nearly level to
steep on terraces, uplands, and alluvial fans at elevations from 2950 to 3510 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 15 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
140 days..

Slopes range from 1 to 30 percent. Parent material consists of silty alluvium weathered from
reddish colored silty shale, siltstone, or sandstone.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch reddish brown silt loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is
a yellowish red silt loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a reddish yellow
silt loam that extends to approximately to 24 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Nevee soil is moderate. Runoff is very low on the gentler slopes and high
on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is
moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are nineteen plant species that are common to this map unit:Little bluestem, Sideoats
grama, Needle and thread, Sedge, Blue grama, Hairy grama, Western wheatgrass, Buffalograss,
Green needlegrass, Blacksamson Echinacea, Breadroot scurfpea, Fringed sagewort, Heath aster,
Louisiana sagewort, Plains pricklypear, Rose, Silverleaf scurfpea, Slimflower scurfpea, and
Wormwood.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,000 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,200 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
water erosion and carbonate content. This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations
include depth to bedrock and low strength. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations
include slope:and carbonate content.
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"Nf" - Nihill gravelly loam, 15 to 50 percent slope

The Nihill gravelly loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in
gravelly alluvium from mixed sources. It occurs on Pleistocene terraces and terrace remnants at
elevations from 2,600 to 6,800 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 19 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 105 to
130 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 80 percent. Parent material consists of calcareous gravelly alluvium from
mixed sources.

A typical profile contains a 5 inch dark brown gravelly loam surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a light yellowish brown very gravelly clay loam that is approximately 25 inches thick. The
substratum is a very pale brown very gravelly sandy clay loam that extends to approximately to
60 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Nihill soil is moderate. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and high
on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is
moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are eighteen plant species that are common to this map unit: Sedge, Needle and thread,
Sideoats grama, Blue grama, Hairy grama, Bluegrass, Little bluestem, Sand dropseed, Western
wheatgrass, Blacksamson Echinacea, Broom snakeweed, Fringed sagewort, Hairy goldenaster,
Louisiana sagewort, Plains pricklypear, Skunkbush sumac, Violet prairieclover, and Wormwood.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,100 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 600 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content and droughty. This map unit is a fair source .for
roadfill; limitations include slope. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include
slope, hard to reclaim (rock fragments) and rock fragments.
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"No" - Norka loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Norka loam mapping unit consists of very deep well drained soils that formed in thick,
calcareous, eolian or alluvial materials high in very fine sand. It occurs on hills, ridges, slope
breaks and valley sideslopes at elevations from 2620 to 3610 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 13 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 48 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 12 percent. Parent material consists of thick, calcareous, eolian or alluvial
materials often containing a large proportion of very fine sand.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch grayish brown loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
grayish brown silt loam that is approximately 3 inches thick. The substratum is a grayish brown
light silty clay loam that extends to approximately to 13 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Norka soil is moderate. Runoff is low on the gentler slopes and high on
the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind erosion hazard is very
slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Needle and thread, Sideoats grama, Little bluestem, Prairie sandreed, Sand dropseed,
Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod, Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum,
Silverleaf scurfpea, American vetch, Big sagebrush, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Breadroot scurfpea,
Buffalograss, Heath aster, Leadplant, Prairie coneflower, Rose, Sedge, Skunkbush sumac,
Slimflower scurfpea, and Western yarrow.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately2,300 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content. This map unit is a good source for roadfill. This
map unit is a good source for topsoil
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"Nu" - Nunn clay loam, 0 to 6 and 6 to 15 percent slope

The Nunn clay loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils that formed in loess
and mixed alluvium. It occurs on terraces or alluvial fans, and in drainageways at elevations from
2620 to 3610 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 14 inches. The mean annual air temperature is

approximately 48 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 120 to 210 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 25 percent. Parent material consists mixed alluvium.

A typical profile contains a 6 inch grayish brown clay loam surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a grayish brown clay loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a pale
brown clay loam that extends to approximately to 24 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Nunn soil is moderately slow to slow. Runoff is negligible on the gentler
slopes and very high on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind
erosion hazard is very slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Needle and thread, Sideoats grama, Little bluestem, Prairie sandreed, Sand dropseed,
Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod, Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum,
Silverleaf scurfpea, American vetch, Big sagebrush, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Breadroot scurfpea,
Buffalograss, Heath aster, Leadplant, Prairie coneflower, Rose, Sedge, Skunkbush sumac,
Slimflower scurfpea, and Western yarrow.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,900 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,100 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, too clayey and water erosion. This map unit is a
fair source for roadfill; limitations include shrink-swell. This map unit is a poor source for
topsoil; limitations include too clayey.
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"Pa" - Paunsaugunt gravelly loam, 6 to 15 percent slope

The Paunsaugunt gravelly loam mapping unit consists of well drained soils that are shallow to
limestone and formed in residuum from limestone and calcareous sandstone. It occurs on mesas
and hillsides at elevations from 6,000 to 8,400 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 16 to 22 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 43 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 70 to 100
days.

Slopes range from 2 to 70 percent. Parent material consists of residuum on limestone and
calcareous sandstone.

A typical profile contains a 3 inch brown gravelly loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
grayish brown cobbly sandy loam that is approximately 5 inches thick. The substratum is a light
brownish gray very cobbly sandy loam that extends to approximately to 15 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Paunsaugunt soil is moderate. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes
and rapid on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion
hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty nine plant-species that are common to this map unit:

Little bluestem, Sideoats grama, Needle and thread, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Dropseed, Hairy
grama, Idaho fescue, Prairie dropseed, Sedge, Prairie junegrass, Bearded wheatgrass, Skunkbush
sumac, Achnatherum richardsonii, Blacksamson Echinacea, Breadroot scurfpea, Broom
snakeweed, Columbia needlegrass, Dotted gayfeather, Fringed sagewort, Green needlegrass,
Heath aster, Louisiana sagewort, Prairie coneflower, Silverleaf scurfpea, Slender wheatgrass,
Slimflower scurfpea, True mountain mahogany, and Western wheatgrass.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,600 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,000 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include droughty and depth to bedrock. This map unit is a poor source for roadfill;
limitations include depth to bedrock. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations
include depth to bedrock, slope and rock fragments.
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"Pg" - Penrose channery loam, 15 to 40 percent slope

The Penrose channery loam mapping unit consists of shallow, well and somewhat excessively
drained soils formed in thin, calcareous, loamy materials weathered in place from limestone and
interbedded limy materials. It occurs on hills, plains, ridges, hogbacks, cuestas, and mesa tops at
elevations from 3,000 to 6,500 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 11 to 15 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 51 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 125 to
165 days.

Slopes range from 1 to 65 percent. Parent material consists of residuum and slope alluvium
derived from limestone and interbedded limy materials.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch light brownish gray channery loam surface layer. The
transition subsoil is a light gray channery loam that is approximately 11 inches thick. The
substratum is limestone bedrock that extends to approximately to 15 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Penrose soil is moderate to moderately slow. Runoff is low on the gentler
slopes and very rapid on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind
erosion hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are six plant species that are common to this map unit: Sideoats grama, Blue grama,
Achnatherum scribneri, Indian ricegrass, Juniper, and Little bluestem.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 800 lbs/acres. In an
unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty and depth to bedrock. This map unit is a
poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock. This map unit is a poor source for
topsoil; limitations include depth to bedrock, slope and rock fragments.
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"Pe" - Pierre clay, 0 to 6 and 6 to 15 percent slope

The Pierre clay mapping unit consists of moderately deep, well drained soils formed in clayey
residuum weathered from shale bedrock on uplands. It occurs on nearly nearly level to steep
uplands at elevations from 1300 to 3600 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 13 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 30 percent. Parent material consists of residuum weathered from clay
shale.

A typical profile contains a 2 inch grayish brown clay surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
light brownish gray clay that is approximately 5 inches thick. The substratum is a light brownish
gray clay that extends to approximately to 20 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Pierre soil is very slow, except after dry periods when the initial intake
may be rapid due to cracks. Runoff is low on the gentler slopes and medium to very high on the
steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are nineteen plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Sideoats grama, Needle and thread, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Buffalograss, Sedge, Big
sagebrush, Fringed sagewort, Heath aster, Louisiana sagewort, Plains pricklypear, Silverleaf
scurfpea, Western yarrow, American vetch, Breadroot scurfpea, Scarlet globemallow, and
Slimflower scurfpea.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,200 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,200 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, depth to bedrock, droughty, too clayey and
sodium content. This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock,
low strength and shrink-swell. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include
depth to bedrock, too clayey and sodium content.
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"Sal - Samsil clay, 15 to 40 percent slope

The Samsil clay mapping unit consists of shallow, well drained soils formed in alluvium or
residuum weathered from shale. It occurs on gently sloping to very steep hills, ridges and breaks
of dissected shale plains at elevations from 2620 to 3610 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 14 to 19 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 47 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 2 to 60 percent. Parent material consists of alluvium or residuum weathered
from shale.

A typical profile contains a 2 inch light brownish gray clay surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a light grayish brown clay that is approximately 5 inches thick. The substratum is a light
grayish brown clay that extends to approximately to 11 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Samsil soil is slow. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and very high
On the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is
moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Little bluestem, Western
wheatgrass, Sideoats grama, Green needlegrass, Blue grama, Big bluestem, Hairy grama, Needle
and thread,. Prairie sandreed, Rocky Mountain juniper, Sedge, Big sagebrush, Blacksamson
echinacea, Broom snakeweed, Rose, Silver buffaloberry, Skunkbush sumac, Breadroot scurfpea,
Fringed sagewort, Leadplant, Louisiana sagewort, Prairie coneflower, Silverleaf scurfpea,
Slimflower scurfpea, Violet prairieclover, and Yucca.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,400 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 800 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty, too clayey, depth to bedrock and water
erosion. This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock, slope,
low strength and shrink-swell. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include
depth to bedrock, slope and too clayey.
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"Sc" - Satanta loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Satanta loam mapping unit consists of very deep well drained soils that formed in eolian
deposits. It occurs on plains or high stream terraces in the Central High Tablelands at elevations
from 2000 to 4500 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 14 to 22 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 56 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 140 to
200 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Parent material consists of eolian deposits.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch dark grayish brown loam surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a dark grayish brown loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a very dark
grayish brown loam that extends to approximately to 19 inches in depth.

Saturated hydraulic conductivity within the Satanta soil is moderately high. Runoff is low on the
gentler slopes and medium on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the
wind erosion hazard is very slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Needle and thread, Sideoats grama, Little bluestem, Prairie sandreed, Sand dropseed,
Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod, Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum,
Silverleaf scurfpea, American vetch, Big sagebrush, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Breadroot scurfpea,
Buffalograss, Heath aster, Leadplant, Prairie coneflower, Rose, Sedge, Skunkbush sumac,
Slimflower scurfpea, and Western yarrow.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,200 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content. This map unit is a good source for roadfill. This
map unit is a good source for topsoil.
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"Sn" - Shingle clay loam, 15 to 40 percent slope

The Shingle clay loam mapping unit consists of well drained soils that are very shallow or
shallow to bedrock and formed in residuum and colluvium derived from interbedded shale and
sandstone or in alluvium from mudstone. It occurs on bedrock controlled hillslopes and ridges at
elevations from 3,200 to 6,500 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 14 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 45 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 105 to
130 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 80 percent. Parent material consists of colluvium and residuum weathered
from soft, interbedded sandstone and shale or in alluvium from mudstone.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch light brownish gray clay surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a light yellowish brown clay loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a
light yellowish brown clay loam that extends to approximately to 15 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Shingle soil is moderate. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and high
on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard is
moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty nine plant species that are common to this map unit: Little bluestem, Sideoats
grama, Needle and thread, Western wheatgrass, Big bluestem, Blue grama, Green needlegrass,
Hairy grama, Prairie sandreed, Sedge, Plains muhly, Rocky Mountain juniper, American vetch,
Blacksamson echinacea, Breadroot scurfpea, Broom snakeweed, Fringed sagewort, Leadplant,
Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod, Nineanther prairieclover, Oligoneuron rigidum var.
rigidum, Prairie coneflower, Rose, Silver buffaloberry, Silverleaf scurfpea, Skunkbush sumac,
Slimflower scurfpea, and Violet prairieclover.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,400 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 800 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty and depth to bedrock. This map unit is a
poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock, slope, low strength and shrink-
swell. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include depth to bedrock, slope and
rock fragments.
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"Gs" - Snomo clay, 6 to 15 percent slope

The Snomo clay mapping unit consists of deep or very deep, well drained soils formed in clayey
materials weathered from acid shale on the uplands. It occurs on gently sloping to moderately
steep uplands at elevations from 2620 to 3610 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 14 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 45 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 2 to 20 percent. Parent material consists of clayey materials weathered from
acid shale.

A typical profile contains a 2 inch light gray silty clay surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
light gray clay that is approximately 3 inches thick. The substratum is a light brownish gray clay
that extends to approximately to 14 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Snomo'soil is moderate. Runoff is very low on the gentler slopes and
medium on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is moderate and the wind erosion hazard
is moderate.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are nineteen plant species that are common to this map unit: Little bluestem, Sedge,
Western wheatgrass, Sideoats grama, Blue grama, Bur oak, Ponderosa pine, Prairie sandreed, Big
bluestem, Switchgrass, Yellow Indiangrass, Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Blacksamson
Echinacea, Breadroot scurfpea, Heath aster, Silverleaf scurfpea, Slimflower scurfpea, and
Wormwood.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,700 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 800 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty, too clayey, too acid and water erosion.
This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include low strength and shrink-swell. This
map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations slope, too clayey and too acid.
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"Ta" - Tilford silt loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Tilford silt loam mapping unit consists of very deep or deep, well drained soils formed in
local alluvium and residuum from weathered reddish shales on uplands and terraces. It occurs on
nearly level to rolling on uplands, stream terraces and fans at elevations from 2950 to 3510 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 14 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 45 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 110 to
140 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Parent material consists of silty local alluvium and residuum
derived from reddish colored silty shales.

A typical profile contains a 5 inch dark brown silt loam surface layer. The transition subsoil is a
dark reddish gray silt loam that is approximately 4 inches thick. The substratum is a reddish
brown silt loam that extends to approximately to 16 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Tilford soil is moderate. Runoff is low on the gentler slopes and medium
on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind erosion hazard is very
slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty six plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Green
needlegrass, Needle and thread, Sideoats grama, Little bluestem, Prairie sandreed, Sand dropseed,
Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod, Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum,
Silverleaf Scurfpea, American vetch, Big sagebrush, Blue grama, Bluegrass, Breadroot scurfpea,
Buffalograss, Heath aster, Leadplant, Prairie coneflower, Rose, Sedge, Skunkbush sumac,
Slimflower scurfpea, and Western yarrow.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 2,500 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content and water erosion. This map unit is a fair source
for roadfill; limitations include low strength. This map unit is a good source for topsoil.
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"Wt" - Winetti gravelly sandy loam, 0 to 6 percent slope

The Winetti gravelly sandy loam mapping unit consists of very deep, somewhat excessively
drained; moderately rapidly permeable soils that formed in mixed alluvium from sedimentary
rocks. It occurs on long, narrow, gently sloping bottoms or valleys and strongly sloping toeslopes
at elevations from 7,100 to 8,000 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 12 to 18 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 44 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 80 to 100
days.

Slopes range from 0 to 8 percent. Parent material consists of mixed alluvium from sandstone,
limestone and shale.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch brown gravelly sandy loam surface layer. The transition
subsoil is a light yellowish brown gravelly loamy sand that is approximately 3 inches thick. The
substratum is a light yellowish brown very gravelly sandy loam that extends to approximately to
17 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Winetti soil is moderately rapid. Runoff is medium. The water erosion
hazard is negligible and the wind erosion hazard is negligible.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty eight plant species that are common to this map unit: Western wheatgrass, Big
bluestem, Switchgrass, Yellow Indiangrass, Green needlegrass, Little bluestem, Prairie sandreed,
Sideoats grama, Bluegrass, Sedge, Blue grama, American elm, Common chokecherry, Eastern
cottonwood, Fringed sagewort, Green ash, Hairy grama, Heath aster, Leadplant, Louisiana
sagewort, Missouri goldenrod, Oligoneuron rigidum var. rigidum, Silver buffaloberry, Violet
prairieclover, Western snowberry, Western yarrow, Woods' rose, and Wormwood.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 3,800 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the. production is approximately 2,300 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content and droughty. This map unit is a good source for
roadfill. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include hard to reclaim (rock
fragments), rock fragments.
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"202" - Worfka clay loam, 15 to 40 percent slope

The Worfka clay loam mapping unit consists of well drained soils that are very shallow or
shallow to bedrock and formed in slopewash alluvium and residuum derived from interbedded
calcareous shale and argillaceous sandstone. It occurs on ridge crests, shoulders, footslopes and
toeslopes as well as uplands, ridges and hills at elevations from 3,500 to 6,500 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 14 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 130 to
150 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 30 percent. Parent material consists of alluvium and residuum weathered
from calcareous shales and argillaceous sandstone.

A typical profile contains a 2 inch light brownish gray light clay loam surface layer. The
transition subsoil is a grayish brown clay loam that is approximately 5 inches thick. The
substratum is a pale brown clay loam that extends to approximately to 13 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Worfka soil is slow. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and rapid on
the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind erosion hazard is very
slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are five plant species that are common to this map unit: Green needlegrass, Western
wheatgrass, Bluebunch wheatgrass, Big sagebrush, and Blue grama.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,000 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 450 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a poor source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content, droughty, too clayey, depth to bedrock and water
erosion. This map unit is a poor source for roadfill; limitations include depth to bedrock, low
strength and shrink-swell. This map unit is a poor source for topsoil; limitations include depth to
bedrock, slope and too clayey.
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"Zn" - Zigweid loam, 6 to 15 and 6 to 40 percent slope

The Zigweid loam mapping unit consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in alluvium
from mixed sedimentary sources. It occurs on fan aprons, alluvial fans, fan .piedmonts, fan
remnants, terraces, ridges and hills at elevations from 3,500 to 6,600 feet.

The mean annual precipitation is estimated to be 10 to 14 inches. The mean annual air
temperature is approximately 46 degrees Fahrenheit. The frost-free season ranges from 105 to
130 days.

Slopes range from 0 to 20 percent. Parent material consists of calcareous, moderately fine
textured sediments derived from interbedded shale and soft sandstone.

A typical profile contains a 4 inch light brownish gray loam surface layer. The transition subsoil
is a brown clay loam that is approximately 13 inches thick. The substratum is a brown clay loam
that extends to approximately to 34 inches in depth.

Permeability within the Zigweid soil is moderate. Runoff is medium on the gentler slopes and
rapid on the steeper slopes. The water erosion hazard is very slight and the wind erosion hazard is
very slight.

Productivity and Reclamation Potential

There are twenty three plant species that are common to this map unit: Needle and thread, Little
bluestem, Western wheatgrass, Sedge, Prairie sandreed, Sideoats grama, Blue grama, Green
needlegrass, Hairy grama, Inland saltgrass, Plains muhly, Big sagebrush, Blacksamson
Echinacea, Broom snakeweed, Fringed sagewort, Louisiana sagewort, Missouri goldenrod,
Oligoneuron rigiduim var. rigidum, Plains pricklypear, Prairie coneflower, Violet prairieclover,
Wormwood, and Yucca.

In a favorable year (above average moisture), the production is approximately 1,800 lbs/acres. In
an unfavorable (drought) year, the production is approximately 1,000 lbs/acres.

According to NRCS information, this map unit is a fair source of overall reclamation material;
limitations include low organic matter content. This map unit is a poor source for roadfill;
limitations include low strength and shrink-swell. This map unit is a fair source for topsoil;
limitations include slope.
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APPENDIX 2.6-C

SOIL SERIES DESCRIPTIONS



BROADHURST
SILTY CLAY

Soil Mapping Unit "Br".
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-001_006SDF

Typical Pedon: Broadhurst silty clay- native grass. When described the soil was dry below
20 inches. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Broadhurst series consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in clayey material derived
from acid shales on colluvial fans and terraces. These soils have very slow permeability. Slopes
range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual air
temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) silty clay, moist; weak thick platy structure; very
hard, very firm, sticky and plastic; few roots; moderately acid (pH 5.8); abrupt smooth boundary,
noneffervescent.

C1 - 3-8 inches. Dark gray (1OYR 4/1D, 1OYR 3/1W) silty clay, moist; weak.coarse blocky and
subangular blocky structure; very hard, very firm, sticky and plastic; few. roots; moderately acid
(pH 5.7); gradual smooth boundary, noneffervescent.

C2 - 8-24 inches. Dark gray (10YR 4/1D, 1OYR 3/lW) silty clay, moist; massive; extremely
hard, very firm, sticky and plastic; moderately acid (pH 5.7); clear smooth boundary,
noneffervescent.

C4 - 24-40 inches. Dark gray (10YR 4/1D, 1OYR 3/1W) silty clay, moist; massive; extremely
hard, very firm, sticky and plastic; moderately acid (pH 5.8); clear smooth boundary,
noneffervescent.

C5n - 40-54 inches. Very dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2 DW) silty clay, moist; massive; hard,
very firm, sticky and plastic; common fine fragments of shale; common fine nests of gypsum and
other salts; very strongly acid (pH 5.0). noneffervescent.

C6n - 54-60 inches. Dark gray (1OYR 4/1 D, 1OYR 3/1W) silty clay, moist; massive; hard, very
firm, sticky and' plastic; common fine fragments of shale; common fine nests of gypsum and other
salts; very strongly acid (pH 4.5). noneffervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 17 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Colors throughout the
soil are largely inherited from the parent rock. The control section averages between 60 and 70
percent clay. The soil has an Ustic moisture regime that borders on Aridic. Consistence is hard to
extremely hard when dry and very firm when moist. When the soil is dry, cracks 1/2 to 1 inch
wide and several feet long extend downward for 20 inches or more. The soil typically is very
strongly acid but ranges from extremely acid to moderately acid.

A and AC horizons have hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of
1 or 2.
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The C horizon has hue of 1OYR, 2.5Y, or 5Y; value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist; and cliroma of 1
or 2. Few or common partially weathered very fine fragments of shale are in the C horizon in
most pedons. Nests of gypsum and other salts are few or common in the lower part of the C
horizon.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Very-fine, smectitic, acid, mesic Torrertic Ustorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 0-60 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal at 8-24 inches. pH was unsuitable (acidic)
at 54-60 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 8 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Broadhurst soils are on colluvial
fans and terraces. Slope gradients range from 0 to 15 percent. These soils formed in clayey
material derived from acid shales. Mean annual air temperature ranges from 43 to 48 degrees F,
and mean annual precipitation ranges from 15 to 18 inches.
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KYLE
NONCALCAREOUS VARIANT

Soil Mapping Unit "Ky"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-007_011

Typical Pedon: Kyle silty clay loam - on a west-facing plane slope of 2 percent in native grass.
(Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Kyle series consists of very deep and well drained soils formed in sediments weathered from
clay shale on uplands. Permeability is very slow. Slopes range from 0 to 15 percentl Mean annual
precipitation is about 16 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Grayish brown (2.5YR 5/2) silty clay loam, moist; moderate medium and fine
granular structure; hard, firm, sticky and plastic; thin crust in upper 1/4 inch of light brownish
gray (2.5Y 6/2); common fine roots; neutral; clear wavy boundary, slightly alkaline (pH 7.4);
noneffervescent.

Bt - 2-17 inches. Olive brown (2.5Y 4/3DW) silty clay, moist; weak coarse blocky structure
parting to weak medium blocky; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and very plastic; few
intersecting slickensides; few fine roots; gradual wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 7.9);
very slightly effervescent.

Cln - 17-24 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2D, 2.5Y 3/2W) silty clay, moist; weak coarse
subangular blocky structure parting to weak medium and fine blocky; extremely hard, very firm,
very sticky and very plastic; few intersecting slickensides; few fine roots; clear wavy boundary;
moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); noneffervescent.

C2 - 24-39 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2D, 2.5Y 3/2W) silty clay, moist; weak medium
subangular blocky structure in upper part becoming massive in lower part; extremely hard, very
firm, very sticky and very plastic; few intersecting slickensides; common fine and medium nests
of gypsum; strong effervescence; slightly alkaline; gradual wavy boundary. moderately alkaline
(pH 7.9); noneffervescent.

C3n - 39-60 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2DW) silty clay, moist; massive; very hard,
firm, sticky and plastic; few fine accumulations of carbonate and gypsum; moderately alkaline
(pH 7.9). noneffervescent.

Type Location - Fall River County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 27 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The soil typically does
not have carbonates to depths of 4 to 6 inches, but some pedons contain carbonates to the surface.
When the soil is dry, cracks 1/2 inch to 2 inches wide and several feet long extend downward
through the solum. The control section averages 60 to 65 percent clay. The soil does not have a
mollic epipedon but the upper 10 inches of the solum has an average organic carbon content
between 0.6 and 1.7 percent. When the soil is dry, a porous surface crust 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch
thick with dry color value of 6 or 7 is typical. Gypsum and other salts are below depths of

Ailk 20 inches.
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The A horizon has hue of 1OYR, 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of I to
3. It typically is clay but some is silty clay. It is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bw and Bss horizons have hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma
of 2 to 4. Both dry and moist colors of the surface of peds range from 1/2 to 1 value darker than
the crushed peds. They are extremely hard or very hard when dry and extremely firm or very firm
when moist. They are slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline.

The BCss horizon has hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It has few to common accumulations of gypsum and other salts in most pedons. It is slightly
alkaline or moderately alkaline.

Some pedons have a Bk horizon that has colors similar to the BC horizon. It has few to common
accumulations of carbonate. It is slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline.

The Cy horizon has hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4. It
is clay and some pedons contain up to 35 percent fragments of shale below 40 inches. It has few
to many accumulations of gypsum or other salts. Unweathered shale typically is at depths greater
than 5 feet but is as shallow as 40 inches in some pedons. It is slightly alkaline or moderately
alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer

than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Very-fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Haplusterts

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 2-60 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal at 24-39 inches. Sodium absorption ratio
was marginal at 17-60 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 17 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Kyle soils are nearly level to
strongly sloping on uplands and colluvial fans. Slopes are plane to convex, and slope gradients
range from 0 to 15 percent. Gilgai microrelief is in most areas. The soil formed in clayey
sediments weathered from calcareous clay shale. Mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to
53 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from about 12 to 19 inches.
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NONCALCAREOUS VARIANT

Soil Mapping Unit "Ky"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-012_016

Typical Pedon: Kyle silty clay loam- on a west-facing plane slope of 2 percent in native grass.
(Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Kyle series consists of very deep and well drained soils formed in sediments weathered from
clay shale on uplands. Permeability is very slow. Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual
precipitation is about 16 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Brown (IOYR 4/3D, lOYR 4/2W) silty clay loam, moist; moderate medium and
fine granular structure; hard, firm, sticky and plastic; thin crust in upper 1/4 inch of light
brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2); common fine roots; neutral; clear wavy boundary, moderately alkaline
(pH 8.0); noneffervescent.

Btl - 2-15 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D, 10YR 4/2W) silty clay, moist; weak coarse blocky
.structure parting to weak medium blocky; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and very plastic;
few intersecting slickensides; few fine roots; gradual wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH
8.0); very slightly effervescent.

Bt2n - 15-26 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2DW) silty clay, moist; weak coarse
subangular blocky 9tructure'parting to weak medium and fine blocky; extremely hard, very firm,
very sticky and very plastic; few intersecting slickensides; few fine roots; clear wavy boundary;
moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); very slightly effervescent.

CI - 26-36 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2DW) silty clay, moist; weak medium
subangular blocky structure in upper part becoming massive in lower part; extremely hard, very
firm, very sticky and very plastic; few intersecting slickensides; common fine and medium nests
of gypsum; strong effervescence; slightly alkaline; gradual wavy boundary. moderately alkaline
(pH 8.0); very slightly effervescent.

C2 - 36-60 inches. Olive brown (2.5Y 4/3DW) clay, moist; massive; very hard, firm, sticky and
plastic; few fine accumulations of carbonate and gypsum; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); slightly
effervescent.

Type Location - Fall River County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 36 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The soil typically does
not have carbonates to depths of 4 to 6 inches, but some pedons contain carbonates to the surface.
When the soil is dry, cracks 1/2 inch to 2 inches wide and several feet long extend downward
through the solum. The control section averages 60 to 65 percent clay. The soil does not have a
mollic epipedon but the upper 10 inches of the solum has an average organic carbon content
between 0.6 and 1.7 percent. When the soil is dry, a porous surface crust 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch
thick with dry color value of 6 or 7 is typical. Gypsum and other salts are below depths of 20

AAL inches.
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The A horizon has hue of 10YR, 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 1 to
3. It typically is clay but some is silty clay. It is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bw and Bss horizons have hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma
of 2 to 4. Both dry and moist colors of the surface of peds range from 1/2 to 1 value darker than
the crushed peds. They are extremely hard or very hard when dry and extremely firm or very firm
when moist. They are slightly alkaline or. moderately alkaline.

The BCss horizon has hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or. 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It has few to common accumulations of gypsum and other salts in most pedons. It is slightly
alkaline or moderately alkaline.

Some pedons have a Bk horizon that has colors similar to the BC horizon. It has few to common
accumulations of carbonate. It is slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline.

The Cy horizon has hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4. It
is clay and some pedons contain up to 35 percent fragments of shale below 40 inches. It has few
to many accumulations of gypsum or other salts. Unweathered shale typically is at depths greater
than 5 feet but is as shallow as 40 inches in some pedons. It is slightly alkaline or moderately
alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Very-fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Haplusterts

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 2-60 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal at 2-16 and 26-36 inches. Sodium
absorption ratio was marginal at 15-36 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 2 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Kyle soils are nearly level to
strongly sloping on uplands and colluvial fans. Slopes are plane to convex, and slope gradients
range from 0 to' 15 percent. Gilgai microrelief is in most areas. The soil formed in clayey
sediments weathered from calcareous clay shale.. Mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to
53 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from about 12 to 19 inches.
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HISLE
SILT LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "He"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-017_021

Typical Pedon: Hisle silt loam - on an east-facing plane slope of 3 percent in native grass at
3,020 feet elevation. When described the soil was moist below a depth of 2 inches. (Colors are for
dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Hisle series consists of moderately deep, well drained and moderately well drained soils
formed in clayey sediments weathered from clay shale on uplands. Permeability is very slow.
Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual
air temperature is about 45 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Light gray (10YR 7/2) silt loam, moist; weak very thin platy structure parting to
weak fine granular; soft, yery friable; surface crust about 1/8 inch thick; abrupt smooth boundary;
neutral (pH 6.8); noneffervescent.

Bt - 2-15 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2D, 1OYR 4/2W) silty clay loam, moist; weak medium
prismatic structure parting to strong medium and fine blocky; very hard, firm, sticky and plastic;
gradual wavy boundary; neutral (pH 7.3); noneffervescent.

Clk - 15-32 inches. Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/3D, 2.5Y 4/3W) clay loam, moist; common
medium distinct dark yellowish brown (1OYR 4/4) and yellowish brown (1OYR 5/6) mottles; fine
earth is massive; hard, firm, sticky; 50 to 70 percent-by volume of fragments of shale; few fine
accumulations of carbonate and salt; clear wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); strongly
effervescent.

C2k - 32-52 inches. Brown (.0YR 5/3D, 1OYR 4/3W) clay loam, fractured soft shale; dark
yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) iron stains and mottles in the
seams; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); strongly effervescent.

C3 - 52-60 inches. Light brownish gray (1OYR 6/2D, 1OYR 4/2W) silt loam, fractured soft shale;
dark yellowish brown (1 OYR 4/4) and yellowish brown (1 OYR 5/6) iron stains and mottles in the
seams; moderately alkaline (pH 8.1). slightly effervescent.

Type Location - Shannon County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 39 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The depth to bedded
shale typically is about 20 to 26 inches and ranges from 20 to 40 inches. Colors of the soil
commonly are inherited from the underlying shale. A few small pebbles are on the surface and
mixed throughout the solum in some pedons.

The E horizon has hue of 1 OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 to 8 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 1 to 3. It
is silt loam or loam and ranges from slightly acid to slightly alkaline. When dry, the surface is
crusted up to 1/8 inch thick.
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The Btn horizon has hue of 1OYR, 2.5Y, or 5Y, value of 5 to 7 and 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of
1 to 4. It is clay or silty clay averaging between 50 and 60 percent clay. It ranges from slightly to
strongly alkaline. The Btn horizon has weak or moderate, fine to coarse columnar structure
parting to moderate or strong, fine to coarse blocky structure in the upper part. Accumulations of
salts and carbonates are in the lower Btn horizon of some pedons.

The Bkz horizon has hue of lOR to 5Y, value of 5 to 8 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 1 to 4. It
is silty clay or clay. It has few to many accumulations of carbonate and typically has
accumulations of gypsum and salts. It ranges from slightly to strongly alkaline. It contains up to
15 percent fragments of shale by volume.

The C horizon has hue of 1OR to 5Y, value of 5 to 8 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of I to 4. It is
clay, or silty clay. Fragments of shale increase with depth and range up to 80 percent by volume.
It ranges from slightly to strongly alkaline. Most pedons contain accumulations of carbonate and
salts.

The Cr horizon is shale and hue of I OR to 5Y. It ranges from slightly acid to moderately alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
or have slightly less clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Leptic Torrertic Natrustalfs

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - No unsuitable or marginal values
were present. Strongly calcareous at 15 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 60 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Hisle soils are nearly level to
moderately sloping on uplands. Slope gradients range from 0 to 15 percent. Hisle soils formed in
clays transported locally or weathered in place from clay shales. The mean annual soil
temperature ranges from 45 to 53 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from 12 to
16 inches.
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NONCALCAREOUS VARIANT

Soil Mapping Unit "He"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-022_026

Typical Pedon: Hisle silty clay loam - on an east-facing plane slope of 3 percent in native grass at
3,020 feet elevation. When described the soil was moist below a depth of 2 inches. (Colors are for
dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Hisle series consists of moderately deep, well drained and moderately well drained soils
formed in clayey sediments weathered from clay shale on uplands. Permeability is very slow.
Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual
air temperature is about 45 degrees F.

A - 0-4 inches. Light gray (10YR 7/2) silty clay loam, moist; weak very thin platy structure*
parting to weak fine granular; soft, very friable; surface crust about 1/8 inch thick; abrupt smooth
boundary; neutral (pH 6.6); noneffervescent.

Btl - 4-14 inches. Light olive brown (2.5Y 5/3D, 2.5Y 4/3W) silty clay loam, moist; weak
medium prismatic structure parting to strong medium and fine blocky; very hard, firm, sticky and
plastic; gradual wavy boundary; neutral (pH 7.1); noneffervescent.

Bt2 - 14-27 inches. Light olive brown (2.5Y 5/3D, 2.5Y 4/3W) silty clay loam, moist; few faint
yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) mottles; weak medium and fine subangular blocky structure; very
hard, firm, sticky and plastic; many small pebbles and fragments of shale; few fine dark
concretions (Fe and Mn oxides); common fine threads and accumulations of carbonate and salt;
clear wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.8); noneffervescent.

Bt3n - 27-38 inches. Olive brown (2.5Y 4/3D, 2.5Y 4/2W) silty clay, fractured soft shale; dark
yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) iron stains and mottles in the
seams; moderately alkaline (pH 8.1); noneffervescent.

Cn - 38-60 inches. Olive brown (2.5Y 4/3D, 2.5Y 4/2W) silty clay, fractured soft shale; dark
yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) iron stains and mottles in the
seams; moderately alkaline (pH 7.9); noneffervescent.

Type Location - Shannon County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 40 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The depth to bedded
shale typically is about 20 to 26 inches and ranges from 20 to. 40 inches. Colors of the soil
commonly are inherited frorm the underlying shale. A few small pebbles are on the surface and
mixed throughout the solum in some pedons.

The E horizon has hue of 1OYR or 215Y, value of 5 to 8 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 1 to 3. It
is silt loam or loam and ranges from slightly acid to slightly alkaline. When dry, the surface is
crusted up to 1/8 inch thick.
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The Btn horizon has hue of lOYR, 2.5Y, or 5Y, value of 5 to 7 and 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of
1 to 4. It is clay or silty clay averaging between 50 and 60 percent clay. It ranges from slightly to
strongly alkaline. The Btn horizon has weak or moderate, fine to coarse columnar structure
parting to moderate or strong, fine to coarse blocky structure in the upper part. Accumulations of
salts and carbonates are in the lower Btn horizon of some pedons.

The Bkz horizon has hue of 1OR to 5Y, value of 5 to 8 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 1 to 4. It
is silty clay or clay. It has few to many accumulations of carbonate and typically has
accumulations of gypsum and salts. It ranges from slightly to strongly alkaline. It contains up to
15 percent fragments of shale by volume.

The C horizon has hue of OR to 5Y, value of 5 to 8 and 3to 5 moist, and chroma of I to 4. It is
clay, or silty clay. Fragments of shale increase with depth and range up to 80 percent by volume.
It ranges from slightly to strongly alkaline. Most pedons contain accumulations of carbonate and
salts.

The Cr horizon is shale and hue of IOR to 5Y. It ranges from slightly acid to moderately alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Leptic Torrertic Natrustalfs

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was foun'd
from 27-60 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 60 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Hisle soils are nearly level to
moderately sloping on uplands. Slope gradients range from 0 to 15 percent. Hisle soils formed in
clays transported locally or weathered in place from clay shales. The mean annual soil
temperature ranges from 45 to 53 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from 12 to
16 inches.
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NEVEE
SILT LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Ne"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-027_031

Typical Pedon: Nevee silt loam- on.a southwest-facing slope of 8 percent in native grass. When
described, the soil was dry throughout. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Nevee series consists of deep and very deep, well drained soils formed in reddish silty
alluvial-colluvial sediments on terraces and uplands. Permeability is moderate. Slopes range from
I to 30 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 16 inches, and mean annual air temperature is
about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-4 inches. Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) silt loam, moist; weak fine granular structure; soft, very
friable; many fine roots; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.7); noneffervescent.

AC - 4-21 inches.. Brown (7.5YR 5/4D, 7.5YR 4/4W) silty clay loam, moist; massive; slightly
hard, very friable; common fine roots; few fine accumulations of carbonate; gradual wavy
boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.7); strongly effervescent.

Clk - 21-36 inches. Reddish brown (5YR 5/4D, 5YR 4/4W) silt, moist; massive; hard, very
friable; few fine roots; gradual wavy boundary; strongly alkaline (pH 8.6); strongly effervescent.

C2k - 36-45 inches. Yellowish red (5YR 5/6D, 5YR 4/4W) silt loam, moist; massive; hard, very
friable; many coarse fragments of siltstone; gradual wavy boundary; strongly alkaline (pH 8.7);
strongly effervescent.

C3k - 45-60 inches. Yellowish red (5YR 5/6D, 5YR 4/4W) loam, moist; extremely hard, friable;
strongly alkaline (pH 8.7); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 41 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to bedrock
typically ranges from 40 to 60 inches or more. Depth to free carbonates is less than 10 inches..
The control section is silt loam, loam, or very fine sandy loam averaging between 10 and
18 percent clay. Some pedons have up to 35 percent coarse fragments greater than 3 inches in the
surface.

The A horizon has hue of 5YR to 1OYR, value of 4 to 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 2 to 6.
Where the color value is as dark or darker than 5.5 and 3.5 moist, the horizon has chroma of 4 or
more or is too thin for a mollic epipedon. It is typically silt loam, but some pedons are loam or
very fine sandy loam. It ranges from neutral to moderately alkaline. Some pedons have an AC
horizon. It has colors an textures of the A horizon.

The C horizon has hue of 2.5YR to 7.5YR, value of 5 to 7 and 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of 3 to 6.
It is loam, silt loam, or very fine sandy loam, but some pedons are silty clay loam in the lower
part. It typically has few to many, fine or medium accumulations of carbonate in the upper part. It
ranges from slightly to strongly alkaline.
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The Cr horizon is reddish colored silty shale, siltstone, or sandstone and is below depths of
40 inches. It ranges from slightly -to strongly alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): No significant range in

characteristics was found.

Taxonomic Class - Coarse-silty, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Aridic Ustorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Electrical conductivity was
unsuitable at 21-60 inches. Sodium absorption ratio was unsuitable at 21-60 inches. Boron was
unsuitable at 21-36 inches. Selenium was marginal at 21-60 inches. Strongly effervescent at
4 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 21 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Nevee soils are nearly level to
steep on terraces, uplands, and alluvial fans. Surfaces are dominantly smooth plane, and slope
gradients range from 1 to 30 percent. The Nevee soils formed in silty alluvium weathered from
reddish colored. silty shale, siltstone, of sandstone. Mean annual air temperature is 43 to
48 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from 15 to 18 inches.
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BARNUM
SILT LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Bc"

Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-032_035

Typical Pedon: Barnum silt loam-rangeland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Barnum series consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in calcareous alluvium from
red bed sediments. Barnum soils are on flood plains and alluvial terraces. Slopes are simple and
range from 0 to 8 percent. The mean annual precipitation is about 12 inches, and the mean annual
temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-6 inches. Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) silt loam, moist; moderate very fine granular structure;
soft, very friable; calcium carbonate disseminated; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline
(pH 7.8); noneffervescent.

Clk - 6-17 inches. Reddish brown (5YR 5/4D, 5YR 4/4W) silt loam, moist; massive with lenses
of unaltered parent sediment; slightly hard, very friable; calcium carbonate disseminated and as
soft masses in some lenses;, moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); strongly effervescent.

C2k - 17-39 inches. Reddish brown (5YR.5/4D, 5YR 4/4W) silt loam, moist; massive with lenses
of unaltered parent sediment; slightly hard, very friable; calcium carbonate disseminated and as
soft masses in some lenses; strongly alkaline (pH 8.6); strongly effervescent.

C3kn - 39-60 inches. Yellowish red (5YR 4/6D, 5YR 4/4W) silt loam, moist; massive with
lenses of unaltered parent sediment; slightly hard, very friable; calcium carbonate disseminated
and as soft masses in some lenses; strongly alkaline (pH 8.5); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Johnson County, Wyoming; refer to waypoint 42 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - These soils typically
contain free carbonates throughout but may be leached a few inches in some pedons. Organic
carbon ranges from .6 to 3 percent in the upper 10 inches and decreases irregularly with depth.
The mean annual soil temperature is about 47 to 53 degrees F. The particle size control section is
highly stratified and typically averages loam or light clay loam with 18 to 35 percent clay and
more than 15 percent fine or coarser sand. Strata of sandy loam, silt loam, silty clay loam, and
fine sandy loam are common. Rock fragments are variable between strata but average from 0 to
10 percent pebbles. Exchangeable sodium ranges from 4 to 15 percent throughout the soil. EC
typically ranges from 2 to 8 mmhos throughout under natural conditions but may range to
16 mmhos where poorly irrigated.

The A horizon has hue of 7.5YR through 2.5YR, value of 4 through 6 dry, 3 through 5 moist, and
chroma of 2 through 6. Reaction is slightly through strongly alkaline.

The C horizon has hue of 5YR through 10R, value of 4 through 7 dry, 3 through 5 moist, and
chroma of 2 through 6. Some strata have visual accumulations of salts and carbonates which are
typically discontinuous throughout the extent of the pedon. Reaction is slightly through strongly
alkaline. Some pedons may have buried horizons below 40 inches.
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Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are finer than
typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Ustic Torrifluvents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Electrical conductivity was
unsuitable at 6-39 inches. Sodium absorption ratio was unsuitable at 6-39 inches. Selenium was
unsuitable at 6-17 inches. Strongly effervescent at 6 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 6 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Barnum soils are on flood plains
and alluvial terraces. These soils formed in calcareous alluvium derived from red beds containing
siltstone, shale, and sandstone. Slopes are 0 to 8 percent. Elevations are 4,000 to 6,600 feet. The
mean annual precipitation is about 12 inches and ranges from 10 to 14 inches with about half
falling as snow or rain in April, May, and early June. The mean annual temperature is about 43 to
49 degrees F. The frost-free season is estimated to range from 110 to 135 days depending upon
elevation, aspect, and air drainage
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Ascalon
CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "As"

Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-036_039

Typical Pedon: Ascalon clay loam- grassland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Ascalon series consists of very deep, well drained soils that formed in moderate coarse
textured calcareous material. Ascalon soils are on upland hillslopes and tableland plains. Slopes
range from 0 to 25 percent. The mean annual precipitation is about 41 centimeters (16 inches) and
the mean annual air temperature is about 10 degrees C (49 degrees F) at the type location.

A - 0-2 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2) clay loam, moist; moderate very fine granular
structure; soft, very friable; 3 percent pebbles; clear smooth boundary; slightly acid (pH 6.2);
noneffervescent.

Bt - 2-14 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2DW) clay, moist; moderate medium prismatic
structure parting to moderate medium subangular blocks; very hard, very friable; many distinct.
clay films on faces of peds; 3 percent pebbles; gradual smooth boundary; slightly alkaline
(pH 7.4); noneffervescent.

Clk - 14-38 inches. Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/3D. 2.5Y 5/2W) clay loam, moist; weak
medium subangular blocky structure; hard, very friable; concretions, thin seams and streaks of
calcium carbonate; few faint clay films on faces of some peds; 5 percent pebbles, gradual smooth
boundary; strongly alkaline (pH 8.5); violently effervescent.

C2k - 38-60 inches. Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/3) loam, moist; massive; slightly hard, very friable;
5 percent pebbles; concretions, thin seams and streaks of calcium carbonate; strongly alkaline
(pH 8.8); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Washington County, Colorado; refer to waypoint 43 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to bedrock
typically ranges from 40 to 60 inches or more. Depth to free carbonates is less than 10 inches.
The control section is silt loam, loam, or very fine sandy loam averaging between 10 and
18 percent clay. Some pedons have up to 35 percent coarse fragments greater than 3 inches in the
surface.

The A horizon has hue of 5YR to I 0YR, value of 4 to 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 2 to 6.
Where the color value, is as dark or darker than 5.5 and 3.5 moist, the horizon has chroma of 4 or
more or is too thin for a mollic epipedon. It is typically silt loam, but some pedons are loam or
very fine sandy loam. It ranges from neutral to moderately alkaline. Some pedons have an AC
horizon. It has colors an textures of the A horizon.

The C horizon has hue of 2.5YR to 7.5YR, value of 5 to 7 and 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of 3 to 6.
It is loam, silt loam, or very fine sandy loam, but some pedons are silty clay loam in the lower

AL part. It typically has few to many, fine or medium accumulations of carbonate in the upper part. It
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ranges from slightly to strongly alkaline.

The Cr horizon is reddish colored silty shale, siltstone, or sandstone and is below depths of
40 inches. It ranges from slightly to strongly alkaline.

Mean annual soil temperature: 8 to 15 degrees C (47 to 58 degrees F).
Mean summer soil temperature: 15 to 26 degrees C (59 to 78 degrees F).
Mollic epipedon: thickness ranges from. 18 to 51 centimeters (7 to 20 inches)
Depth to secondary calcium carbonate: 20 to 76 centimeters (8 to 30 inches)
Depth to the base of the Bt horizon: 38 to 76 centimeters (15 to 30 inches)
Organic carbon: ranges from .6 to 2 percent in the mollic epipedon and decreases uniformly with
depth.
Rock fragments: range from 0 to 15 percent but are usually less than 5 percent.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aridic Argiustolls

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 2-14 inches. Sodium absorption ratio was unsuitable at 38-60 inches. Violently effervescent
at 14 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 14 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) -
Parent material: thick, moderately coarse textured, calcareous material.
Landform: hills and plains
Slope: 0 to 25 percent
Elevation: 1219 to 1829 meters (4000 to 6000 feet).
Mean annual precipitation: 33 to 43 centimeters (13 to 17 inches), with peak periods of
precipitation occurring during the spring and summer.
Mean annual temperature: 10 to 12 degrees C (49 to 53 degrees F).
Average summer temperature: 20 to 23 Degree C (68 to 73 degrees F).
Frost-free season: about 130 to 160 days.
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CUSHMAN
LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Cy"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-040_043

Typical Pedon: Cushman loam - on south facing slope of about 3 percent under native grass
vegetation. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Cushman series consists of well drained soils that are moderately deep to bedrock. These
soils formed in slopewash alluvium and residuum from interbedded shales and siltstone and fine-
grained argillaceous sandstone. Cushman soils are on buttes, fan remnants, hills, piedmonts,
ridges and terraces. Slopes are 0 to 20 percent. The mean annual precipitation is about 13 inches,
and the mean annual air temperature is about 45 degrees F

A - 0-2 inches. Light brownish gray (10YR 6&2) loam, moist; moderate medium granular
structure; soft, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; common .very fine, fine, and few
medium roots; clear smooth boundary; neutral (pH 6.6); noneffervescent.

Bt - 2-7 inches. Brown (1OYR 5/3) clay loam, moist; weak medium prismatic structure parting to
moderate medium subangular blocky; slightly hard, friable, moderately sticky and moderately
plastic; common very fine, fine and few medium roots; few faint clay films on faces of peds and
lining pores; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.4); noneffervescent.

Btk - 7-13 inches. Brown (IOYR 4/3DW) clay loam, moist; moderate coarse prismatic structure
parting to strong medium angular blocky; hard, firm, moderately sticky and moderately plastic;
few fine, medium and coarse roots; common distinct clay films on faces of peds, lining pores and
root channels; clear wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.1); strongly effervescent.

Ck - 13-25 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D, 10YR 3/2W) clay loam, moist; moderate
coarse prismatic structure parting to moderate fine and very fine subangularblocky; hard, firm,
moderately sticky and moderately plastic; few fine roots; few faint clay films on faces of peds;
calcium carbonate on faces of peds and in pores as common distinct irregularly shaped filaments
and masses; clear-smooth boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Sheridan County, Wyoming; refer to waypoint 50 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to a paralithic
contact and bedrock is typically about 28 to 32 inches but ranges from 20 to 40 inches. Depth to
continuous horizons of carbonate accumulation is 7 to 26 inches. Depth to the base of the argillic
horizon ranges from 10 to 26 inches. Rock fragments range from 0 to 15 percent and are soft
shale channers or semirounded sandstone pebbles. The soil is dry in the moisture control section
more than half the time cumulative that the soil temperature at a depth of 20 inches is 41 degrees
F., which occurs about April 21-27, and is dry in all parts of the moisture control section for at
least 60 consecutive days from July 15 to October 25 and for at least 90 cumulative days during
this period. The mean annual soil temperature is 47 to 53 degrees F., and the soil temperature at a
depth of 20 inches is 41 degrees F. or more for 175 to. 192 days. EC ranges from 0 to 2 mmhos
throughout.
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The A horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 4 to 6 dry, 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
Reaction is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bt horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 4 to 6 dry, 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
Texture of the Bt is clay loam or loam with 20 to 35 percent clay and more than 15 percent but
.less than 35 percent fine sand or coarser. Reaction is neutral to moderately alkaline.

The Btk horizon has hue of 10YR or 2.5Y, value of 5 to 7 dry, 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
Texture is loam or clay loam with 20 to 35 percent clay. Reaction is moderately alkaline or
strongly alkaline. Calcium carbonate ranges from 3 to 12 percent.

The Bk horizon has hue of 1OYR and 2.5Y, value of 6 to 8 dry, 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of 2 to
4. Texture is loam or clay loam with 20 to 30 percent total clay of which about 2 to 4 percent is
carbonate clay. Reaction is typically moderately alkaline but may be strongly alkaline when sodic
shales are present. Calcium carbonate equivalent is 5 to 15 percent, but some horizons may
exceed 15 percent but are discontinuous or-too thin to be considered as a calcic.

The Cr is weakly consolidated sedimentary rock. It is primarily calcareous shale; but siltstone or
thinly interbedded fine grained argillaceous sandstone is common. The rock is typically
moderately alkaline or strongly alkaline when crushed, but'slightly alkaline or neutral shales are
not uncommon.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): No significant range in
characteristics was found.

Taxonomic Class - Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Ustic Haplargids

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - No marginal or unsuitable parameters
were found. Strongly effervescent at 7 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 25 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Cushman soils are on buttes, fan
remnants fan piedmonts, hills and ridges. Slopes range from 0 to 20 percent. The soils formed in
moderately fine textured slopewash alluvium and residuum. Surface erosion is common in
overgrazed areas, and some thin eolian deposits overlie these soils in some areas. Elevations are
3,500 to 6,000 feet. The mean annual precipitation is 13 inches and ranges from 10 to 14 inches
with over half of the annual precipitation falling in April, May, and June and less than one inch
falling in each month of July, August, September and October. The mean annual temperature is
43 to 51 degrees F. The frost-free season is about 105 to 130 days depending upon elevation,
aspect, and air drainage.
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ZIGWEID
SILTY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Zn"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-044_048

Typical Pedon: Zigweid silty clay loam - on a 3 percent southwest facing slope utilized as
rangeland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Zigweid series consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in alluvium from mixed
sedimentary sources on fan aprons, alluvial fans, fan piedmonts, fan remnants, terraces; ridges
and hills. Slopes range from 0 to 20 percent. Permeability is moderate. The mean annual
precipitation is about 13inches, and the mean annual air temperature is about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) silty clay loam, moist; moderate fine and
medium granular structure; slight hard, friable, nonsticky and nonplastic; many very fine and fine
roots throughout; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.4); noneffervescent.

BI - 3-14 inches. Brown (10YR 5/3D, lOYR 4/2W) silty clay loam, moist; moderate medium
prismatic structure parting to moderate fine and medium subangular blocky; slightly hard, friable,
slightly sticky and slightly plastic; many very fine and fine roots throughout and few medium
throughout; carbonates are disseminated throughout; gradual wavy boundary; slightly alkaline
(pH 7.7); very slightly effervescent.

O B2 - 14-26 inches. Dark grayish brown (1OYR 4/2DW) silty clay loam, moist; moderate medium
prismatic structure parting to moderate fine and medium subangular blocky; slightly hard, friable,
slightly sticky and slightly plastic; many very fine and fine roots throughout; common fine
irregular light gray (10YR 7/2) carbonate threads throughout; gradual wavy boundary; slightly
alkaline (pH 7.6); very slightly effervescent.

CI - 26-36 inches. Yellowish brown (10YR 5/4D, 1OYR 4/3W) silt loam, moist; moderate
medium prismatic structure parting to moderate fine and medium subangular blocky; slightly
hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; many very fine and fine roots throughout;
common fine irregular light gray (10YR 7/2) carbonate threads throughout; gradual wavy
boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.5); very slightly effervescent.

C2 - 36-60 inches. Brown (10YR 5/3D, 1OYR 4/2W) loam, moist; moderate medium subangular
blocky structure; slightly hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; common very fine and
fine roots throughout; common fine irregular light gray (10YR 7/2) carbonate threads throughout;
slightly alkaline (pH 7.7);. strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Campbell County, Wyoming; refer to waypoint 56 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to carbonates
ranges from 0 to 8 inches. Depth to the Bk horizon and the base of the cambic horizon ranges
from 10 to 22 inches. The particle-size control section and soil profile are clay loam or loam.
Clay ranges from 18 to 35 percent, silt from 20 to 55 percent, and sand from 15 to 50 percent with
more than 15 percent but less than 35 percent fine sand or coarser. Rock fragments range from
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0 to 15 but are typically less than 5 percent and are mostly soft. shale chips. The moisture control
section is usually dry in all parts for 90 cumulative days following the summer solstice and for
60 consecutive days during this period. The mean annual soil temperature is 47 to 53 degrees F.
The soil temperature at a depth of 20 inches is 41 degrees F. or warmer for 175 to 192 days.

The A horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y or lOYR, value of 4 to 6 dry, 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 2 or
3. It is loam or clay loam. Reaction is neutral to moderately alkaline.

The Bw horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y or 1OYR, value of 5 or 6 dry, 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of
2 to 4. It is loam or clay loam. Reaction is slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline.

The Bk horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y or 1OYR, value of 5 to 7 dry, 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of
2 to 4. It is loam or clay loam. It has 5 to 14 percent calcium carbonate equivalent and may have a
few scattered crystals of calcium sulfate. Reaction is moderately alkaline or strongly alkaline.

Some pedons have a C horizon with similar properties as the Bk horizon. Some pedons may have
sandy clay loam textures below 40 inches. It typically has 3 to 5 percent less calcium carbonate
than the overlying Bk horizon.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Ustic Haplocambids

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - No marginal or unsuitable parameters
were found. Strongly effervescent at 36 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 60 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - These soils are on fan aprons,
alluvial fans, terraces, fan piedmonts, fan remnants, ridges and hills. In many areas they are
dissected. Slopes range from 0 to 20 percent. These soils formed in calcareous, moderately fine
textured sediments derived from interbedded shale and soft sandstone. Elevations are 3,500 to
6,600 feet. The mean annual precipitation is 13 inches with over half of the annual precipitation
falling in April, May, and June and less than one inch falling in each month .of July, August,
September, and October. Precipitation ranges from 10 to 14 inches. The mean annual temperature
is about 46 degrees F., and ranges from 43 to 51 degrees F. The frost-free season is about 105 to
130 days.
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BUTCHE
CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Bw"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020803-049_050

Typical Pedon: Butche clay loam - on a west-facing convex slope of 25 percent under.native
grass. When described the soil was moist to 10 inches. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise
stated.)

The Butche series consists of shallow, well drained to excessively drained soils formed in loamy
materials weathered from sandstone. Permeability is moderate or moderately rapid. Slopes range
from 1 to 60 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 17 inches, and mean annual temperature
is about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2DW) loam, moist; weak fine granular structure;
soft, very friable; coarse fragments make up about 20 percent by volume; clear wavy boundary;
slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); noneffervescent.

C - 2-8 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2DW) sandy loam, moist; weak medium and coarse
subangular blocky structure; slightly hard, very friable; coarse fragments make up about
30 percent by volume; abrupt wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); very slightly
effervescent.

Type Location - Custer County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 57 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The soil has an Ustic
moisture regime that borders on Aridic. Depth to sandstone ranges from 7 to 20 inches. Coarse
fragments ranging in size from channery sandstone fragments up to massive slabs of sandstone
about 3 feet in diameter are on the surface and mixed throughout the A and C horizons. Some
pedons also'have rounded cobble and stones of igneous and metamorphic rocks unrelated to the
underlying sedimentary sandstone. The coarse fragments and flagstones make up 10 to 35 percent
by volume of the soil mass. The control section typically is loam averaging between 15 and
25 percent clay and more than 15 percent fine sand or coarser.

The A horizon has hue of lOYR or 7.5YR, value of 4 to 6 and 2 to 4 moist, and chroma of 1.5 to
3 dry or moist. Where the color value is as dark or darker than 5.5 and 3.5 moist, the A horizon is
too thin for a mollic epipedon. The A horizon is cobbly loam, cobbly fine sandy loam, stony
loam, stony fine sandy loam, channery loam, loam, sandy loam, or fine sandy loam.. It is slightly
acid or neutral.

.The C horizon typically has iOYR hue, but some pedons have hue of 7.5YR or 5YR due to
variations in color of the underlying sandstone, value of 5 to 7 and 4 to 6 moist, and chroma of
2 to 6. The C horizon is cobbly loam, channery loam, stony loam, stony fine sandy loam,
channery fine sandy loam, loam, sandy loam and fine sandy loam. It ranges from slightly acid to
slightly alkaline. In some pedons there is an incipient cambic horizon 1 to 2 inches thick that is
intermediate in color between the A and C horizon and has more pronounced structure than the C
horizon. It is not continuous and is irregular in its shape and occurrence.
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The R horizon is very hard sandstone and is hard and difficult to penetrate. It lacks free
carbonates:

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): No significant range in
characteristics was found.

Taxonomic Class - Loamy, mixed, superactive, nonacid, mesic Aridic Lithic Ustorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - No marginal or unsuitable parameters
were found. Estimated stripping depth is8 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Butche soils are sloping to very
-steep on uplands with gradients ranging from 1 to 60 percent. The Butche soils are formed in
loamy materials weathered from noncalcareous sandstone. The mean annual temperature ranges
from 45 to 49 degrees F, and mean annual -precipitation from 13 to 18 inches. Elevations range
from 3000 to 5500 feet..
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SAMSIL
CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Sa"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-001_002

Typical Pedon: Samsil clay loam - on a convex, southwest-facing slope of 15 percent in native
grass. When described the soil was moist to 12 inches, dry from 12 to 21 inches, and moist below
21 inches. (Colors are for dry soil unless' otherwise stated.)

The- Samsil series consists of shallow, well drained soils formed in alluvium or residuum
weathered from shale. Permeability is slow. Slope ranges from '2 to 60 percent. Mean annual
precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2) clay loam, moist; moderate fine granular
structure; slightly hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine roots; few very fine fragments of
shale; clear wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.5); noneffervescent.

.AC - 3-10 inches. Gray (10YR 5/1D) clay, moist; weak medium subangular blocky structure
parting to weak medium granular; hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine roots; common
fine fragments of soft shale; clear wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.4); strongly
effervescent.

Ck - 10418 inches. Very dark gray (1OYR 3/1D) silt loam, moist; massive; hard, friable, sticky
and plastic; common fine roots; about 50 percent by volume of fragments of soft shale; common
distinct olive yellow (2.5Y 6/6) stains on faces of shale fragments; few fine and medium
accumulations of carbonate; gradual wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.2); strongly
effervescent.

Type Location - Pennington County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 60 on map included in this
report.

Range in S6i1 Characteristics (According to Official Series Description)- The control section is
clay and contains 50 to 65 percent clay. The depth to bedded shale ranges from 6 to 20 inches.
Horizons above the shale range from loose to hard when dry, and friable or firm when moist.
These horizons contain free carbonates. Effervescence ranges from slight to strong and reaction is
slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline. The CI and C2 horizons and upper part of the Cr
horizons commonly have accumulations of carbonate, gypsum, and other salts. Colors
throughout, including mottles and stains, are inherited from the shale.

The A horizon has hue of 5Y, .2.5Y, or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of 2
to 4. It is clay, silty clay, silty clay loam or clay loam and commonly contains few to common
fragments of shale ranging from 2 to 25 mm in diameter. It has fine or medium subangular blocky
or fine or very fine granular structure. The upper 1/4 to 1/2 inch commonly is a fragile crust or
mulch or very fine granules when dry.

The AC horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y, or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of
1 to 4. It contains up to 35 percent fragments of shales by volume that range from less than 2 mm
to 30 mm in diameter.
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The C horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of
1 to 4. It is clay. The C horizon contains from 35 to more than 50 percent fragments of shale by
volume that range from less than 2 mm to 35 mm in diameter.

The Cr horizon has the same range in color as the overlying C horizons. It ranges from medium
acid to moderately alkaline.

Range in"Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
and have less clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Clayey, smectitic, calcareous, mesic, shallow Aridic Ustorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 3-10 inches. Electrical conductivity was marginal at 10-18 inches. Sodium absorptionratio
was marginal at.3-18 inches. Selenium was marginal at 10-18 inches. Strongly effervescent at 3
inches. Estimated stripping depth is 3 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Samsil soils are on gently sloping
to very steep hills, ridges and breaks of dissected shale plains. Surfaces mainly are convex, and
slope gradients range from 2 to 60 percent or more. The soil formed in alluvium or residuum
weathered from shale. Mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to 48 degrees F, and mean
annual precipitation ranges from 14 to 19 inches.
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PAUNsAUGUNT
LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Pa"

Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-004_006

Typical Pedon: Paunsaugunt loam-rangeland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Paunsaugunt series consists of well drained, moderately permeable soils that are shallow to
limestone. They formed in residuum from limestone and calcareous sandstone. Paunsaugunt soils
are on mesas and hillsides with slopes ranging. from 2 to 70 percent. The average, annual
precipitation is about 15 inches. The mean annual temperature is about 43 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Brown (10YR 5/3) loam, moist, crushed; weak medium subangular blocky
structure that parts to weak fine granular structure; soft, friable, common fine and medium roots;
common fine and very fine interstitial pores; 30 percent cobbles; strongly calcareous; carbonates
are disseminated; clear smooth boundary; slightly acid (pH 6.4); noneffervescent.

Bo - 2-6 inches. Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4D) loam, moist, crushed; weak medium
subangular blocky structure that parts to weak fine granular structure; soft, friable, common fine
and medium roots; common fine and very fine interstitial pores; 30 percent cobbles; strongly
calcareous; carbonates are disseminated; clear smooth boundary; neutral (pH 7.3);
noneffervescent.

Ck - 6-18 inches. Very pale brown (1OYR 7/4D) clay loam, moist; crushed; weak fine subangular
blocky structure parting to weak fine granular structure; soft, friable; many medium and coarse
roots; few fine and very fine pores; 45 percent cobbles; strongly calcareous; carbonates are
disseminated; abrupt wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 7.4); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Garfield County, Utah; refer to waypoint 63 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The mean annual soil
temperature is 41 to 47 degrees F., and a mean summer soil temperature immediately above
bedrock of about 59 to 64 degrees F. The soil moisture regime is. typic ustic.

The mollic epipedon is 4 to 12 inches thick and constitutes over one-third the thickness of soil
above bedrock. The depth to bedrock ranges from 10 to 20 inches. Rock fragments average
35 to 60 percent in the particle-size control section. Clay content ranges from 15 to 27 percent.

The A horizon has hue of 7.5YR or 1OYR, value of 3 to 5 dry, and chroma of 1 to 3 dry and
moist. Reaction is mildly to moderately alkaline.

The C horizon has hue of 7.5YR or 1OYR, value of 5 to 7 dry, 3 to 5 moist and chroma of 2 or 3.
It is very channery, very gravelly or very cobbly loam, or very cobbly sandy loam.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.
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Taxonomic Class - Loamy-skeletal, mixed, superactive, frigid Lithic Haplustolls

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline'l) - No marginal or unsuitable parameters
were found. Strongly effervescent at 6 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 18 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - The Paunsaugunt soils are on
undulating mesas, gently sloping to very steep hills, and mountainsides. Elevations range from
6,000 to 8,400 feet. The soils formed in residuum on limestone and calcareous sandstone. Slope
gradients are 2 to 70 percent. The average annual precipitation is 16 to 22 inches and the freeze
free period ranges from 70 to 100 days. The mean annual temperature is 39 to 45 degrees F., and
the average summer temperature is 59 to 64 degrees F.
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SILTY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Bo'.'
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-007_011

Typical Pedon: Boneek silty clay loam - on a northeast-facing plane slope of 4 percent under
native grass at 3500 feet elevation. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Boneek series consists of deep and very deep, well drained soils formed in silty sediments
underlain by sandstone or siltstone. Permeability is moderately slow in the solum and moderate in
the underlying material. Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about
17 inches, and mean annual temperature is about 46 degrees F.

A'- 0-6 inches. Dark yellowish brown (IOYR 4/4D) silty clay loam, moist; moderate thin platy
structure parting to weak fine granular; slightly hard, very friable; many fine roots; clear wavy
boundary; neutral (pH 7. 1); noneffervescent.

Btk - 6-17 inches. Brown (1OYR 5/3D) silty clay loam, :moist; moderate medium prismatic
structure parting to moderate medium and fine subangular blocky; very hard, friable, slightly
sticky and slightly plastic; common fine roots; shiny films on faces of peds; clear wavy boundary;
moderately alkaline (pH 8.1); noneffervescent.

Clk - 17-33 inches. Light yellowish brown (1OYR 6/2D) silty clay loam, moist; weak medium
and coarse subangular blocky structure; very hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; few
fine roots; common fine and medium accumulations of carbonate; gradual wavy boundary;
strongly alkaline (pH 8.5); Atrongly effervescent.

C2k - 33-42 inches. Grayish brown (1OYR 5/2D) silty clay loam, moist; few fine and medium
prominent mottles of strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) moist; weak coarse subangular blocky structure;
very hard, friable; few fine roots; clear wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); strongly
effervescent.

C3k - 42-60 inches. Light olive brown (2.5Y 5/3D) silty clay loam, moist; thin platy rock
structure; faces of fractures stained strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) moist; few coatings of carbonates
on faces of fractures, but matrix is noncalcareous; moderately alkaline (pH 8.1); strongly
effervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 64 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to bedrock is,
40 to 60 inches or more. Depth.to carbonates ranges from 11 to 24 inches. Thickness of the mollic
epipedon ranges from 7 to 15 inches and extends into the Bt horizon of some pedons.

The A horizon has hue of 1OYR or 7.5YR, value of 4 or 5 and 2 or 3 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3.
It typically is silt loam, but some pedons are loam. It is slightly acid or neutral.

The Btl horizon has hue of 7.5YR or 5YR, value of 4 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It is silty clay loam or silty clay. Average clay content ranges from 35 to 45 percent with less than
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15 percent fine sand or coarser. It is slightly acid or neutral.

The Bt2 horizon has hue of 1OYR or 7.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It is silty clay loam averaging between 30 and 40 percent clay and less than 15 percent fine sand
or coarser. It is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bk and C horizons have hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 through 7 and 4 or 5 moist, and
chroma of 1 to 3. They typically are silt loam or silty clay loam, but some pedons are loam. They
are slightly alkaline to strongly alkaline. Few to many, fine or medium accumulations of
carbonate are in the Bk horizon.

'The Cr horizon has hue of 1OYR or 7.5YR.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): No significant range in
characteristics was found.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Argiustolls

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Electrical conductivity was marginal
at 33-42 inches. pH was marginal (Alkaline) at 17-33 inches. Selenium was marginal at
33-42 inches. Strongly effervescent at 17 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 17 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Boneek soils are nearly level to
moderately sloping on high terraces and uplands. Surfaces are plane to slightly convex and slope
gradients range from 0 to 15 percent. The soils formed in a silty mantle overlying sandstone or
siltstones, or in loess or silty alluvium. Mean annual temperature ranges from 43 to 48 degrees,
and mean annual precipitation ranges from 15 to 18 inches. Most of the precipitation comes in the
spring and summer.
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ARVADA

SILTY. CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Ar"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-012_016

Typical Pedon: Arvada silty clay loam - rangeland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise
stated.)

The Arvada series consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in alluvium and colluvium
derived from sodic shale. Arvada soils are on alluvial fans, fan remnants, fan terraces and
hillslopes. Slopes are 0 to 25 percent. The mean annual precipitation is about 12 inches, and the
mean annual air temperature is about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Light gray (10YR 7/2) silty clay loam, moist; moderate very thin platy structure
parting to moderate very fine granular; soft, very friable, nonsticky and nonplastic; many fine and
very fine roots; abrupt smooth boundary; slightly acid (pH 6.3); noneffervescent.

Bt - 3-18 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2DW) clay loam, moist; moderate medium
columnar structure parting to moderate. medium angular blocky; extremely hard, firm, sticky and
very plastic; common medium roots; many prominent clay films on faces of peds and in root
channels; ESP is 20 percent; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); noneffervescent.

Btn- 18-28 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2D, 2.5Y 5/2W) silty clay, moist; massive; hard,
friable, sticky and plastic; common medium soft masses of calcium carbonate and gypsum as
crystals in thin seams and as filaments or threads; 20 percent exchangeable sodium; moderately
alkaline (pH 7.9); very slightly effervescent.

Cln - 28-43 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2D, 2.5Y 4/2W) silt loam, moist; massive; hard,
friable, sticky and plastic; common medium soft masses of calcium carbonate and gypsum as
crystals in thin seams and as filaments or threads; 20 percent exchangeable sodium; moderately
alkaline (pH 8.2); very slightly effervescent.

C2nsa - 43-60 inches. Very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2DW) silt loam, moist; massive; hard,
friable, sticky and plastic; common medium soft masses of calcium carbonate and gypsum as
crystals in thin seams and as filaments or threads; 20 percent exchangeable sodium; moderately
alkaline (pH 8.3); slightly effervescent.

Type Location - Sheridan County, Wyoming; refer to waypoint 72 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to effervescent
material ranges from 0 to 19 inches. Depth to layers with greater than 15 percent exchangeable
sodium is 4 to 10 inches. The depth to the base of the Bt horizon is 15. inches or more. A thin A
horizon occurs in some pedons. A light colored platy E horizon is generally present but is absent
in some pedons. Gravel is typically less than 5 percent but ranges from 0 to 15 percent. The
moisture control section is usually dry for 60 consecutive days during the 90 day period following
the summer solstice. The mean annual soil temperature is 47 to 53 degrees F., and the soil
temperature at a depth of 20 inches is 41 degrees F. or more for 175 to 195 days. The soil has an
aridic moisture regime that borders on ustic.
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The E and A horizons have hue of lOYR, 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 4 to 7, 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of
2 to 4. Texture is fine sandy loam, loam, silt loam, clay loam or very fine sandy loam. Reaction
ranges from neutral through strongly alkaline. EC ranges from 0to 4 mmhos/cm.

The Btn horizon has hue of 7.5YR, 1OYR, 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 4 to 6 dry, 4 or 5 moist, and
chroma of 2 to 4. Texture is clay, clay loam, silty clay or silty clay loam and has 35 to 60 percent
clay, 10 to 50 percent silt, and 5 to 45 percent. sand. This horizon is strongly alkaline or very
strongly alkaline (pH 8.8 to 10.0), has 15 to 34 percent exchangeable sodium, and an EC of 4 to
16 mmhos/cm. Some pedons when buffered by gypsum are moderately alkaline. The Btkn
horizon, when present, has a calcium carbonate equivalent of 3 to 12 percent and an exchangeable
sodium percent of 10 to 30. A thin Bt horizon is present above the Btn in some pedons. Some
pedons have a Btkny horizon.

The Bkny horizon has hue of 7.5YR, 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 dry, 4 or 5 moist. Textures
are clay, clay loam, silty clay or silty clay loam. Reaction ranges from strongly alkaline or very
strongly alkaline (pH 8.6 to 10.0). This horizon contains 4 to 15 percent calcium carbonate
equivalent. Some pedons when buffered by gypsum are moderately alkaline. Exchangeable
sodium typically ranges from 10 to 30 percent but decreases with increasing depth. Electrical
conductivity is 4 to 16 mmhos/cm. Some pedons have a C horizon.

Some pedons have a C horizon below 40 inches. It has properties similar to those of the Bkny
horizon.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Ustertic Natrargids

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 18-28 inches. Electrical conductivity was marginal at 28-60 inches. Sodium absorption ratio
was marginal at 28-43 inches and was unsuitable at 43-60 inches. Selenium was marginal at 18-
60 inches. Strongly effervescent at 3 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 18 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - The Arvada soils are on alluvial
fans, fan remnants, terraces and hillslopes. The soils formed in moderately fine textured alluvium
and colluvium derived from sedimentary rocks. Slopes range from 0 to 25 percent. Elevations
range from 2,600 to 6,000 feet. The average annual precipitation is about 12 inches but ranges
from 9 to 14 inches with about half the precipitation occurring during April, May, and early June.
The mean annual air temperature is about 43 to 53 degrees F., and the mean summer temperature
is 63 degrees F. The frost-free season is estimated to range from 100 to 160 day
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LOHMILLER

LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Lo"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-017_022

Typical Pedon: Lohmiller loam - on a plane slope of less than 1 percent in a cultivated field.
When described the soil was moist throughout. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Lohmiller series consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in alluvium on bottom
lands. Permeability is slow or moderately slow. Slopes range from 0 to 8 percent. Mean annual
precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Light gray (10YR 6/1) loam, moist; moderate medium granular structure; hard,
friable; many fine roots; neutral; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.4);.
noneffervescent.

AC - 3-15 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) silty clay, moist; weak thin platy structure
parting to weak fine granular; very hard, firm; common fine roots, clear smooth boundary.;
moderately alkaline (pH 7.9); noneffervescent.

Cl - 15-23 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) silty clay, moist; massive; very hard, firm;
thin bedding planes evident; common very fine roots; slighty alkaline (pH 7.8); noneffervescent.

C2n - 22-34 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) silty clay, moist; massive; very hard, firm;
thin bedding planes evident; common very fine roots; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); very slightly
effervescent.

C3k - 34-38 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2W) silty clay, moist; massive; very hard, firm; thin
bedding planes evident; common very fine roots; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); very slightly
effervescent.

C4n - 38-60 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) clay, moist; massive; very hard, firm; thin
bedding planes evident; common very fine roots; moderately alkaline (pH 8.0); very slightly
effervescent.

Type Location - Fall River County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 73 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Carbonates are within
10 inches of the surface. The control section averages from 35 to 50 percent clay.

The A horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
Some pedons have value of 4 dry and 3 moist in the upper 4 inches. It typically is silty clay loam
or clay loam but is silty clay in some pedons. It ranges from neutral to moderately alkaline.

The C horizon has hue of IOYR, 2.5Y, or 5Y; value of 5 to 7 and 4 to 6 moist; and chroma of
2 to 4. It typically is clay loam or silty clay loam but is silty clay or clay in some pedons. It is

Am stratified with thin layers of loamy sand, fine sandy loam, loam, sandy clay or silt loam. It is
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slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline. Some pedons have accumulations of carbonates.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures have slightly
more clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, calcareous, mesic Torrertic Ustifluvents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 3-60 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal at 15-34 inches and 38-60 inches. Sodium
absorption ratio was unsuitable at 3-60 inches. Electrical conductivity was marginal at
15-23 inches and was unsuitable at 23-60 inches. Selenium was marginal at 15-60 inches.
Estimated stripping depth is 3 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Lohmiller soils are on flood
plains and high bottom lands of rivers and streams and on alluvial fans of foot slopes. Slopes are
typically less than 2 percent but range from 0 to 8 percent. The soils formed in calcareous
alluvium from sedimentary rock. Mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to 48 degrees F,
and mean annual precipitation ranges from 10 to 19 inches.
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PIERRE
SANDY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Pe"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-023_028

Typical Pedon: Pierre sandy clay loam - on a convex slope of 7 percent in native grass. (Colors
are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The. Pierre series consists of moderately deep, well drained soils formed in clayey residuum
weathered from shale bedrock on uplands. Permeability is very slow. Slopes range from 0 to

* 30 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual air temperature is
about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) sandy clay loam, moist; moderate fine subangular
blocky structure parting to weak very fine granular; hard, 'firm, sticky and plastic; 1 percent
pebbles; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.8); noneffervescent.

AC- 3-15 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) sandy clay loam, moist; moderate medium
and coarse prismatic structure; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and very plastic; common
distinct intersecting slickensides; few fine accumulations of iron; 1 percent pebbles; gradual wavy
boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); strongly effervescent.

Clk - 15-27 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2W) clay loam, moist; moderate coarse prismatic
structure; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and very plastic; common distinct intersecting
slickensides; few fine nests of iron and common fine accumulations of gypsum; 1 percent
pebbles; gradual wavy boundary; strongly alkaline (pH 8.5); violently effervescent.

C2n - 27-38 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) loam, moist; common distinct strong
brown (7.5YR 5/6) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) iron stains; many fine accumulations of.
gypsum and carbonate; 1 percent pebbles; gradual wavy boundary; strongly alkaline (pH 8.5);,
slightly effervescent.

C3k - 38-51 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) loam, moist; common distinct strong
brown (7.5YR 5/6) iron stains; 1 percent pebbles; moderately alkaline (pH 8.4); strongly
effervescent.

C4n - 51-60 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2W) sand loam, moist; common distinct strong
brown (7.5YR 5/6) iron stains; 1 percent pebbles; moderately alkaline (pH 8.4); very slightly
effervescent.

Type Location - Haakon County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 74 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The soil contains
carbonates at or within 6 inches of the surface. The depth to soft shale bedrock ranges from 20 to
40 inches but commonly is at depths of 25 to 35 inches. The horizon above the shale has 0 to 60
percent, by volume soft shale fragments. The control section is 50 to 60 percent clay. When the

,AK soil is dry, cracks 1/2 inch to 2 inches wide and several feet long extend downward through the
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solum. The soil does not have a mollic epipedon, but the upper 10 inches of the solum has an
average organic carbon content between 0.6 and 1.7 percent. The soil has a SAR of 1 to 7.

The A horizon has hue of lOYR to 5Y, value of 4 to 6 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of I to 3. It
typically is clay but is silty clay in some pedons. It ranges from slightly acid to moderately
alkaline. When the soil is dry it has a light gray (2.5Y 7/2) smooth, porous, platy surface crust
ranging from 1/4 to 1 inch in thickness. Where the horizon has mollic colors, it is too thin to be a
mollic epipedon. Some pedons do not have an AB horizon.

The Bss horizons have hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of I to 3.
They are extremely hard or very hard when' dry and extremely firm to firm when moist. They
range from neutral to moderately alkaline.

Bk and C horizons are present in some pedons.

The Cr horizon is soft shale bedrock and ranges from slightly acid to moderately alkaline.
Bedding planes are evident in the partially weathered shale in some pedons. Gypsum and other
salts are concentrated in very thin seams within the shale in some pedons.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are coarser and
have less, clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Leptic Haplusterts

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - pH was marginal (alkaline) at
15-38 inches. Sodium absorption ratio was unsuitable at 15-60 inches. Electrical conductivity
was unsuitable at 27-60 inches. Selenium was marginal at 15-60 inches. Strongly effervescent at
3 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 15 inches.

.Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Pierre soils are on nearly level to
steep uplands. Slope gradient typically is 3 to 15 percent, but ranges from 0 to 30 percent. The
soils formed in residuum weathered from clay shale. Gilgai microrelief is in most. areas. Mean
annual air temperature is 44 to 53 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from 12 to
16 inches. Growing season is 125 to 140 days; average growing season precipitation is 10 to
13 inches; and growing degree days are 2600 to 3100. Elevation is 1300 to 3600 feet.
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HAVERSON
CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Ha"

Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-029_033

Typical Pedon: Haverson clay loam - grassland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Haverson series consists of very deep, well drained soils that formed in alluvium from mixed
sources. Haverson soils are on floodplains and low terraces and have slopes of 0 to 9 percent. The
mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches and the mean annual air temperature is about
49 degrees F.

A - 0-4 inches. Brown (1OYR 4/3D, 1OYR 4/2W) clay loam, moist; strong fine granular structure;
slightly hard, very friable; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.8); noneffervescent.

AC - 4-15 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D, 10YR 4/2W) silty clay loam, moist; weak coarse
subangular blocky structure; very hard, friable; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.7);
very slightly effervescent.

'CI - 15-35 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D, 10YR 4/2W) silty clay loam, moist; massive; hard,
friable; gradual smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); slightly effervescent.

C2n - 35-46 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D, 10YR 4/2W) silty clay loam, moist; massive; slightly
hard, very friable; few fine irregularly shaped masses and seams of lime; slightly alkaline
(pH 7.8); slightly effervescent.

C3 - 46-60 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D, 10YR 4/2W) silty clay loam, moist; massive; slightly
hard, very friable; few fine irregularly shaped masses and seams of lime; slightly alkaline
(pH 7.8); slightly effervescent.

Type Location - Weld County, Colorado; refer to waypoint 75 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Mean annual soil
temperature ranges from 47 to. 55 degrees F. and mean summer soil temperature ranges from
59 to 78 degrees F. Organic carbon ranges from 0.5 to 2.0 percent in the surface horizon but
decreases irregularly with depth. The particle-size control section is stratified with strata ranging
fromsandy loam to clay loam, but averaging approximately loam. On a weighted average basis,
clay ranges from 18 to.35 percent, silt from 10 to 50 percent, and sand from 20 to 60 percent with
more than 15 percent but less than 35 percent being fine or coarser sand. Rock fragments are
generally less that 5 percent and range from 0 to 20 percent. Some visible calcium carbonate may
occur at any depth in these soils, but it is not concentrated into any consistent horizon of
accumulation. This soil is not dry in all parts of the moisture control section for more than one-
half the time the soil temperature is above 41 degrees F. (195 to 210 days) and is not dry for
.45 consecutive days following July 15.

The A horizon has hue of 2.5Y or 10YR, value of 4 to 6 dry, 3 to 5 moist and chroma of 2 or 3.
When the value of the surface horizon is as dark as 5 dry and 3 moist, the.horizon is thin enough
so that if mixed to 7 inches it is too light colored or contains too little organic carbon to qualify as
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a mollic epipedon or are finely stratified. The A horizon usually has granular primary structure
but it has subangular blocky structure in some pedons. It is soft or slightly hard. It is neutral
through moderately alkaline.

The C horizon has hue of 2.5Y, IOYR or 7.5YR, value of 5 or 6 dry, 4 or 5 moist and chroma of
2 or 3. It is slightly alkaline to very strongly alkaline. It has from less-than-one to about 15
percent calcium carbonate equivalent, which differs erratically from stratum to stratum.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are finer and
have more clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Aridic Ustifluvents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Sodium absorption ratio was
marginal at 15-35 inches and unsuitable at 35-60 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 35 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - The Haverson soils are on
floodplains and low terraces of major rivers. Slope is 0 to 9 percent.'The soils formed in highly
stratified, calcareous, recent alluvium derived from mixed sources. At the type location the
average annual precipitationis 14 to 18 inches with peak periods of precipitation occurring during
the early spring and summer. The mean annual air temperature ranges from 47 to 52 degrees F.
and the mean summer temperature is 77 degrees F. The frost-free season is 125 to 180 days.
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DEMAR

LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Dg"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-034_038

Typical Pedon: Demar loam - on a plane slope of less than 1 percent. When described the soil
was moist to 5 inches and dry below. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Demar series consists of deep or very deep, moderately well drained soils formed in clayey
alluvium from acid clay shales. These soils are on terraces. They have very slow permeability.
Slopes range from 0 to 6 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual
air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Pale brown (lOYR 6/3) loam, moist; weak thin platy structure parting to weak fine
granular; slightly hard, friable, slightly sticky; many roots; abrupt wavy boundary; strongly acid
(pH 5.3); noneffervescent.

Bt - 2-21 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2D) silty clay, moist; moderate medium blocky
structure; very hard, very firm, sticky and plastic; very few roots; clear smooth boundary; slightly
alkaline (pH 7.7); noneffervescent.

Btn - 21-29 inches. Very dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2D) clay, moist; few fine prominent
yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; very hard, very
firm, sticky and plastic; very few roots; common fine nests of gypsum and other salts; gradual
boundary; neutral (pH 6.9); very slightly effervescent.

CI - 29-46 inches. Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2D) silty clay loam, moist; many coarse
prominent brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; very
hard, very firm; partially weathered shale fragments make up about 40 percent by volume;
common bands of crystals of gypsum; gradual boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); very slightly
effervescent.

C2 - 46-60 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2D) silty clay loam, moist; many coarse prominent
brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) iron stains along.fractures; neutral
(pH 7.3); very slightly effervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 76 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The depth to bedded
shale ranges from 40 to 60 inches or more. These soils range from neutral to strongly acid in the
upper 12 inches and from very strongly acid to extremely acid below this depth.

The E horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3. It
typically is loam but is clay loam in some pedons.

The Bt horizon has hue of lOYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3.
The clay content of the Bt horizon is between 35 and 60 percent. Structure of the Bt horizon
ranges from weak or moderate, medium or coarse columnar in the Btl horizon and moderate or
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strong, medium or coarse blocky in the Bt2 horizon.

The Bz horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 to 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 3.
It has common or many accumulations of gypsum and other salts.

The C horizon has hue of lOYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3. It
contains 20 to 50 percent fragments of shale.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): No significant range in
characteristics was found.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Torrertic Haplustalfs

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 2-29 inches. Sodium absorption ratio was marginal at 2-29 inches and unsuitable at
29-60 inches. Selenium was marginal at 46-60 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 2 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Demar soils are on micro-highs
on nearly level to gently sloping alluvial terraces having pronounced micro-relief. Slope gradients
range from 0 to 6 percent. These soils formed in clayey alluvium derived from acid clay shales.
The mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to 49 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation
ranges from 12 to 18 inches.
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PENROSE
CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Pg"

Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-039_042

Typical Pedon: Penrose clay loam-grassland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Penrose series consists of shallow, well and somewhat excessively drained,
moderate to slowly permeable soils formed in thin, calcareous, loamy materials
weathered in place from limestone and interbedded limy materials. Penrose soils. are on hills,
plains, ridges, hogbacks, cuestas, and mesa tops. Slopes are I to 65 percent. Mean annual
precipitation is about 13 inches and mean annual temperature is about 51 degrees F.

A - 0-4 inches. Light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2) clay loam, moist; moderate fine granular
structure; soft, very friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; 25 percent channers; calcareous;
clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); slightly effervescent.

Clk - 4-17 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) clay loam, moist; massive; slightly hard,
very friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; 20 percent limestone channels; calcareous; abrupt
smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.7); strongly effervescent.

C2k - 17-36 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2D) silt loam, limestone bedrock; moderately
alkaline (pH 8.0); very slightly effervescent.

Cr - 36-48 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2D) silt loam, limestone bedrock; slightly alkaline

(pH 7.8); very slightly effervescent.

Type Location - Fremont County, Colorado; refer to waypoint 77 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) -

Soil moisture: The soil moisture control section is moist intermittently April through August;
aridic moisture regime bordering on ustic.
Mean annual soil temperature: 52 to 59 degrees F.
Mean summer soil temperature: 68 to 76 degrees F.
Depth to lithic contact: 10 to 20 inches to limestone
Depth to secondary calcium carbonate: 0 to about 5 inches and is not more than 1/4 the thickness
of the control section
Gypsum content: 0 to 1.5 percent by weight
Calcium carbonate equivalent: 40 to 75 percent
Electrical conductivity: 0 to 14 millimhos/cm in a major part of the control section
Continuous subhorizons of secondary calcium carbonate and/or sulfate do not occur within the
control section although some visible accumulation occurs in some pedons

Particle-size control section (weighted average):
Clay content: 18 to 35 percent
Sand content: 15 to 70 percent

,lL Rock fragments: 0 to 35 percent, dominantly to 10 inches in diameter.
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A horizon:
Hue: 7.5YR through 2.5Y
Value: 5 through 8, 3 through 6 moist
Chroma: 1 through 4.
Calcium carbonate equivalent: 35 to 70 percent
Reaction: mildly alkaline or moderately alkaline.
Rock fragments: 0 to 35 percent

C horizon:
Hue: 7.5YR through 2.5Y
Textures of the fine earth fraction: loam, silt loam, clay loam
Clay content: 18 to 35 percent
Rock fragments: 0 to 35
Calcium carbonate equivalent: 40 to 75 percent
Reaction: moderately alkaline or strongly alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Loamy, carbonatic, mesic Lithic Ustic Torriorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Boron was unsuitable at 36-48
inches. Strongly effervescent at 4 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 36 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) -
Parent material: residuum and slope alluvium derived from limestone and interbedded limy
materials.
Landform: hills, mesas, and ridges
Slopes: 1 to 65 percent
Elevation: 3,000 to 6,500 feet
Mean annual temperature: 50 to 53 degrees F
Mean annual precipitation: 11 to 15 inches
Precipitation pattern: peak periods between April and August, dries between November and
February
Frost-free period: 125 to 165 days.
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DEMAR
SILTY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Dg"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020805-043_047

Typical Pedon: Demar silty clay loam - on a plane slope of less than 1 percent. When described
the soil was moist to 5 inches and dry below. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Demar series consists of deep or very deep, moderately well drained soils formed in clayey
alluvium from acid clay shales. These soils are on terraces. They have very slow permeability.
Slopes range from 0 to 6 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean. annual
air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Pale brown (1OYR 6/3) silty clay loam, moist; weak thin platy structure parting to
weak fine granular; slightly hard, friable, slightly sticky; many roots; abrupt wavy boundary;
slightly acid (pH 6.1); noneffervescent.

Bt - 3-17 inches. Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2D) silty clay, moist; moderate medium
blocky structure; very hard, very firm, sticky and plastic; very few roots; clear smooth boundary;
extremely acid (pH 4.1); noneffervescent.

Cl - 17-30 inches. Dark grayish brown (1OYR 4/2D) clay, moist; few fine prominent yellowish
brown (1OYR 5/6) mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; very hard, very firm, sticky
and plastic; very few roots; common fine nests of gypsum and other salts; gradual boundary;
extremely acid (pH 3.6); noneffervescent.

C2 - 30-42 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) clay, moist; many coarse prominent
brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; very hard, very
firm; partially weathered shale fragments make up about 40 percent by volume; common bands of
crystals of gypsum; gradual boundary; extremely acid (pH 3.7); noneffervescent.

Cr - 42-60 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) clay, moist; many coarse prominent
brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) iron stains along fractures;
extremely acid (pH 3.6); noneffervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 79 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The depth to bedded
shale ranges from 40 to 60 inches or more. These soils range from neutral to strongly acid in the
upper 12 inches and from very strongly acid to extremely acid below this depth.

The E horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3. It
typically is loam but is clay loam in some pedons.

The Bt horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3.
The clay content of the Bt horizon is between 35 and 60 percent. Structure of the Bt horizon
ranges from weak or moderate, medium or coarse columnar in the Btl horizon and moderate or

AL strong, medium or coarse blocky in the Bt2 horizon.
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The Bz horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 to 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 3.
It has common or many accumulations of gypsum and other salts.

The C horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3. It
contains 20 to 50 percent fragments of shale.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): No significant range in

characteristics was found.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Torrertic Haplustalfs

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 3-60 inches. pH was unsuitable (acidic) at 3-60 inches. Estimated stripping depth is
3 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Demar soils are on micro-highs
on nearly level to gently sloping alluvial terraces having pronounced micro-relief. Slope gradients
range from 0 to 6 percent. These soils formed in clayey alluvium derived from acid clay shales.
The mean annual air temperature ranges form 45 to 49 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation
ranges from 12 to 18 inches.
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SATANTA
LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Sc"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-001_005

Typical Pedon: Satanta loam - in a cultivated field. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise
stated.)

The Satanta series consists of very deep well drained soils that formed in eolian deposits. These
soils are on plains or. high stream terraces in the Central High Tablelands (MLRA 72). Slopes
range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual temperature is 13 degrees C. (56 degrees F.) and mean
annual precipitation is 48 centimeters (19 inches) at the type location.

A - 0-4 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) loam, moist; weak fine granular and weak
medium platy structure; friable, slightly hard; many fine and medium roots throughout; clear
smooth boundary; strongly acid (pH 5.3); noneffervescent.

Bt - 4-12 inches. Dark yellowish brown (10YR 3/4D) clay loam, moist; weak medium platy
structure; friable, slightly hard; many fine and medium roots throughout; abrupt smooth
boundary; neutral (pH 7.1); noneffervescent.

BC - 12-17 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D) sandy clay loam, moist; moderate medium subangular
blocky and weak medium platy structure; friable, slightly hard; common fine roots throughout;
10 percent continuous distinct clay films on faces of peds; gradual smooth boundary; slightly
alkaline (pH 7.6); strongly effervescent.

C Ik - 17-28 inches. Brown (1OYR 5/3D) sandy clay loam, moist; moderate medium subangular
blocky and moderate medium prismatic structure; friable, hard; common fine roots throughout;
common fine moderate continuity tubular pores; 10 percent continuous distinct clay films on
faces of peds; gradual smooth boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 7.9); strongly effervescent.

C2k - 28-43 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2D) sandy clay loam, moist; moderate medium
prismatic and moderate medium subangular blocky structure; friable, hard; common fine roots
throughout; common fine and medium moderate continuity tubular pores; 10 percent continuous
distinct clay films on faces of peds; clear smooth boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 7.9);
strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Haskell County, Kansas; refer to waypoint 82 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) 7

Calcium carbonate equivalent in the series control section: less than 15 percent
Coarse fragments: 0 to 10 percent gravel by volume
Depth to carbonates: 30 to 91 centimeters (12 to 36 inches)
Mollic epipedon thickness: 20 to 51 centimeters (8 to 20 inches)
Phases recognized: Sandy substratum, gravelly substratum, dry, elevation greater than
1219 meters (4,000 feet)
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A horizon:
Hue: 1OYR
Value: 4 to 5, 2 to 3 moist
Chroma: 2 to 3
Reaction: slightly acid to slightly alkaline
Texture: loam, very fine sandy loam, clay loam, fine sandy loam
Comments: Some pedons have a BA horizon that is intermediate in color and texture between the
A and Bt horizons.

Bt horizon:
Hue: 7.5YR to 2.5Y
Value: 4 to 6, 3 to 5 moist
Chroma: 2 to 4
Reaction: neutral to moderately alkaline
Texture: loam, sandy clay loam, clay loam with 15 to 35 percent fine and coarser sand and less
than 50 percent sand

Bk or 2Bkb horizons:
Hue: 7.5YR to 2.5Y
Value: 4 to 6, 3 to 5 moist
Chroma: 2 to 6
Reaction: slightly to strongly alkaline
Texture: loam, sandy clay loam, clay loam with 15 to 35 percent fine and coarser sand and less

* than 50 percent sand

C or 3Ck horizons:
Hue: IOYR, 2.5Y
Value: 5 to 7, 4 to 6 moist
Chroma: 2 to 6
Reaction: slightly or moderately alkaline
Texture: loam, silt loam, clay loam, sandy clay loam, very fine sandy loam, loamy fine sand, fine
sandy loam
Comments: Some pedons have a BCk horizon that has few carbonates that occur as seams,
threads or concretions.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are coarser than

typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aridic Argiustolls

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - pH was marginal (acidic) at 0-4
inches. 'Strongly effervescent at 12 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 43 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) -
Landscape: terraces on nearly level to undulating plains
Landform: plains, high stream terraces
Slopes: 0 to 15 percent
Elevation: 610 to 1372 meters (2000 to 4500 feet)
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Parent material: eolian deposits
Mean annual air temperature: 7 to 14 degrees C. (45 to 57 degrees F.)
Mean annual precipitation: 35 to 56 centimeters (14 to 22 inches)
Frost-free period: 140 to 200 days
Thornthwaite Annual PE Index: 25 to 40
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SNOMO
SILTY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Gs"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-006_011

Typical Pedon: Snomo silty clay loam- on an 8 percent north-facing slope in scattered trees with
native grass understory. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Snomo series consists of deep or very deep, well drained soils formed in clayey materials
weathered from acid shale on the uplands. These soils have moderate permeability. Slopes range
from 2 to 20, percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 17 inches and mean annual air
temperature is about 45 degrees F.

A - 0-3 inches. Light gray (10YR 6/1) silty clay loam, moist; weak thick platy structure parting to
weak fine granular; hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; many fine and medium roots;
clear smooth boundary; very strongly acid (pH 4.8); noneffervescent.

Btl - 3417 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2D) silty clay, moist, rubbed dark grayish brown
(10YR 4/2) moist; weak coarse prismatic structure parting to weak medium and fine subangular
blocky; very, hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine roots; clear smooth boundary; very
strongly acid (pH 4.8); noneffervescent.

BtC - 17-33 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) silty clay, moist; weak coarse prismatic
structure parting to weak medium subangular blocky; hard, friable, sticky and plastic; few fine
roots; few fine fragments of shale; clear wavy boundary; moderately acid (pH 5.7);
noneffervescent.

Cln - 33-42 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2D) silt loam, moist; few fine distinct mottles of
yellow (2.5Y 8/6) massive; slightly hard, friable, sticky and plastic; few fine roots; many fine
fragments of shale, abrupt wavy boundary; slightly acid (pH 7.6); noneffervescent.

C2n - 42-52 inches. Brown (10YR 5/3D) silt loam, moist; massive; slightly hard, friable, sticky
and plastic; many coarse fragments of brittle shale; extremely acid; clear wavy boundary;
moderately acid (pH 7.9); noneffervescent.

C3n - 52-60 inches. Pale brown (1OYR 6/3D) silt loam, moist; yellow (5Y 8/6):and yellowish red
(5YR 5/8) coatings on fracture faces of shale; moderately acid (pH 7.9); noneffervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 83 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Bedded shale typically
is between a depth of 40 and 60 inches but is below 60 inches in some pedons. Colors throughout
the soil are inherent to the shale.

The A horizon has hue of 1 OYR, value of 5 to 7 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 1 or 2. It is silty
clay or clay and contains 0 to 15 percent by volume of fine fragments of shale less than 3 mm in
size. It is extremely acid to slightly acid. Some pedons have a thin distinct E horizon as evidenced
by prominent clean silt and sand grains.
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The Bw horizon has hue of 1OYR, 2.5Y, and 7.5YR, value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma
of 2 to 4. Moist value typically is one unit higher When rubbed. It has 0 to 20 percent by volume
of fine fragments of shale less than 3 mm in size. It is strongly acid to extremely acid.

The BC and C horizons have hue of lOYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma
of 1 to 3. Moist value typically is one unit higher when rubbed. They have 15 to 50 percent by
volume of fine to coarse fragments of shale ranging from I to 25 mm in size. They are very
strongly acid or extremely acid.

The Cr horizon is multicolored in hue of lOYR, 2.5Y, or 5Y; and is very hard and brittle but has a
hardness of less than 3 on the Moh's scale of hardness. It is very strongly acid or extremely acid.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
and have less clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Very-fine, smectitic, mesic Torrertic Dystrustepts

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 3-33 inches. pH was unsuitable (acidic) at 0-17 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal
at 45-52 inches. Boron was unsuitable at 33-60 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 0 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description)- Snomo soils are on gently
sloping to moderately steep uplands. Slope gradients range from 2 to 20 percent. The soil formed
in clayey materials weathered from acid shale. Mean annual temperature ranges from 43 to
48 degrees F, and precipitation from 14 to 18 inches.
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LOHMILLER
SILTY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Lo"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-012_016

Typical Pedon: Lohmiller silty clay loam- on a plane slope of less than 1. percent in a cultivated
field. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Lohmiller series consists of very deep, well drained soils formed in alluvium on bottom
lands. Permeability is slow or moderately slow. Slopes range from 0 to 8 percent. Mean.annual
precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-5 inches. Light gray (10YR 6/1) silty clay loam, moist; moderate medium granular
structure; hard, friable; many fine roots; neutral; clear smooth boundary; slightly alkaline
(pH 7.4); noneffervescent.

Cln - 5-18 inches. Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2D) silty clay loam, moist; massive; very
hard, firm; thin bedding planes evident; common very fine roots; moderately alkaline (pH 8.2);
noneffervescent.

C2n - 18-37 inches. Brown (1OYR 4/3D) silty clay, moist; massive; very hard, firm; thin bedding
-planes evident; common very fine roots; moderately alkaline (pH 8.4); noneffervescent.

C3n - 37-47 inches. Brown (10YR 5/3D) silty clay loam, moist; massive; very hard, firm; thin
bedding planes evident; common very fine roots; moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); very slightly
effervescent.

C4n - 47-60 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) clay loam, moist; massive; very hard,
firm; thin bedding planes evident; common very fine roots; moderately alkaline (pH 8.1); very
slightly effervescent.

Type Location - Fall River County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 84 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Carbonates are within
10 inches of the surface. The control section averages from 35 to 50 percent clay.

The A horizon has hue of lOYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
Some pedons have value of 4 dry and 3 moist in the upper 4 inches. It typically is silty clay loam
or clay loam but is silty clay in some pedons. It ranges from neutral to moderately alkaline.

The C horizon has hue of IOYR, 2.5Y, or 5Y; value of 5 to 7 and 4 to 6 moist; and chroma of 2 to
4. It typically is clay loam or silty clay loam but is silty clay or clay in some pedons. It is
stratified with thin layers of loamy sand, fine sandy loam, loam, sandy clay or silt loam. It is
slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline. Some pedons have accumulations of carbonates.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): No significant range in
characteristics was found.
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Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, calcareous, mesic Torrertic Ustifluvents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 18-37 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal at 0-18 inches. Sodium absorption ratio
was marginal at 5-18 inches and 37-47 inches and was unsuitable at 18-37 inches. Electrical
conductivity was marginal at 5-18 inches and 37-60 inches and was unsuitable at 18-37 inches.
Estimated stripping depth is 5 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Lohmiller soils are on flood
plains and high bottom lands of rivers and streams and on alluvial fans of foot slopes. Slopes are
typically less than 2 percent but range from 0 to 8 percent. The soils formed in calcareous
alluvium from sedimentary rock. Mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to 48 degrees F,
and mean annual precipitation ranges from 10 to 19 inches.
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KYLE
LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Ky"
Lab/BKS Sample ID' G08020806-017_020

Typical Pedon: Kyle loam- on a west-facing plane slope of 2 percent in native grass. (Colors are
for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Kyle series consists of very deep and well drained soils formed in sediments weathered from
clay shale on uplands. Permeability is very slow. Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual
precipitation is about 16 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Grayish brown (2.5YR 5/2) loam, moist; moderate medium and fine granular
structure; hard, firm, sticky and plastic; thin crust in upper 1/4 inch of light brownish gray
(2.5Y 6/2); common fine roots; neutral; clear wavy boundary; slightly acid (pH 6.3);
noneffervescent.

Btl - 2-7 inches. Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2D) silty clay loam, moist; weak coarse
blocky structure parting to weak medium and fine blocky; very hard, very firm, sticky and plastic;
common fine roots; gradual wavy boundary; neutral (pH 7.3); noneffervescent.

Bt2 - 7-17 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D)silty clay loam, moist; weak coarse subangular blocky
structure parting to weak medium and fine blocky; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and
very plastic; few intersecting slickensides; few fine roots; clear wavy boundary; moderately
alkaline (pH 7.9); strongly effervescent.

Ck - 17-30 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D) clay loam, moist; weak coarse subangular blocky
structure parting to weak medium and fine blocky; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and
very plastic; few intersecting slickensides; few fine roots; clear wavy boundary; moderately
alkaline (pH 8.0); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Fall River County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 85 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The soil typically does
not have carbonates to depths of 4 to 6 inches, but some pedons contain carbonates to the surface.
When the soil is dry, cracks 1/2 inch to 2 inches wide and several feet long extend downward
through the solum. The control section averages 60 to 65 percent clay. The soil does not have a
mollic epipedon but the upper 10 inches of the solurm has an average organic carbon content
between 0.6 and 1.7 percent. When the soil is dry, a porous surface crust 1/8 inch to 1/2 inch
thick with dry color value of 6 or 7 is typical. Gypsum and other salts are below depths of
20 inches.

The A horizon has hue of 1OYR, 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of
I to 3. It typically is clay but some is silty clay. It is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bw and Bss horizons have hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma
of 2 to 4. Both dry and moist colors of the surface of peds range from 1/2 to I value darker than
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the crushed peds. They are extremely hard or very hard when dry and extremely firm or very firm
when moist. They are slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline.

The BCss horizon has hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It has few to common accumulations of gypsum and other salts in most pedons. It is slightly
alkaline or moderately alkaline.

Some pedons have a Bk horizon that has colors similar to the BC horizon. It has few to common
accumulations of carbonate. It is slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline.

The Cy horizon has hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist,. and chroma of 2 to 4. It
is clay and some pedons contain up to 35 percent fragments of shale below 40 inches. It has few
to many accumulations of gypsum or other salts. Unweathered shale typically is at depths greater
than 5 feet but is as shallow as 40 inches in some pedons. It is slightly alkaline or moderately
alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
and have less clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Very-fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Haplusterts

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Saturation percentage was marginal
at 2-7 inches. Strongly effervescent at 7 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 30 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description)- Kyle soils are nearly level to
strongly sloping on uplands and colluvial fans. Slopes are plane to convex, and slope gradients
range from 0 to 15 percent. Gilgai microrelief is in most areas. The soil formed in clayey
sediments weathered from calcareous clay shale. Mean annual air temperature ranges from
45 to 53 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from about 12 to 19 inches.
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SAMSIL
NON CALCAREOUS VARIANT

Soil Mapping Unit "Sa"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-021_023

Typical Pedon: Samsil clay loam- on a convex, southwest-facing slope of 15 percent in native
grass. When described the soil was moist to 12 inches, dry from 12 to 21 inches, and moist below
21 inches. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Samsil series consists of shallow, well drained soils formed in alluvium or residuum
weathered from shale. Permeability is slow. Slope ranges from 2 to 60 percent. Mean annual
precipitationis about 15 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2) clay loam, moist; moderate fine granular
structure; slightly hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine roots; few very fine fragments of
shale; clear wavy boundary; neutral (pH 6.7); noneffervescent.

AC - 2-9 inches. Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/3D) silty clay, moist; weak medium subangular
blocky structure parting to weak medium granular; hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine
roots; common fine fragments of soft shale; clear wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.8);
nonefferve scent.

C - 9-18 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2D) silt, moist; massive; hard, friable, sticky and plastic;
common fine roots; about 50 percent by volume of fragments of soft shale; common distinct olive.,
yellow (2.5Y 6/6) stains on faces of shale fragments; few fine and medium accumulations of
carbonate; gradual wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); noneffervescent.

Type Location - Pennington County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 88 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The control section is
clay and contains 50 to 65 percent clay. The depth to bedded shale ranges from 6 to 20 inches.
Horizons above the shale range from loose to hard when dry, and friable or firm when moist.
These horizons contain free carbonates. Effervescence ranges from slight to strong and reaction is
slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline. The C1 and C2 horizons and upper part of the Cr
horizons commonly have accumulations of carbonate, gypsum, and other salts. Colors
throughout, including mottles and stains, are inherited from the shalel

The A horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y, or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of
2 to 4. It is clay, silty clay, silty clay loam or clay loam and commonly contains few to common
fragments of shale ranging from 2 to 25 mm in diameter. It has fine or medium subangular blocky
or fine or very fine granular structure. The upper 1/4 to 1/2 inch commonly is a fragile crust or
mulch or very fine granules when dry.

The AC horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y, or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of
1 to 4. It contains up to 35 percent fragments of shales by volume that range from less than 2 mm
to 30 mm in diameter.
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The C horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y or IOYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of I to
4. It is clay. The C horizon contains from 35 to 'more than 50 percent fragments of shale by
volume that range from less than 2 mm to 35 mm in diameter.

The Cr horizon has the same range in color as the overlying C horizons. It ranges from medium
acid to moderately alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
and have less clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Clayey, smectitic, calcareous, mesic, shallow Aridic Ustorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 2-9 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 18 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) 7 Samsil soils are on gently sloping
to very steep hills, ridges and breaks of dissected shale plains. Surfaces mainly are convex, and
slope gradients range from 2 to 60 percent or more. The soil formed in alluvium or residuum
weathered from shale" Mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to 48 degrees F, and mean
annual precipitation ranges from 14 to 19 inches.
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PIERRE
SILTY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Pe"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-024_027

Typical Pedon: Pierre silty clay loam - on a convex slope of 7 percent in native grass. (Colors are
for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Pierre series consists of moderately deep, well drained soils formed in clayey residuum
weathered from shale bedrock on uplands. Permeability is very slow. Slopes range from 0 to
30 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual air temperature is
about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) silty clay loam, moist; moderate fine subangular blocky
structure parting to weak very fine granular; hard, firm, sticky and plastic; 1 percent pebbles;
clear smooth boundary; strongly acid (pH 5.4); noneffervescent.

Bt- 2-18 inches. Brown (10YR 5/3) silty clay, moist; moderate medium and coarse prismatic
structure; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and very plastic; common distinct intersecting
slickensides; few fine accumulations of iron; 1 percent pebbles; gradual wavy boundary; slightly
alkaline (pH 7.7); strongly effervescent.

C ln - 18-31 inches. Grayish brown (10YR 5/2) silty clay, moist; moderate coarse prismatic
structure; extremely hard, very firm, very sticky and very plastic; common distinct intersecting
slickensides; few fine nests of iron and common fine accumulations of gypsum; 1 percent
pebbles; gradual wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.8); strongly effervescent.

C2n - 31-37 inches. Light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2) silty clay, moist; common distinct strong
brown (7.5YR 5/6) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) iron stains; many fine accumulations of
gypsum and carbonate; 1 percent pebbles; gradual wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.7);
very slightly effervescent.

Type Location -. Haakon County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 89 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics, (According to Official Series Description) - The soil contains
carbonates at or within 6 inches of the surface. The depth to soft shale bedrock ranges from
20 to 40' inches but commonly is at depths of 25 to 35 inches. The horizon above the shale has
0 to 60 percent, by volume soft shale fragments. The control section is 50 to 60 percent clay.
When the soil is dry, cracks .1/2 inch to 2 inches wide and several feet long extend downward
through the solum. The soil does not have a mollic epipedon, but the upper 10 inches of the solum
has an average organic carbon content between 0.6 and 1.7 percent. The soil has a SAR of 1 to 7•

The A horizon has hue of 1OYR to 5Y, value of.4 to 6 and 3 to 5 moist, and chroma of 1 to 3. It
typically is clay but is silty clay in some pedons. It ranges from slightly acid to moderately
alkaline. When the soil is dry it has a light gray (2.5Y 7/2) smooth, porous, platy surface crust
ranging from 1/4 to 1 inch in thickness. Where the horizon has mollic colors, it is too thin to be a
mollic epipedon. Some pedons do not have an AB horizon.
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The Bss horizons have hue of 2.5Y or 5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 4 or 5 moist, and chroma of I to 3.
They are extremely hard or very hard when dry and extremely firm to firm when moist. They
range from neutral to moderately alkaline.

Bk and C horizons are present in some pedons.

The Cr horizon is soft shale bedrock and ranges from slightly acid to moderately alkaline.
Bedding planes are evident in the partially weathered shale in some pedons. Gypsum and other
salts are concentrated in very thin seams within the shale in some pedons.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer

than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Leptic Haplusterts

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 2-37 inches. pH was marginal (acid) at 0-2 inches. Strongly effervescent at 2 inches.
Estimated stripping depth is 2 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Pierre soils are on nearly level to
steep uplands. Slope gradient typically is 3 to 15 percent, but ranges from 0 to 30 percent. The
soils formed in residuum weathered from clay shale. Gilgai microrelief is in most areas. Mean
annual air temperature is 44 to 53 degrees F, and mean annual precipitation ranges from 12 to
16 inches. Growing season is 125 to 140 days; average growing season precipitation is 10 to
13 inches; and growing degree days are 2600 to 3100. Elevation is 1300 to 3600 feet.
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GRUMMIT
SILTY CLAY

Soil Mapping Unit "Gr"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-028_030

Typical Pedon: Grummit silty clay - on a convex slope of 5 percent in native grass. When
described, the soil was moist to bedded shale. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Grummit series consists of shallow, well drained soils formed in clayey residuum from acid
shale on uplands. Permeability, is moderate or moderately slow. Slopes range from 2 to
60 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual temperature is about
46 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Light brownish gray (IOYR 6/2) silty clay, moist; moderate fine granular
structure; loose, friable; many fine roots; many very fine fragments of shale; clear smooth
boundary; neutral (pH 6.8); noneffervescent.

AC - 2-8 inches. Grayish brown (IOYR 5/2) silty clay, moist; weak coarse subangular blocky
structure; hard, friable; many fine roots; 25 percent very fine fragments of shale; gradual wavy
boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.4); noneffervescent.

C - 8-20 inches. Grayish brown (1OYR 5/2) silty clay, moist; common distinct mottles of
yellowish brown (10YR 5/6); weak coarse subangular blocky structure; hard, friable; partially
weathered fragments of shale make up 35 percent by volume; common roots; clear smooth
boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.7); noneffervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 90 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to shale ranges
from 10 to 20 inches. Colors throughout the soil are inherited from the shale. The horizons
overlying the bedded shales typically average 50 to 65 percent clay'but ranges from 35 to
65 percent clay. The low clay percentage is due to sand-size shale fragments. Consistence ranges
from loose to hard when dry but is friable when moist. The soil ranges from strongly acid to
extremely acid.

The A horizon has hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 1 or
2 dry or moist. It typically is clay but is clay loam in some pedons. It has weathered fragments of
shale that make up 5 to 35 percent by volume. The A horizon contains less than 1 percent more
organic matter than the C.

The C horizon has hue of 1OYR, 2.5Y, or 5Y; value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist; and chroma of
1 or 2. Weathered fragments of shale make up 20 to over 50 percent by volume of the C horizon.

The fissile shale is very hard and brittle and will not disperse in water or in sodium

hexametaphosphate.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
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than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Clayey, smectitic, acid, mesic, shallow Aridic Ustorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 0-20 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 20 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Grummit soils are gently sloping
to very steep on uplands. Slope gradients range from 2 to 60 percent. The soil formed in clayey
residuum weathered from acid shales. Mean annual temperature ranges from 43 to 50 degrees F,
and mean annual precipitation is about 12 to 18 inches.
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BONEEK.

CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Bo"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-031_035

Typical Pedon: Boneek clay loam - on a northeast-facing plane slope of 4 percent under native
grass at 3500 feet elevation. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Boneek series consists of deep and very deep, well drained soils formed in silty sediments
underlain by sandstone or siltstone. Permeability is moderately slow in the solum and moderatein
the underlying material. Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about
17 inches, and mean annual temperature is about 46 degrees F.

AC - 0-4 inches. Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2D) clay loam, moist; moderate thin platy
structure parting to weak fine granular; slightly hard, very friable; many fine roots; clear wavy
boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6); very slight effervescent.

Cln - 4-19 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) silt loam, moist; moderate medium
prismatic structure parting to moderate medium and fine subangular blocky; very hard, friable,.
slightly sticky .and slightly plastic; common fine roots; shiny films on faces of peds; clear wavy
boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.8); slight effervescent.

C2n - 19-40 inches. Brown (10YR 4/3D) silt loam, moist; weak medium and coarse subangular
blocky structure; very hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; few fine roots; common
fine and medium accumulations of carbonate; -gradual wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH
8.4); noneffervescent.

C3n - 4048 inches. Dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4D) silty clay loam, moist; few fine and
medium prominent mottles of strong brown (7.5YR 5/8); weak coarse subangular blocky
structure; very hard, friable; few fine roots; clear wavy boundary; moderately alkaline (pH 8.4);
noneffervescent.

C4n - 48-60 inches. Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2D) silt loam, moist; thin platy rock
*structure; faces of fractures stained strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) moist; few coatings of carbonates
on faces of fractures, but matrix is noncalcareous; moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); noneffervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 91 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to bedrock is
40 to 60 inches or more. Depth to carbonates ranges from 11 to 24 inches. Thickness of the mollic
epipedon ranges from 7 to 15 inches and extends into the Bt horizon of some pedons.

The A horizon has hue of IOYR or 7.5YR, value of 4 or5 and 2 or 3 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3.
It typically is silt loam, but some pedons are loam. It is slightly acid or neutral.

The Btl horizon has hue of 7.5YR or 5YR, value of 4 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It is silty clay loam or silty clay. Average clay content ranges from 35 to 45 percent with less than
15 percent fine sand or coarser. It is slightly acid or neutral.
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The Bt2 horizon has hue of 1OYR or 7.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It is silty clay loam averaging between 30 and 40 percent clay and less than 15 percent fine sand
or coarser. It is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bk and C horizons have hue of lOYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 through 7 and 4 or 5 moist, and
chroma of 1 to 3. They typically are silt loam or silty clay loam, but some pedons are loam. They
are slightly alkaline to strongly alkaline. Few to many, fine or medium accumulations of
carbonate are in the Bk horizon.

The Cr horizon has hue of lOYR or 7.5YR.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures have slightly
less clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Argiustolls

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Saturation percentage was marginal
at 4-19 inches and 40-60 inches. Sodium absorption ratio was unsuitable at 19-60 inches.
Electrical conductivity was unsuitable at 19-60. Selenium was marginal at 48-60 inches.
Estimated stripping depth is 19 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Boneek soils are nearly level to
moderately sloping on high terraces and uplands. Surfaces are plane to slightly convex and slope
gradients range from 0 to 15 percent. The soils formed in a silty mantle overlying sandstone or
siltstones, or in loess or silty alluvium. Mean annual temperature ranges from 43 to 48 degrees,
and mean annual precipitation ranges from 15 to 18 inches. Most of the precipitation comes in the
spring and summer.
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SAMSIL
SILTY CLAY LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Sa"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-021_023

Typical Pedon: Samsil silty clay loam - on a convex, southwest-facing slope of 15 percent in
native grass. When described the soil was moist. to 12 inches, dry from 12 to 21 inches, and moist
below 21 inches. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Samsil series consists of, shallow, well drained soils formed in alluvium or residuum
weathered from shale. Permeability is slow. Slope ranges from 2 to 60 percent. Mean annual
precipitation is about 15 inches, and mean annual air temperature is about 47 degrees F.

AC - 0-7 inches. Dark grayish brown (1OYR 4/2D) silty clay loam, moist; moderate fine granular
structure; slightly hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine roots; few very fine fragments of
shale; clear wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.5); very slightly effervescent.

C - 7-19 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) silty clay, moist; weak medium subangular
blocky structure parting to weak medium granular; hard, friable, sticky and plastic; common fine
roots; common fine fragments of soft shale; clear wavy boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.6);
slightly effervescent.,

Type Location - Pennington County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 92 on map included in this
report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - The control section is
clay and contains 50 to 65 percent clay. The depth to bedded shale ranges from 6 to .20 inches.
Horizons above the shale range from loose to hard when dry, and friable or firm when moist.
These horizons contain free carbonates. Effervescence ranges from slight to strong and reaction is
slightly alkaline or moderately alkaline. The Cl and C2 horizons and upper part of the Cr
horizons commonly have accumulations of 'carbonate, gypsum, and other salts. Colors
throughout, including mottles and stains, are inherited from the shale.

The.A horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y, or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of
2 to 4. It is clay, silty clay, silty clay loam or clay loam and commonly contains few to common
fragments of shale ranging from 2 to 25 mm in diameter. It has fine or medium subangular blocky
or fine or very fine granular structure. The upper 1/4 to 1/2 inch commonly is a fragile crust or
mulch or very fine granules when dry.

The AC horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y, or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of
1 to 4. It contains up to 35 percent fragments of shales by volume that range from less than 2 mm
to 30 mm in diameter.

The C horizon has hue of 5Y, 2.5Y or 1OYR, value of 4 to 7 and 3 to 6 moist, and chroma of
1 to 4. It is clay. The C horizon contains from 35 to more than 50 percent fragments of shale by
volume that range from less than 2 mm to 35 mm in diameter.
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The Cr horizon has the same range in color as the overlying C horizons. It ranges from medium
acid to moderately alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are slightly finer
than typical forthe series.

Taxonomic Class - Clayey, smectitic, calcareous, mesic, shallow Aridic Ustorthents

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from 7-19 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal at 7-19 inches Estimated stripping depth is
7 inches.
Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Samsil soils are on gently sloping

to very steep hills, ridges and breaks of dissected shale plains. Surfaces mainly are convex, and
slope gradients range from 2 to 60 percent or more. The soil formed in alluvium or residuum
weathered from shale. Mean annual air temperature ranges from 45 to 48 degrees F, and mean
annual precipitation ranges from 14 to 19 inches.
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SHINGLE
LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Sn"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-021_023

Typical Pedon: Shingle loam-rangeland. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Shingle series consists of well drained soils that are very shallow or shallow to bedrock.
They formed in residuum and colluvium derived from interbedded shale and sandstone or in
alluvium from mudstone. Shingle soils are on bedrock controlled hillslopes and ridges. Slopes are
0 to 80 percent. The mean annual precipitation is about 13 inches, and the mean annual
temperature is 45 degrees F.

A - 0-4 inches. Light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) loam, moist; moderate very fine granular
structure; soft, very friable, moderately sticky and moderately plastic; calcium carbonate
disseminated; clear smooth boundary; neutral (pH 7.2); very slightly effervescent.

C - 4-8 inches. Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/3) loam, moist; weak medium subangular blocky
structure; hard, friable, moderately sticky and moderately plastic; calcium carbonate
disseminated; gradual smooth boundary; slightly alkaline (pH 7.5); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Goshen County, Wyoming; refer to waypoint 93 on map included in this report.

0 Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to soft bedrock
and paralithic contact ranges from 4 to 20 inches. The mean annual soil temperature is 47 to
53 degrees F. The soils' commonly are calcareous throughout, but some pedons are leached to
6 inches. The particle size control section averages 20 to 35 percent clay and has more than
15 percent but less than 35 percent fine or coarser sand. The soil is usually dry. The moisture
control section is usually moist in April, May and early June. It is dry for 60 consecutive days or
more during the 90 day period following the summer solstice. EC is 0 to 2 mmhos throughout.

The A horizon has hue of 5Y through 7.5YR, value of 5 through 7 dry, 3 through 6 moist, and
chroma of 1 through 6. Reaction is neutral through strongly alkaline. Some pedons have a light
gravel lag on the surface. Texture is loam, silt loam, clay loam, silty clay loam, cobbly loam, and
gravelly clay loam. Rock fragments or shale channers range from 0 to 35 percent.

A Bw or AC horizon, when present, has the combined properties of the A and C horizons.

The C horizon has hue of 5Y through 7.5YR, value of 4 through 7 dry, 3 through 6 moist, and
chroma of 1 through 6. It is loam, silt loam, clay loam or silty clay loam. Rock fragments or shale
channers range from 0 to 35 percent. Reaction is slightly alkaline through strongly alkaline.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures have less clay
than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic, shallow Ustic Torriorthents
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Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - No marginal or unsuitable parameters
were found. Strongly effervescent at 4 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 8 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - The Shingle soils occur on all
hillslope positions. Slopes are 0 to 80 percent. These soils formed in colluvium and residuum
weathered from soft, interbedded sandstone and shale or in alluvium from mudstone. Elevation is
3,200 to 6,500 feet. The mean annual precipitation is about 10 to 14 inches, most of Which falls in
April, May, and June. The mean annual temperature is about 45 degrees F.but ranges from 43 to
51 degrees F. The frost-free season is about 105 to 130 days.
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BOnEEk
NONCALCAREOUS VARIANT

Soil Mapping Unit "Bo"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-040_045

Typical Pedon: Boneek silty clay - on a northeast-facing plane slope of 4 percent under native
grass at 3500 feet elevation. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Boneek series consists of deep and very deep, well drained soils formed in silty sediments
underlain by sandstone or siltstone. Permeability is moderately slow in the solum and moderate in
the underlying material. Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about
17 inches, and mean annual temperature is about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Brown (1OYR 5/3) silty clay, moist; moderate thin platy structure parting to weak
fine granular; slightly hard, very friable; many fine roots; clear wavy boundary; neutral (pH 6.9)
noneffervescent.

C1 - 2-8 inches. Very dark grayish brown (1OYR 3/2D) silty clay, moist; weak coarse subangular
blocky structure; hard, very friable; many fine roots; clear wavy boundary; slighty alkaline
(pH 7.6); noneffervescent.

C2n - 8-20 inches. Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2D) silty clay, moist; moderate medium
prismatic structure parting to moderate medium and fine subangular blocky; very hard, friable,
slightly sticky and slightly plastic; common fine roots; shiny films on faces of peds; clear wavy
boundary; slighty alkaline (pH 7.5); noneffervescent.

C3n - 20-32 inches. Very dark grayish brown (1OYR 3/2D) silty clay loam, moist; weak medium
and coarse subangular blocky structure; very hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; few'
fine roots; gradual wavy boundary; slighty alkaline (pH 7.6); noneffervescent.

C4n - 32-44 inches. Very dark grayish brown (1OYR 3/2D) silty clay, moist; weak coarse
subangular blocky structure; very hard, friable; few fine roots; violent; clear wavy boundary;
slighty alkaline (pH 7.6); noneffervescent.

C5n - 44-60 inches. Dark brown (1OYR 3/3D) silty clay, moist; thin platy rock structure; faces of
fractures stained strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) moist; few coatings of carbonates on faces of
fractures, but matrix is noncalcareous; slighty alkaline (pH 7.8); noneffervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 94 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to bedrock is
40 to 60 inches or more. Depth to carbonates ranges from 11 to 24 inches. Thickness of the mollic
epipedon ranges from 7 to 15 inches and extends into the Bt horizon of some pedons.

The A horizon has hue of IOYR or 7.5YR, value of 4 or 5 and 2 or 3 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3.
It typically is silt loam, but some pedons are loam. It is slightly acid or neutral.

A The Btl horizon has hue of 7.5YR or 5YR, value of 4 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
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It is silty clay loam or silty clay. Average clay content ranges from 35 to 45 percent with less than
15 percent fine sand or coarser. It is slightly acid or neutral.

The Bt2 horizon has hue of lOYR or 7.5Y, value of 5 or 6 and 3 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to4.
It is silty clay loam averaging between 30 and 40 percent clay and less than 15 percent fine sand
or coarser. It is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bk and C horizons have hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 through 7 and 4 or 5 moist, and
chroma of I to 3. They typically are silt loam or silty clay loam, but some pedons are loam. They
are slightly alkaline to strongly alkaline. Few to many, fine or medium accumulations of
carbonate are in the Bk horizon.

The Cr horizon has hue of lOYR or 7.5YR.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures have slightly
more clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Argiustolls

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEO Guideline 1) - Marginal texture (clay) was found
from .2-20 inches and 32-60 inches. Saturation percentage was marginal at 0-60 inches.
Estimated stripping depth is 2 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Boneek soils are nearly level to
moderately sloping on high terraces and uplands. Surfaces are plane to slightly convex and slope
gradients range from 0 to 15 percent. The soils formed in a silty mantle overlying sandstone or
siltstones, or in loess or silty alluvium. Mean annual temperature ranges from 43 to 48 degrees,
and mean annual precipitation ranges from 15 to 18 inches. Most of the precipitation comes in the
spring and summer.

Adlk
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BONEEK
LOAM

Soil Mapping Unit "Bo"
Lab/BKS Sample ID: G08020806-046_050

Typical Pedon: Boneek loam - on a northeast-facing plane slope of 4 percent under native grass at
3500 feet elevation. (Colors are for dry soil unless otherwise stated.)

The Boneek series consists of deep and very deep, well drained soils formed in silty sediments
underlain by sandstone or siltstone. Permeability is moderately slow in the solum and moderate in
the underlying material. Slopes range from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is about
17 inches, and mean annual temperature is about 46 degrees F.

A - 0-2 inches. Brown (1OYR 5/3) loam, moist; moderate thin platy structure parting to weak fine
granular; slightly hard, very friable; many fine roots; clear wavy boundary; neutral (pH 7.1)
noneffervescent.

Bt - 2-8 inches. Brown (7.5 YR 4/3D) loam, moist; weak coarse subangular blocky structure;
hard, very friable; many fine roots; clear wavy boundary; slighty alkaline (pH 7.6);
noneffervescent.

Clk - 8-17 inches. Brown (7.5 YR 5/3D) loam, moist; moderate medium prismatic structure
parting to moderate medium and fine subangular blocky; very hard, friable, slightly sticky and
slightly plastic; common fine roots; shiny films on faces of peds; clear wavy boundary;
moderately alkaline (pH 7.9); strongly effervescent.

C2k - 17-24 inches. Brown (1OYR 5/3D) loam, moist; weak coarse prismatic structure parting to
moderate medium subangular blocky; very hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic;
common fine roots; many fine and medium accumulations of carbonate; gradual wavy boundary;
moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); strongly effervescent.

C3k - 24-38 inches. Dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2D) clay loam, moist; weak medium and
coarse subangular blocky structure; very hard, friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; few fine
roots; common fine and medium accumulations of carbonate; gradual wavy boundary;
moderately alkaline (pH 8.3); strongly effervescent.

Type Location - Butte County, South Dakota; refer to waypoint 95 on map included in this report.

Range in Soil Characteristics (According to Official Series Description) - Depth to bedrock is
40 to 60 inches or more. Depth to carbonates ranges from 11 to 24 inches. Thickness of the mollic
epipedon ranges from 7 to 15 inches and extends into the Bt horizon of some pedons.

The A horizon has hue of 1OYR or 7.5YR, value of 4 or 5 and 2 or 3 moist, and chroma of 2 or 3.
It typically is silt loam, but some pedons are loam. It is slightly acid or neutral.

* The Btl horizon has hue of 7.5YR or 5YR, value of 4 or 6 and 3 or 4 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It is silty clay loam or silty clay. Average clay content ranges from 35 to 45 percent with less than
15 percent fine sand or coarser. It is slightly acid or neutral.
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The Bt2 horizon has hue of lOYR or 7.5Y, value of 5 or6 and 3 or 5 moist, and chroma of 2 to 4.
It is silty clay loam averaging between 30 and 40 percent clay and less than 15 percent fine sand
or coarser. It is neutral or slightly alkaline.

The Bk and C horizons have hue of 1OYR or 2.5Y, value of 5 through 7 and 4 or 5 moist, and
chroma of 1 to 3. They typically are silt loam or silty clay loam, but some pedons are loam. They
are slightly alkaline to strongly alkaline. Few to many, fine or medium accumulations of
carbonate are in the Bk horizon.

The Cr horizon has hue of 1OYR or 7.5YR.

Range in Characteristics (according to field observations, lab analysis): Textures are coarser and
have less clay than typical for the series.

Taxonomic Class - Fine, smectitic, mesic Aridic Argiustolls

Suitability for Topsoil (According to WDEQ Guideline 1) - Selenium was marginal at
24-38 inches. Strongly effervescent at 8 inches. Estimated stripping depth is 24 inches.

Geographic Setting (According to Official Series Description) - Boneek soils are nearly level to
moderately sloping on high terraces and uplands. Surfaces are plane to slightly convex and slope
gradients range from 0 to 15 percent. The soils formed in a silty mantle overlying sandstone or
siltstones, or in loess or silty alluvium. Mean annual temperature ranges from 43 to 48 degrees,
and mean annual precipitation ranges from 15 to 18 inches. Most of the precipitation comes in the
spring and summer.
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ENERGY LABORA TORIES, INC. -400 WV Boreder Rd Gillette, W 827-f05315
•___ _ Toff Free 866.686.7175 * 307.686.7175 *FAX.307.682.44525 gl119VfeMonergywab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client;
Project,
Workorder:

KnIght Piesold and Company
4-511 Deowy-Burdook S01l0

G08020803

Report Date: 03128F08

Date Recelved: 02!28MB0

Analys 0164 Cog= Send eit Cloy Texiure CAT PH-a-ot 60C-t Ce-oat Ma-se H NH-se.t AR-eat
I I I l I.n'if•Ul I ... a. Iw1Pe -1. 1I-I. [R1l. 1, uted

Undlts -K %1 *A , -A. w.it .... .c.lndic. 1e4 cu-nVI -ccql *cill-n

capil n .03.0188 ROBUIIC R&IROCJI 803.811 Results Reoulls Rtesuhl 803.0181s Rnl.WIS ResultS ROG8 ResultS; ResultsSample 1it Cllent1Sampleo [D

G03220303.001 Hole V17
G08020803-002 Hole 117

G00020803-000 Hole #17
00=0803-004 Hole #17
G08020803-008 Hole =I7
G08020803.008 Hole 2117

GOBOD0R03-007 Hole r•7
008020803-008 Hole #27
00002803-009 Hole 027
00FlfWfl91ý.0fl MO.l APT7

G08020803.011 Mole V27
008020803-032 Hole 038

C08020803-013 Hole #36
C08020803-014 Hole #36

00Rft70RFln3.0ll Md,. A8.M

GOe020803-017 Hole P39
G08D3e0203018 Hole V139

008020803-010 Hole #30
00820803-020 Hole #39

00837Ro2M307 I MO.l 4138
G08020803.022 Hu.l 040

GoBe20B03-023 Hole P40
•L0M0,0803-O24 Hole V140

C08020803-026 H0lo #40

000020803-020 Hole #40
MOrfllnfiftfr.W77 Hnl. AF41

G08020803.428 Mole 3141
G08020803.029 Hole V41

008020803-030 Hole #41

008020B03-031 Hole #41
flfJlR07fliil.4I,'8 H-nl., 4147

Mn•ORn;-n•n,".M H~d.: A42

008020803-034 Hole 3V42

GOED-0803-035 Hole 342

C08020803-036 Hole #43

C08020803-037 Hole #43

MFAXM2lAB M "'d•Mle 4543
0094bAt8fl3-03 MO.l 043

00B030803-040 Mole 3980

0-3 3.0 1 0.1

3-8 1.' O.1
-2-4 1 .? "' 0.1

24-40 1.3 -'0.1
40-54 0.8 C 0.1

54-80 0.9 410.1

0-2 2.5 i0.1
2-17 1.3 -0.1

17-24 1.2 4.5
?4-151 10 M 2.A
39-60 0.8 - 0.1
0-2 2.1 1.9

2-1A 1.3 -0.1
1&-26 1.1 0.1

-n.9 08 ni'll

0-2 4.1 -0.1
2-115 1. 4.3

15-32 1.0 1.7
32-02 0.7 0.1
.V.90 07 n 0l

0-4 4-2 n•0.1
4-14 2.4 10.1
14-27 1.8 -10.1
27-38 1.:1 -a 0.1

38-00 1.7 -'0.1
MA- 47 P q

4-21 1.1 1.7

21-36 0.5 1.2

36-45 0.8 1.8
4S-60 0.8 0.0

A.-17 1 A 90
17-39 0.6 C0.1
39-60 0.6 0.1

0-2 11.7 1.1

2-14 2.1 < 0.1

14-M Mn . Il

0-2 2. 3 1-6

a 49

5 40
3 44

1 4,8

9 46

4 47

4 43
. 47
5 90

14 .4
0 46
0 48

4 4 U
I I All

.10 85.
17 46

31 37
27 30
1.1 7:1

17 8o
12 55

7 58

11 54
' 1 95

is 8.4
34 40

390 828 r.2
3G 54
24 48
22 36

44 38

SPK 7.7

•cC 72.0

040 80.0.
•24 75.9
SIC 7819
SIC 7.7
18ICL 63.3

WeC 83.8

Ol0 77.5

S•C 79.0
SLCL 68.0
SIC 84.2

8-c 7a6
.W4 A.41

r 774

SE0_ 50.0
StCL 63.7

-CL 681.4
CL 02.0
SU A 4

SEL 71.4

SICL 60.7
SkCL 87,8
8- 74.8
3iC 72.8

StCL 6.4.2
Sl 63.8

M 42.4
IL 33.6

M1 4.4 A

SIL 35.0
S11 37.1
CL 63.7

C 688.

3.%q0
L1 30.B

0.51 3.00 0.73 0.24 0.2

0.38 2.36 0.54. 0.27 0.2

0.74 5.44 1.49- 0.73 0.4
1.25 7.52 .?70 2.02 0.8
3.49 24.8 23.0 4.43 0-8
3.83 23.4 30.8 4.78 0-.
0.56 2.41 1.14 2.41 1.8
4.60 24.2 10.3 20.0 7.0

0.10 22.7 14-0 50.3 11.7
.99 7729- 147.% 434 1i3n 1

5.88 21.9 15.9 44.7 10.3
0.64 2.10 0.88 3.61 3.0

4.08 23.8 11.1 34.0 8.1
6.18 23.3 16.2 47.7 10.7

741 2A A 749. A (And II?
A " 77! :217 . 459 88lA

0.57 3.04 1.96 0.14 -0.1

0.49 2.40 1.89 0.42 0.3

0.83 2.67 2.-76 2.60 1.6
5.14 22.0 21..2 10.7 1.0
572.8 71 84.111 73A94
0.58J 3.15 1.47 0.14 0.1

0.50 3.54 1.48 0.50 0.3

0.76 4.25 1.84 1.95 1.1

1.52 4.42 2.01 0.87 8.4

4.42 24.0 11t.3 25.1 1.0
I 0M 7 70 (9. 47a P5 011

3.78 27.7 20.1 8.30 1.7

13.3 25.3 100 148 18.7

16.6 27.0 122 216 28.0

14.8 26.0 107 175 21.4

7c- 78 1117 5.48 7 1' 111' 9

21-4 3n5 18 13 IN 12 A

14.S 35-2 187 128 12.0

10.9 28.5 10t 835. 10.1

1.11 5.48 3.02 0.61 0.3

0.80 8.28 3.27 0.87 0.4
(1911.1 1 12 410 1q

171% 17 179 183 17.5

0.37 1.97 1.10 0.14 0.1

page 1 0l4
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. * 400 WBoxelder Rd* Gillette, WY82718-5315
_-__________ Toll Free 866.686.7175 * 307.686.7175 * FAX 307.682.4625 "gillette@energyIab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:
Project:
Workorder:

Knight Piesold and Company

451b Dewey-Burdock Soils

G08020803

Report Date: 03128/08

Date Received: 02f28108

Analysis OM Coarse Sand Silt Clay Teature SAT pH-sat EC-sat Ca-sat Mg-sat Na-sat ,AR-sat

Fragments paste paste paste paste paste paste

Units wt% s u_ mmholscm mer/L meqlL meq/L uniltess

Sample ID Client Samplo MD Depth Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results

G08020803-041 Hole #50
G08020803-042 Hole #50

G08020803-043 Hole #50

G08020803-044 Hole #56

G08020803-045 Hole #56'

G08020803-048 Hole #56

G08020803-047 Hole #56

G08020803-048 Hole #56

G08020803-049 Hole #57

G08020893-050 Hole #57

2-7 1.8 2.6 32
7-13 1.9 2.4 26

13-25 1.0 3,1 44
0-3 6.0 < 0.1 18
3-14 2.5 < 0.1 < 1

14-26 2.2 < 0.1 8
26-36 2.0 1.5 18
38-60 1.2 3.0 34
0-2 2.1 5.4 22
2-8 0.7 < 0.1 32

34
38
29
56
72
60
56
44
42
38

34 CL 46,9 7.4 0.58 3.72 2.03 0.29 0.2
36 CL 66.8 8.1 0.42 2.37 1.47 0.42 0.3

27 CL 39.1 8.3 0.48 1.63 1.52 1.62 1.3
28 SICL 74,9 7.4 0.96 7.78 1.33 0.09 .40.1

28 SICL 48.0 7.7 1.07 8.69 1.92 0.29 0.1
32 SICL .50.8 7.6 3.08 32.2 8.13 1.42 0.3

28 SIL 46.4 7.6 3.43 36.7 '9.58 2.45 0.5
22 L 39.2 7.7 3.70 36.9 12.1 2.29 0.5

38 CL 73.1 7.6 2.49 32.1 1.11 0.23 C 0.1
30 CL 64.3 7.6 2.55 .30.7 3.92 0.35 < 0.1
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'POIERT ECh (•USA) INC.,

S ENRG Y LABORATOQIES. INC. 400 W Boxelder Rd Gi/fette, WY 82718-5315
..Toi Free 866.667175 * 307Z686.7175 -FAX 307,682.4625 "glltete erenargyfab.corn

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Knight Piesold and Company Report Date: 03U2&OB

Project: 4!Mb Dewey.Burdock Scils Date Received: 02=2808

Anralysa &-Hot Oe-I-Iot

M20 1K20

Unite mgW.q meokg

Samplo ID Client Sample 1D Depth RPsults+ Resulth

GO002000"-001 Hole #17 0-3 0.3 < 0.01

CO80:032002 Halo #17 3-8 0.3 < 0.01

G00020003-003 Hole#17 0-24 0.0 - 0.01

G00020003-004 Hole#17 24-40 0.0 < 0.01

GOO020003-005 Hole #17 40-04 0 < A .0.01
G08020000-000 Hole #17 4-00 0.0 - 0.01

G03020000-007 H"de #27 0-2 0.3 . 0.01

G08020800-008 Hole#27 2-17 2.0 0.03

G08020000-009 Hole #27 17-24 2.3 0.07

G00020003-010 Hole #27 24-39 C.0 .0.00.

ntnK1r108t3.l 1 H1 l.4 27 I I n CIA.

G00020000-012 Holo#30 0-2 0.4 < 0.01

nfnf~immm.fliX m,.lo.t3.A 2-.95 1? FC11

G08020803-014 Kula #38 15-26 2.3 0.03.

t080208503-0 l5 Hole V3.5 W6A524 I 25 0&03

mGnO802003.-0Z Hl,,•,40 -014 03 ) 001

rin-nIrtlhiP.n-niq mn•IO1=4 14A-• n 4 < fj n'1
ri•t383..OtJA HnoI :40. 38-I0 057 0,tO

G080R 803flf-019 H1le 183 1-21 04 7 0,I3,

A8020503.-0" H.I( .l. An-5 4.AII 0 F 0C4

60G020803-021 mole039 52-40 2.5 0.03
G4r1030503,-032 H.l Ja4) 0-4 n. A0 0M0(
G08020903-023 Hole =40 4-17 0-.3 0.01
mnFtlfntn115l.%.fl3 1401440 14;'T n04 < a001
tf8030403•.039 Hle oA40 517-3a 0 A 0.0m

G08020803-02• Hole *40 33-50 U-7 0.04-

nn5o n0[3,-i037 HolM &A1 0--4 0 4 n 0f0I

080204803028 Hole *41 4-21 0.7 0.03

rin1n03040.wk07c# HnOI11411ý1 -.3165 77 f035.

G-102D0S03-030 Hole 41 36-45 4.2 0.24
130802003.031 Kole 241 44-60 1.0 0.22

G08020803-032 H018242 0.0 1.0 0.07
G04020902.032 o 141842 4.17 1.1 0.1s

608020803.034 14018*42 17.39 1.a 0.09
G08020803-03.5 14018*42 39.4 1.2 0.04
r,09(20003-343 Hole. V43 G-2 0-1 0- 001
65020803.037 Hole *43 2.14 0.2 .40.01

60EL1802003-038 14011143 14.38 0.6 .0.01
G08020803-039 Hole*4.3 38-00 0.8 0.01

-E0I020803-ý040 Hole 1M50 0G2 0.1 . 0_01
PO ae 3 01 4
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. *400 WBoxelder Rd* Gillette, WY 82718-5315
To/l Free 866.686.7175 * 307.686.7175 * FAX 307.682.4625 * glIllette@energylab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

0

Client:
Project-
Workorder:

KnIght Piesold and Company
451b Dewey-Burdock Soils

G08020803

Report Date: 03128M08

Date Received: 02/28/08

Analysis &Hoti Se-Mot
H120 H20

Units mg/kg mg/kg

Sample ID Client Sample ID Depth Results Results

G08020803-041
G08020803-042
G08020803-043
G08020803.044
G08020803-045
G08020803-046
G08020803-047
G08020803-048
G08020803-049
G08020803-050

Hole #50
Hole #50

Hole #50

Hole #56

Hole #58

Hole #56

Hole #58
Hole #56

Hole #57
Hole #57

2-7
7-13
13-25
0-3

3.14
14-28
28-36
36-60
0-2
2-8

0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3

<0.01

< 0.01

40.01

40.01

.40.01

4 0.01

* 0.01

* 0.01

* 0.01
< 0.01

4



POWERTECI(US)NC

S' 0. . / FENERGYLABORATOPRES, INC. '400W Boxelder Rd• Gillette. WY 82718-6315

Toaf Free .86686.7175 " 307.686.7176 PFAX 307.682.4625 giiefteaenergyiab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Knight Piccolo ond Company

Project- 4511 h f•le.wy-Ri rlnc.k .rSils

Work-order C308020806

0

Report Date: 03/31108

Date Received: 020th'R~l

ialysls CaM Coar.se San SIl Clay Tesdure

S Fragmennls

units 4- R5 4u RU R R

sample 113 Chaent Semipro L0 Depth Rostijts Results Results Res6ults Res*ults Results

SAT pleat ac-sal Ce-sal Mg-sat Ne-eat SAR-sal

G-8020805.001 Hole Va0
S-fnRnlr0R65.2 M.le ARM7

Q08020805.C03 Hole 90

C•.f15R1ft"15Rt•'•-I• Hr NJfl. AA

anan:nan.107 H. I. AR4

G0802000l%6115-41101 Morn 9A4
Gfnrioons-tioa Mule VA4

00502080"-010 Mole 024

003020001•0 Hole #72
G06020605-O1 1 M1l=. &74
008020005-012 Hole l720080t206S0"15 HolIe 4572

008020005•4,10 Hole *72
008020005.1•17 Hole #73
0080120805-010 Hole 073

000020005-012 Hole *73
008020005420 Hole ?730083020005-019 Hole 073

C08020800-520 Hole *73
008020005-023 Hole *74
C08020806-424 Hole *74
008020808-025 Hole *74

008020808-026 Hole 7?4
G0802 806-027 Hole *74

008020804-026 Hole *74

G08020805-029, Hole "74
008020803-020 Hole #75
GOOD82805-031 Hole *78
008020806-032 Hole #76
G002080-05-033 Hole *76

G0201=805-034 Hole V76
GOS020805-135 Hole C7I8

G030=1105.5036 Mole 27500802t180-0r35 Hole 1715

G08020805-027 Hole 276

G,;020805-035 Hole 21"8

G08020805-039 Hole 277

G0802=505.i040 Hole 277

0-3 3.4 3.8

S.I in PI dli)

10-13 1.3 4.8

6•-3 11 n 14

?-Al 18 R A
A-IA Iq 62
0-fl 1 4 "015

A-i 17 a r MI-I 7-f a A <0 15"

33-42 0.7 "0.1

0-3 33 0.1
3-lA 20 6dli

10-20 t 2 2.0
28-43 r.0 1.7
43-00 0.8 2-1

0-1 3,1 *0.1
3-10 1.7 - 0.1

15-2 , 0.8 401
23-34 1.1 0.1

4-e30 0.9 0.1
38-60 0.0 40:1

0-3 1.0 0.1
3-15 0.8 .01

15-27 0.8 0.1
27-38 1.3 -0.1
3-8-1 0.5 -0.1
81-60 0.4 0.1

0-4 2.5 0_1
4-15 2.2 '0.1

15-35 1.3 "-0.1
35-46 1.0 0.1
46-60 1.0 0.1

0-2 t.8 -'0.1
2-21 t.3 c 0.1

21-2I9 0.5 U.7
29-46 1u. 0 5.7

46-60 0.6 0.1
0-4 2.0 1.7

4-17 1.5 '0.1

CL

AW3

C

SUL

L

C

GCL

SCL
CL
L
•L

.CL
-CL

WL
SICL

QC.
SICL

L
sic

ACL
SCL

,CL

ýCL

,sxT PH-sal ;c-s..w ca-s.t mg-Ssat NEI-=a SAR-sat
paste pa•te paste paste paste Paste

wr12 5 u. s mmnaosern maq/L map.qL meq/L uniless

Results Results Results Rosults Results ResUlts Results

59.2 7.8 0.78 , 4.6'9 2.03 1.47 0.8

741 A r4 1 8.1 11.4 1Am1 4.6 S1 1I

59.6 8t. 9.21 22.1 61.0 79.7 12
357% 44 a07c A R4 I11An7 F M5 .13

4011 73 0R7 RAPS FI6R 03U4 0

4M 1 74 2 PA So I A0 7525 22

626 A, I 067 625 417 035 07"
A4"7 A I 0R6 26A7 2 .q 174 I n

.A42 A A 227 i1 Al SAl 160 ft.'

48.6 8.0 8.02 27.1 01l.I 50.0 7.0

411S At 767 277 no05 4S2 77

0.4 0.3 0.02 2.90 1.08 0.02 0.2

AS3 76A oIS 174 051 2AS 277
08,7 7.8 4.02 202 1z3 30.1 7._1

69.0 0.2 8.21 2&.5 50.0 09.8 12

07.4 8.3 10.0 21.9 73.0 94.0 14

01.1 7.4 0.69 0.20 3.21 2.31 1.1

7701 78. 0.31 8.5 9.4 5204 1,l

97.4 7.8 11.2 24.7 20.4 113 22

90, 9 80 its 3015.1 35..0 134 22

75.1 5.0 15.8 34.0 . 00.9 142 24

07.7 8.0 12-2 33,0 31.8 .123 22

30.0 7.8 0.7"3 .47 204 0.79 0.4

46.2 8. 0.60 1.82 1.48 4.64 3.8

5156 88. 8.6, 8.4 16.0 SS.0 17

37.0 8.8 13.7 28.2 05.0 162 21

34.3 8.4 13.2 26".9 92.3 10 20
331 8.4 127 23.0 82-0 143 20

60,4 7.8 0.54 4.52 1.78 2.13 1-2

63.0 7.? 1.78 7.70 2.D4 8.47 3.7

52.2. 7.5 0.61 28.4 15.8 45.5 10

63.0 7.8 8.406 29.1 24.1 74.1 14
54.6 7.8 8.23 27".4 24.2 689. 14

31.b 5.3 1.04 3.70 2.44 2.7-5 15.

69.1 7.7 5.77 19.6 14.2 43.2 11

67.0 ".8 6."-1 2.6 19.7 53.1 12

60.6 7.6 4.57 7.22 8.07 - 43.4 17

53.5 - '.3 4.57 3.85 3.15 44.1 24

52.6 7.5 0.54 4.10 1.14 0.43 - 0.3

88.4 7.7 1.21 6.47 3.13 4.01 1.8
P8go 1 of 4
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ENERGY LABORA TORIES, INC. - 400 W Boxelder Rd* Gillette, WY 82718.5315
rM95 -'" Toll Free 866.686.7175 * 307.686.7175 * FAX 307.682.4625 * gillette@energylab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:

Project:

Workorder:

Knight Piesold and Company
451 b Dewey-Burdock Soils

G08020805

Report Date: 03131/08

Date Received: 02128108

Analysls OM Coarse Sand Slit Clay Texture SAT pH-sat EC-sat Ca-sat Mg-sat Na-sat SAR-sat
Fragments paste paste paste paste paste paste

Units % % % % % wt% Lu mmhoslcm maqlL meqA. meqiL unilless

Sample ID Client Sample V) Depth Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results

G08020805-041 Hole #77

G08020805-042 Hole #77

G0802080"-043 Hole #79

G08020805-044 Hole #79

G08020805-045 Hole #79

G06020805-046 Hole #79

G08020805-047 Hole #79

17-36 0.9 < 0.1 22
36-48 0.8 < 0.1 24

0-3 5.1 < 0.1 18

3-17 1.6 < 0.1 12

17-30 0.9 6.8 18

30-42 0.9 5.0 22

42-60 0.9 9.5 18

73
61
46
41
33
32
37

5 SiL 67.2 8.0 5.66 23.7 44.8 27.1 4.6
15 SIL 64.9 7.8 6.62 23.8 62.8 32.0 4.9

36 SICL 58.5 6.1 0.78 1.66 1.19 4.02 3.4

47 SiC 73.7 4.1 4.61 22.4 22.1 22.9 4.9

49 C 72.4 3.8 4.75 24.7 20.4 21.9 4.6

46 C 65.1 3.7 2.50 11.4 7.865 9.50 3.1

47 C 61.9 3.8 2.30 10.1 8.32 7.31 2.6
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ENERGY LABORA TO RIES, INC. '400 W foxelder nd I Gillette. WY 82718-5315
rail Free 8686. W 7175 '307.-68&. 7175 * FAX 307-682-4825 gilletie@eneruylab.cchn

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Ctlent: KnIght Piesold and Company

Project 451b Dowoy-BurdolCk 10o110
workorder: G08020606

Report Date: 03J31/08
Date Received: 02F28108

Analysis B-Hot Se-Hot

1M20 420

unfte MGM9Q ntgik

Samplo ID CIWent Sample UD Depth Results Results

G03020005-001 Hole #00 0-0 0.2 - 0.01
nnansopnnis.-on 14M I-tAe2O rt1-In M64 601

108020805-003 Hole S1a0 10.18 1i. 0.11
G09020505-004 Hole 1I83 0-2 0.1 < 0.01

C08020806-006 Hole #63 2-6 -0.1 -0.01
008020005-000 Hole #23 &.10 0.3 , 0.01

808020805-407 KuI 1. 414 0-6 0., 0.0 1

G608020805-008 Hole 214 6.17 0.2 . 0.01

008020806-000 Hole 264 1?-33 1.1 0.03
00802080"-010 Hole 264 13-42 2.7 0.12
fl080705n54111 I I-til. 1*5 42-ol6 1.5 a Itl

G08020805-0312 94tl. 4M72 0-3 O02 -0.01
(-3. 20805-023 Hole 2772 2-18 0.2 -10.01

008020808-014 Hole 272 18-28 1.1 6.112

MMOftOflfl-tA Hnle 71*77 .Ltfln ISl 6 '6
G,080220805-017 Hole 1173 0-13 0-.2 0.01

G080201805-032 Hole I173 3-1b 0.8 0.08

608020005"19 Hole #73 10-23 2,5 0.04

MflflflOfflFtnn 9f Hole 276t 91*1-4 79 1 n4

G,08020805-021 Hole ?3 34-38 1.7 0.42

G(0802080•5-02 Hole W73 38-60 1.8 0.:37

008020806-023 Hole #74 0-3 0.2 '0.01
80302000"-024 Hole #74 0-15 0.2 -' 0.01

G-08020505-026 Hole •74 27-138 2.5 0.21

G08020805-027 Hole 174 38-51 1.7 0.20

008020805-028 Hole #74 51-60 1.3 0.18

G00020005-029 Hlole #7, 0-4 0.3 - 0.01

008020805.026 Holu 575 4-15 0.4 - 0.01

C-0802080"-031 Hole X75 15-35 0.8 '0.01
008020805-032 Hole 475 35-48 0.7 '0.01

008020805-033 Hole #75 46-60 0.0 0.01

CASO7OSO5.05L4 Hur,1n27A Nil n7 n 1
, 080208-050358 HIde 1•78 2-21 1.2 021

G08020805-031B Hole 178 21-2w 0.8 - 0.01

r-09020505-037 Hole 278 20-48 0.8 0.04

G0802000"30 Fl Hole #70 40-00 0.0 0.17
M11f7AO79l"lS0S Hide. 577 M-4 07 .2 6 fl

G.08020805-040 Ho01e 77 4-17 0.8 .10.01
page 3 01,4
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ENERGY LABORA TORIES, INC. * 400 W Boxelder Rd * Gillette, WY 82718.5315
____________ Toll Free 866.686.7175 * 307.686.7175 *FAX 307.68Z4625 "gll/ette@energy/ab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:
Project:
Workorder:

Knight Piesold and Company

451b Dewey-Burdock Soils

G08020805

Report Date: 03/31108

Date Received: 02/28108

Analysis B-Hot Se-Hot
M20 H20

Units mgfkg mg/kg

Semple, 10 Client sample 1D Depth Results -Results

GD9020805-041
G08020805-042
G08020805-043
G08020805-044
G08020805-045
GO8020OMO-46
G011020805-047

Hole #77
Hole #77

Hole #79

Hole #79

Hole #79

Hole #79

Hole #79

17-36

36-48

0-3

3-17

17-30
30-42

42-60

4.4

6.3

0.6

0.9

0.6
0.4

0.3

0.03
0.04

<0.01

<0.01

< 0.01
< 0.01

< 0.01

8
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JPLYI• ENERGYLABORA TORIES, INC. *400 W Boxeldar Rd* Glleffe, WY 82718-5315
_______ Toll Free 866.686.7176 307.686.7178 1FAX.307.A8Z4626 * glllonoef(4norgylab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Knight Plesold end Company

Project-, 451b Dewey-Durdock Soils

Workordon ucSB2080B

Report Date:t flA/flU f
flate Recelved: 0212)00

Analysis 0M Coarse Sane olut Clay Texture O SAT plH-ýsal E-S-al Ca-sat Mg-sal Na-sat 3AR-sat

FrOOMenS pasts paste pasts paste paste paste

units 15 tQ w9% O tM_ mnnocm m.C,. ma"fi, meq/L unhless:

Sample ID Client sampto ID Depvth Rosulte . Results Results ROeuS ROsUft Resllil Results Results Raesult Results Results RAsults Results

C08020806-001 Holet #.2 0-4 3,0 0.0 61 32 17 L 36.7 8.3 1.78 8.06 4.01 0.10 0.08

300020000-002 Hole s#2 4-12 1.9 2.0 40 27 03 CL 40.3 7.1 1.16 0.93 157 1.95 0.09

0r010-I MteA712-17 IA M.1 A4 14 73 Art £A7 7 T aRA01 M5' X3t141% M3 lA71

006070110-ifin MtdnaM91 MIA71 1 ft M1 .4 M4 II AMt AA6 79 011AN*bi 209 1*, A17F1 71"
Gr0502085-05 b Hole 1V2 25-43 0.7 -1 as 22 20 SCL 2 39.2 7.9 2.09 5.58 1±-5 14.1 4.59

G0012010S-006 Hole 083 0-3 3.2 -- 0.1 14 53 23 SOCL 53.3 I.3 0.4a 1.23 0,72 1 20 1.22

OD80200W-007 IldoIs OW3 0-17 1.0 '0.1 14 45 43 MiC 02.2 4.9 0.31 0.40 0,23 1.02 3.23

50002DO0-000 HIole #03 17-33 1.0 -0.1 0 47 44 siC 09.4 5.7 4.05 25.3 20.0 22.3 4.44

Grl~nn~fllwt"tI Mtil a&"% ±1.42 (I A Crti1 A Aft In TA 71 75 8 71 M6 A 351 M 04 11547
G083201OO10 H0ale 11183 42-52 0.6 C 0.1 a 69 22 SIt 82.3 7.9 6.61 26.0 46.3 3.8.- 6.37

G0802-056-Ol HIol V113 52--0 0.4 0.1 12 79 5 M.1. 74.9 7.9 6.67 24.4 42.7 42.6 7.36

003020505-O12 Holo #54 0-5 5.O - 0.1 4 5t 37 - -tOOL 87.0 7.4 1.57 1.53 5.45 12.7 5.22

000020000-013 "dole04 1-19 1.8 -<0.1 9 5,2 39 MOL 93.2 0.2 11.6 24.G 110S 112, 14.0

008020S0C-014 Hole 404 10-37 0.9 - 0.1 12 40 42 SiC 70.8 0.4 14.0 22.8 M44 140 15.9

G00020•0 I ole K 54 37-47 1.1 '0.1 6 55 39 SICL 70.1 8.3 11.6 23.5 103 105 13.9

G03020806-016 • Hole 844 47-60 0.6 '0.1 32 37 31 CL 597. 8.1 8.14 21.8 60.2 61.6 9.63

GU0U20506-017 Mole 0185 0-2 4.2 -'0.1 321 45 20 L " 51 5 5.3 0.43 2.37 1.44 0-.2 0.16

008020809"18 Hola#9M 2-7 2.3 '0.1 20 41 30 =L 80.6 7.3 0.71 4.24 2.30 0.7• 3.40

008020000-019 Hole C4 7-17 1.0 ' 0.1 10 440 no ICL 05.9 7.9 0.71 2.5,0 1.79 2.93 1.98

GCIwflnl~fA-410m a41.5am5 17-Snt 1 A ~ 77 40 Al I Cl 654 A 1 1 71 4111 4 on 676 43115

GO-020806•021 Mole Z51 0.2 3.0 21 21 46 33 CL 64,7 8.7 0.54 3.27 1.:9 0.43 0-26

G008(20106.2 Hole 088 2-9 1.8 '0.1 11 43 46 Sic 77.9 7.8 0.80 4.04 1.88. 2'48 1.44

008020806-023 Hole #A8 0-18 1.3 '0.1 14 82 4 aI 77.0 7.8 3.00 31.4 13.a 13.6, 2.88

C08020800-024 Hole #5 0-2 4.4 3.1 12 64 34 OCL 72.4 9.4 0.80 4.78 ±40 0.32 0.17

008020900-025 Hole #09 2-Il 2.4 3.7 9 40 40 SIC 07.3 7.7 1.41 5.00 4.12 0.07 2.5-4

fl111f71IM"OA.07A INAlut51 I F13-1 1 Ai -40 n f 43 5I 1 IC 113 7 781 3711 ;75 IA 140 181% N76

GCftf&fl~fA-0717 Htdl. 4l9q 31-37 IA 41 f <11 1 49 4A Sir 560o 77 3%1 qg 2 155 S A inn

GURD20506-023 Hole IPWO 0-2 2.8 -'0.1 1 48 61 SKC 84.1 5.8 0.37 2-25 0.- 0.42 0.34

GU05200D-02-9 Hole 950 2-3 1. 0.1 2 44 94 SIc 8I9 7.4 0.44 2±12 0.75 0.76 0.56

008020900-030 Hole 050 &-20 1.6 -'0.1 a 41 53 siC 09.0 77 0.70 4.04 1.0, 1.00 1.0G

000020800-031 Holeo#91 0-4 2.0 -0.1 20 44 00 CL 05.3 7.0 1.21 10.1 3.22 0.05, 0.24

frtsan~n1r1nA03 MA.tAM 1 4-I15 12 1 41n1 22 A7 if 51 A-16.% 7A 461 .M 76s 14f5 72A1 51116

G09020806.033 Hole V91 19.40 0.6 <0.1 15 74 10 Sit. 79.9 8.4 12.7 23.7 61.7 144 19.8

0050205I06-3o034 o01le #1 40-48 0.8 -'0.1 li 47 34 ,CIL 80.9, 5.4 13.7 23.4 59.1 159 20.0

0052050035 Hole 0 1 45-50 0.6 - 0.1 10 68 22 IL 04.3 5.3 144 25.1 tOO 170 20.7

008020900-030 Hole #92 0-7 2.3 -'0.1 10 44 00 SIOL 74.9 7.5 0.79 4.99 1.511 2.09 1.10

009020D00.037 Hole #92 T-19 1.0 -'0.1 12 40 40 SIC 00.2 7.0 3.02 27.0 S.00 10.4 2.42

G00020506.03. HMole #93 0.4 2.9 '0.1 50 34 12 L 41,8 7.2 0.77 8.13 1.9J4 0.22 0.11

G08020806.039 Hole #53 4.8 2.1 '0.1 s0 32 18 L . 39.4 7.5 0.71 6-25 1.80. 0,114 0.07

00502M050-040 Hole V4 0-2 6.3 -'0.1 5 48 44 SiC 55.7 5.5 0.52 4.54 3.23 1.06 0.54
P•Ieg I of 4
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-&Ego = , ENERGY LABORA TORIES, INC. * 400 W Boxelder Rd* Gillette, WY 82718-5315
Toll Free 866.686.7175 * 307;686.7175 *FAX 307.682.4625 * gillette@energylab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:

Project:

Workorder:

Knight Piesold and Company

451b Dewey-Burdock Soils

G08020806

Report Date: 04107108

Date Received: 02128/08

Analysis OM Coarse Sand Sit Clay Texdure SAT pH-sat EC-sat Ca-sat Mg-sat Na-sat SAR-sat

Fragments paste paste paste paste paste paste

Units % % % % wt% su_ mmhos/cm meq/L meq/L meqJL uniUess

Samplo ID ChIont Sample ID Depth Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Results Resutts Results Results Results Results

G08020806-041 Hole #94

G08020806-042 Hole #94

G08020806-043 Hole #94

G08020806-044 Hole #94

G08020808-045 Hole #94

G08020806-046 Hole #95

G08020806-047 Hole #95

G08020806-048 Hole #95

G08020806-049 Hole #95

G0802080&-050 Hole #95

2-8 1.8 <0.1 8 48.
8-20 1.2 8.0 19 41

20-32 1.0 3.1 16 45

32-44 1.2 8.9 9 49

44-60 0.9 5.0 12 47

0-2 3.6 < 0.1 39 43

2-8 2.0 < 0.1 41 39

8-17 1.2 < 0.1 40 41

17-24 0.7 < 0.1 35 39

24-38 1.0 < 0.1 34 33

44
40
39
42
41
18
20
19
26
33

SiC 87.8
SiC 85.6

SiCL 82.6
SIC 87.2
SiC 87,0
L 46,4
L 43.8
L 39.5
L 51.3

CL 62,7

7.6
7.6
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.1
7.8
7.9
8.3
8.3

0.66 3.55 1.68 1.61 1.00
2.27 20.6 5.30 3.89 1.08

3.00 26.0 9.46 5.36 1.27
3.81 26.2 18.1 13.4 2.84

5.22 23.7 27.5 29.4 5.82
0.70 5.33 2.36 0.10 0.06
0.93 7.16 2.84 0.40 0.18
0.65 3.56 2.66 0.71 0.40
0.90 1.18 2.30 5.73 4.34
6.10 15.6 37.7 41.7 8.08
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. 400 W BOxelder Rd "Gilleffe, WY 82718-5315
roal Pree Bhl.0R0.7175 * 307.080.7f75 * FAY a3O7.a2.4025 * gFtlteff@energyiab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Clront:
Project:

Knight Piocold armd Company
4-5l b D•wey-Burdock S•ils

Report Date: 04/07108

Date Recelved: 02128108

V oilcorder 008020800

Ann"yIa

Units
suglpine a1 Client Sampie tO• f3lefh

8-Hma
H20

inqcac

se.04o1
-1±0mo.ko

C.0802080..002

G0801308D!003
G08020836-4104

G08020800-007

G-08020806-009

C-0B02805-U(00
0080.208-01.l
000020800-01 1

G0802080-10
Cfl08020606-O1,

0-08820800-01t

008020813-010

G08020806-2019

r-08020806-021
008020800-022

G08020108-O624

G08020806X-0.

-08020806-021

00802208150-027

00002000,-020

C080208012630
0,08020805-231
008020806-032
C08020105-52•-

G,08020800-030
0080.20810-037

0.08020806-css

00802806.6-03C08D20806-030
n0mn20anp-os8

Hole SAI3

Hole M
Hole V92
Hole •12

Hole 002

Hole 083
Hole 183

Hole 083

Hole D84
Hole 184
Halo 064Halo 0114
HOle 84

Hole 0"8
Halo 068Hole ]?81

Hole 068

Hole O8Hale 1789

Halo #90
Holde 86E19
Hole VIM

Hole #81

Holo #01

Hole 091

Halo #I01

Holo #01

Holo £Z6
HIM.• JL.A4

r.A

4-12

12-17
17-28

28-43

0-:3
3-17

17-33

33-42

42-62

512-00

S-18

18-37

37-47
47-60

7-17

17-30

0-2
2-S

A-I8
0-2
2-18

18-31
31-37

0-2
91-e

e-20
0.4
4-10

10-40

0-7
7-19
0-4

4-8
M?,

ASN
0.3
0.3

0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
1.9

8.4
8.4
0-2

1.6
2.8

2.0
1.8

nA

0.6
0.8

0.2
0.4.

0.3
0.6

1.3
1.6

0.3
nA.0.8

0.2

0.3
1.6

0-.2

0.7

40.1
0.1
Afn

'n01
40.01
- 0.01
c 0.01
<0.01
< 0.01
4 0.01

0.02
0.04
0.0o7

4OnnA
0.02
0.08
0.02

- 0.01

4 0.01
- 0.01

4 0.01
< 0.01
4003
",0.01

€ 0.01

0.02
0.01
0.01

<At•Ol

4 0.01
4 0-01

0.02
0.07

40.01
, 0.01

4 0.01
4,001

Piej.. •, 44
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. -400 W Boxelder Rd* Gillette, WY 82718-5315

iToll Free 866.686.7175 * 307.686.7175 *FAX 307.682.4625 'gillette@energylab.com

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:
Project.
Workorder:

Knight Piesold and Company

451b Dewey-Burdock Soils

G08020808

Report Date: 04107/08

Date Received: 02128108

Analysis B-Hot Se-Hot

H20 H120

UnJts m9,k9 mgtkg

Sample ID Client Sample tD Depth Results Results

G0802080D-041
008020806-042
G08020806-043
G08020806-044

G08020808-045

G08020806-046

G08020806-047

G0802080D-048

,G08020806-049
G08020806-050

Hole #94
Hole #94
Hole #94
Hole #94
Hole #94
Hole #95
Hole #95
Hole #95
Hole #95
Hole #95

2-8
8-20

20-32
32-44
44-60
0.2
2.8
8-17

17-24
24-38

0.4
0.5
0.7
1.1
0.8
0.2
0.1
0.1
01.
1.5

< 0.01
< 0.01

< 0.01

< 0.01
0.02

< 0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.15

12
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,QNRCS -.idflti

Naihl Reour.c CcnBemtabwn SerAvo
200 Fourth Street SW P Pinie: a(]OS arbl20I
Hu*.'; Sot D.ra M5730 Fax: 005]),35Q-l27o

September 5,2008

Mt, Adam B0ilke
91(5 Envfronmeniai Associates, Inc.
P,1. Box 8467
Gillette, Wyoming 82717

RE: Maps for'Custer and FaIl River Counties, Soulh Dako4a (SID)

Dear Mr. Beilke:

Attached are the prime and impoitant farmland maps you requested for the Sections in Township 6 and 7
North and Range 1 East in Custer and Fail River Counfies in SD,

Important farmland is land, in addition to prime and unique farmlands, that Is of satetwe inportance for
the produdclon of Food, feed, fiber, forage, and oil seed crps. Criteria far delinBhg and delineating this
land are to be determlned by the appropriate state agency or agencies.

Oenerally, additional farmlands of stat• Idemportance include those that are nearly prime farmland and
that economically produce high yi•elds of •rops when treated and managed axcording to accept*be
farming methads. Some may produce as high a yield as prime farmlands it condtilons are favorble.
Beliw is Ihe criteria we use in delermitnIng Important farmland En South Dakota;

A map un•t is "Fartland of Satevde Importance' If 50. percent or more of named Components meet the
Criteria and the Land Capablity Class of all named components is Class 4 Or less.

Mesic or frigid temperature regimt
Available Water Capacity (AWC): 5,00 or Belter (high) in top 40 inches.
pH: 4.5 - 8.4 in top 24 inches
EC: less than G in top 24 Inches
SAR: less than 15 in top 24 inches
Surfaoe Fragments > 3 in; less than 10%
Water erosion: Kvti'lpe Represantative Value < 3.
Wind Erosion: I*C < 60.
Flooding or Ponding: Less than Frequent
Wetness: High Water table ý> 6 Inches.
Mapunlt is not prime farmland under all conditions

If I can be a furlher assistance, do not hesitate to leM me know.

Sincerelly.

DANIEL'SIlRTLIFF

Acting StaWe $olI Scientist

Atltchmenth

ca Kory Bossed, DC, NRCS, Hot Springs FO

Helping People Help the Land
A0 Boudi OA~teiVd PMM~lr aft Ef&tro

I
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0 0

Famiand Classifictaion-Custer and Penningtmn Countie. BlaIk Hils Parts. Southl Dakoa;, and Fag River Conaty, South Dakota
(8KS Env 7S IE)

0 50D 1.0 2.000 3,000
12,000 1 Feet

n' 0 3,00D 6.000

Natura REKInW~- amvrn evc

Izooo 18,000

Web Soil Survey 2-0
National Cooperative Sod Survey

8/8/2008
Page I of 5
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POWRTECh (USA) Ike-.

FaJIimindlm mc~t and Pafrmfqon Caunile, Slact ma.l Park,
SOuth Dakoti and Fall MirCnirnty, Saulil t3tn~

BKS Env 7S 1E

Farmland Classification

pDf tsI~E.

BE a8mni- mef~tl Nat TawlaMan an D_1%

BrB bumat V1 fcI-4:cm. 3 to 6 apeMnd120%
pemcent elapse. _ _ _ __ _ _

aB5 s1iufatslcorm.e sMo Not pl1-- rMtaRd 12- 011%
spocents.oe _____

BaS SuCafty~-ROAl~ sltM Nat pm1W*nif 27U ULM%
iosmom 25 to t EO~n

pement slopes _______

EOg OeMt314uRUnj- Not ptnemirlnd 5.2 0j1%
SMUdpots 00Ir4eX. 0

_______________tD 6perm1td~5 slopes____ _________

GO mndt-IRDC a~r~cu Not plinertMirand 1.5 E.0%
coipw 6"015

________ ~~peioent slopes_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

lG1' Gumo=-Fbck 06u1iW Not PUMncalman 14.6 0.2%
ccirTsz 15 to EO

_____________ pescent slopes _______ ______________

HisA Haveim oan 0 la,2 Pitrisfamland ff 017 01%
___________ psefnt slopes MOMae ______________

WE NMBUZkjwgd carolox. Nat pitmnes anland 1.a 00
15 to 50 peicerv

_____ slopes _ _

PgC Pinae-Grurnniritclys 2 Nat prA* rlramnh 7.a 101%
_______________ I9 permc sloeise ______

SIB satanto-rada Not prnetmrrand 23 0-0%
compqso( 2 to 6

________ ~pesoent slopes _ _ _ _

T15 TUmidsift loam.2 %6 POP- fWtaMan if 3-5 01%
___________ psentk slopes Mjlgted

ýZDZig a2M44hlU cORrTCK 6 Nat PZUnefanrland 133
tol.5percentslopes ________ ________ ________

AaG. MtODllnsandy lown,2 Ftelmefanriaif saa1-5

IAI .Armaw Ii.: Not pomnfamlafd E~a 111%

ASS Ascalon fine sandykmyn Fwhinetanr nd I?, E6A 11
I______ . 0to 6peFoet sloPES MMlgated_______ ______

rissiaai ReBWWce
conewvatlon sarv~ioa

WebW SOI SUrvy 2AI
NatioalA COoper.-Mv SOUl &M"w Page 3 O15
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Fa-Mliad CSMIU- and PuTRyng Om C es~o, Blmok H-~as Paema
Soruth Dakoti and Fallm MrCmunty, Soiiti Dakota

,KSt E1V 7S lE

If I L RAIi=L

BC Bahram sit loam Notpl idne1a3 and 251.7 3.8%

Baa Baneek sFt Rman. 2 o 6 P•- fanrianV l 1? 1.1 EL3%
IE peceats mlpef _j_ d

tD 6 PUr~ft faoR&

BRt BMflfUMt day, 2 to 15 Nat p"l-f aM=Rd E&4 1.0%
peat stopes

CnOD Cc01y-NaM salt lRom. 6 Nat prsue tamlaani 915 1.5%
to 15 polt gaper,

Cty D%"Waa'nyflne sara,2 Not prne f-M•aRd 11.7 0.2%
to 6 pErent sOPE S

EaC EdlEylloar n Ot 9 Natpretanuad 5A5 0.1%

GQE Gnffftt-RDOL u Not prFIFfanrfand 327-9 5.5%
00n ex, 3to 40
pementslape __

GOt rGumrt-Sno a• ira, 3 Ntztpn•a•f•na•l 5n23.3 7.9%
to 15 percent s __es

H- Hawvsoa loam te efamland If 130_5 2.0%

Fia MSae-IckWoi c Firx•Cex Not pmltamlanIId 733-9 11.1%

KyA Ký1e clay, 0 bo 2 pecent Fam-•f•l o stkaL-le 4E6.2 7.1%slpe hapdace _ _

Kya K)le cday, 2 to 6 pawcen FanmnndofNa•maew 421.1 6.--%

Lo LcMt ally My dl.rn Femorind mclofbLLe 131.5 2_(%

m, ,manrUcan sity ,-. Clay " FalIrtCIOTSWar 75.a 1.1%
loam.t 2 to 6 percent IMpotnce
63opes _ _ _ _ _

kmrE Mal lNfa-M•,zy--dcki NatpW L•tanr 5122 7.7%
CL&UPcpcoplex 15 tD
30 pemr•rt sce_,

MoB Nrta slit l•cai 2 tD 6 Pnlrne-anirL .3 1.4%,'
pel-ntslopE-6 Cliatid

RI Nu clay, 0 to2 F0lm'famla o It 2&.0 D4A%
pecentsape6 Mxtitgd

mE Mnnim- day ltaa, 2 6 PNt•et fanland I. 1E.32 1.4%
peocen slopes Mntgatd

NCN=a~ dlay loam, 6 to 9 FammnalndoffsataEMf 25.3 D-41%
percent aslopes Importanc _______

FeB RefeclTPy,21o6pmeflet Famitmand Atavnte 322.0 4-9%
gopes Mportanc I

P9E Pame-Gfuurrat Wysý6 Natptnefam~aId 747.0 11.3%
to 25 peloet slopes______

ME• MMUL'-SUMaI IT 6 b Natplifffan•Laid 259-.L 4.4%
25 _erm_ a__p:_s

NaiidI mN BSrcae
conservabon Servioe

wb smi surwey z2
Natioal cooperativ sonl &Uyw Page 4 ofs
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*PbOWETEýC-h -(USA)

Fannlad a lCaWMI-OnýadPnigoLCull5 ic ~l'ia
soutdhDahkoa and F~I~amfrcointy ,~mD~m

BKSRw 7S1E

PH RMI jrne Not PMnefarian 214-8 32%

RD Rck cutuqp-4Aalflla&- NutprMnefaMt~and D-8
Eu~te ~r~le. P to

75 perd 4r. _____

SASalarla roMw 0 to 2 PWUTmE1fm1andr [fa 133.2%
pDewnt slopes WftgaLed_______

SOS Satanla Vafn. 2 to 6 Mftinefaniland If M86 0-6%
PeimtoSopes lntgaled ________

sac Salant BMNn 6to 9 tFanrilan oCIeuffIMTe 011 011%
percent elopes. lnprawat_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _

SinE SdIanfl-Ecklley Not prop- fantand 7.1 9.1
camTBK 9 to 40
pemcet slopes__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SnE ngW enw-lRicK Not p-Mnefanrlan=l lt&7 2
Wo=prepootpE-X1510

40peroenlatopes __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

St Stettrday Farirdnd o~atslestle 360l 9.5%
"Phn'oifCe

TaA M UoadItkkmto2 PwlmeMLtaIanI~f 42-7Ea
.PnM=telUpes hwtnsland

TaB Tlrctloatn.2t06 Rsnefmanrml If 7511 1.1%
____________ peicEnt slopes I Matgaed_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

I Waier INotpaenetamlad 9.9t.%
DEzlglvd-mlic GCWez 61 Not pane1fnamd T60.52A

ID 2a Weanteo s ________ I_ _ _

IT013 or AMslof keac erest (AQ CM,&9.1 Ekj

Description

Farmland classificaton identities map units as prime fanniand. farmland of
statewide imporlance, farmland of l[cal bnportance. or unique fatrmland. It identifies
the location and extent of the soils that axe best suited to food, feed. fiber, forage,
and oilseed crops. NRCS policy and procedures an prime and unique farmlands
are published in the 'Federal Registe•r" Vol. 43. No. 21. January 31, 1978.

Rating Options

Aggregafion hfethod: No Aggregation Necessary

Tie-break Rure: Lower

UQtural Resource
Coerervefon, 39rslo

Web SM~ Survey 2-0
Mationa Cooper;awes Soil Sum"e Page 5 ot'5
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Pitneand oltter Mpotad FamIanth-Cuater and Punglork Counties, DBa E-fl Bin, 7S IE
Hus Part South Damctac and FAD Rher coanty., Soui Data

Prime and other Important Farmlands

This table lists the map units in the survey area that aTe considered important
farmlands. Important farmlands consist of prime farmland, unique farmland. and
farmland of statewide or Ioeal importance. This list does not constitute a
recommendation for a particular land*use.

In an effort to identify the extent and location of important farmlands, the Natural
Resources Conservation Service. in cooperation with other interested Federal,
State. and local government organizations, has inventoried land that can be used
for the production of the Nation's food supply.

Prime fam•_andis of major importance in meeting the Nation's short-and long-range
needs for food and fiber. Because the supply of high-quality farmland is limited, the
U.S- Department of Agriculture recognizes that responsible levels of government.
as well as individuals, should encourage and facitat-e the wise use of our Naticn's
prime farmland.

Prime farmland, as defined by the U.S. Department of Agrictlture, is land that has
the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for producing food,
feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops and is available for these uses. It could be
cultivated land. pastureland. forestland, or other land, but it is not urban or built-up
land orwater areas. The soil quality. growing season, and moisture supply are those
needed for the sci to economically produce sustained high yields of crops when
proper management, including water management, and acceptable farming
methods are applied. In general, prime farmland has an adequate and dependable
supply of moisture from precipitation or irrigation, a favorable temperature and
growing season, acceptable acdiity or alkalinity, an acceptable salt and sodium
content. and few or no rocks. T he water supply is dependable and of adequate
quality. Prime farmland is permeable to waler and air- It is not excessively erodible
or saturated with water for long periods, and it either is not frequently flooded during
the growing season or is protected from floeding. Slope ranges mainly from 0 to 6
percent. More detailed information about the criteria for prime farmland is available
at the local office of the Natural Resources Conservation Service.

For some of the soils identified in the table as prime farmland, measures that
overcome a hazard or limitation, such as flooding, wetness, and droughtiness, are
needed. Onsite evaluation is needed to determine whether or not the hazard or
limitation has been overcome by corrective measures.

A recent trend in land use in some areas has been the loss of some prime farmland
to industrial and urban uses. The loss of prime farmland to other uses puts pressure
on marginal lands, which generally are more erodible, droughty, and less productive
and cannot be easily cultivated.

Unique f•lrnand is land other than prime farmland that is used for the production
of specific high-value food and fiber crops, such as citrus, tree nuts, olives,
cranberries, and other fruits and vegetables.. It has the special combination of soil
quality, growing season, moisture supply, temperature, humidity, air drainage,
elevation, and aspect needed for the sca to economically produce sustainable high
yields of these crops when property managed. The water supply is dependable and
of adequate quality. Nearness to markets is an additional consideration. Unique
farmland is not based on national criteria. It commonly is in aTeas where there is a
special microclimate, such as the wine country En Caifornia-

oNefe Resourcesa N web Sa'l Survey POagI 1
CosrbnSrieNations Oocpsrawv son Survey Page 1 ofM
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Rtmed oler m Farmamcuserand P eln counties, Eln
H= 1 Pa18 sout ao and Fall er County, Sout Daa

5&S BW 7S IE

In same areas, land that does not meet the criteria for prime or unique farm[and is
considered to, be farmland oftst=ewide iopodfancie far the production of tood, feed,
fiber, forage, and oilseed crops. The crKeria for definil and delneating farmland
of statewide importance are determined by the apprpriate State agencies.
Generally, this land includes areas of sails that nearly meet the requirements for
prime fa•mland and that economically produce high yields of crops when treated
and managed according to acceptable farming methods. Some areas may produce
as hth a yield as prime farmland if condtioans axe favorable. Farmland of stafeWide
impartance may include tracts of land that hav•e been designated far agriculture by
State law.

In same areas that are not identified as having national or statewide importance.
[and is considered to be fannkin-d of local mpodTance for the pmductian of foiod
feed. fiber. forage. and oiseed crops. This farmland is ident-ffed by the appropriate
local agencies. Farmland of local imparlance may include tracts of land that have
been designated for agriculture by local ordinance.

Report-Prime and other Important Farmlands

rada-SUD Palonll.WPez toI 3 percen slopesAM

BOH BaMUMAVUL-Ift cmqga, 0 to 6 pErant .slopes Nat pr.t r-,aland

BrB Buflta alI Oawn 3 t 6 pecert slpes Not pfre far-land

5 . SuM-CGtund 9t loana 2 to 9 pe rnt slo•es Not prre far .mland

QIF CM)lAn oatmp comple, 15'o ED peMent slopes Not prgle frmrland

____5 D~erar-Grunlt-lcaspots curier, aOlo 6 pmeren allpes Not prime fdrmland
________ :Oa dM CumEtup mnpls, 6t ID15percent eloper. Not pOm fr.mland
G(= Gn"mn-Rogod aitrop o• lex, 5 to ED pecernt slopes Not peent. farmland

-Mk Fam-aw lOM, 0 to 2 pmerle f opes Pritme farmland If Irr•galed

MEf Nlfllh-ZjpveWl om••IEx, 15 to So percent slopes Not dprealand
PgC Rwe-G l lays, 2 W9 peroentaop-s Not pam famlannd

SMB Satant v cMaEeX 2 to 6 perCen SlOPBS Not priME f'arm-land

TOl TIfIad 59t loam, 2 to 6 percent sopes Prim farmland If In'gatEd

ZgD el-amm-omuiplex, 6 W 15 pement silares Not prm armiland

AaC " e lnMe saXdy boam. 2 to 9 permcit slpes Prime f-armand If IMnAg-d

Ar Arrad kom Not pdme famland
ASS Amcrrrieen wesE lam, 0 to 6 percent slopes Pime farmltand If Inigale
5C Barnmk SlM l•o : NWt pimge fanrland

DoB BDonees e• on 2 , 6 peffret slopes Pmearand If InIgaled

DIPB BoneER s911 haan bedrocksubstrahrM 21t06 pecroat Mloes Frime frmland It Inigald

. Erkt *r.A,,,, c.~..,. .. ,...~ hr,..~ C,.,, o,.,,.,,-.. , a oc-rrno5jj flCZSCI EWW OUSI .3UI~7 £fl

Co.seataon Serice National Cooperatve sonl SUrvsy Page 2 of4
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e PoiAeriecI (;•USrA)' Inc-

iendam oe bmupard •a• u ci•a custyram Pe•mnltn Coutles, .la
I-ml=ais SoutIh Damct and Pall Mrh Cwmty. Saefr Ornda,

, BKSEanv7SiE

BID tMwdIunl day. 2 to IS pemi 9es Not pere r-rdand

co CODatNOW 91t mear 6 to 15 peed salpes Notpe mnland

D&vE EWJqw " fire 172Snmck 2 to 6 pemene slapsr Not pine faiinlad
EaC EAley lom. 0 to 9 pemexl 9opes Nat prin f-ardand

GIE Gimimt-Rock olutcrp can'lex. 3, o 40 percet slaps Nat ped'e fardand

GED Gummit-Smno aya. 31t15 peeered gapes Not pine fnmnand

IHa I-Smenan lom ROne famland If Iniald

It Hle-Slrmsp oalscen x Nat pine taniad
KyA KPe day. 0 to 2 peoet slaps Fanj iwd of StaYe-Ie lmpwmtnoe

KyS KyM day, 2 to 6 peoent slopes rafriamd of sla~fl Irpoitamae

LO Lmmier s4 day loam Farmlad oaft@lPeMe Ihrpotanae

ItS Itnweo slty cay loamI 2 to 6 percemt WoLes FaMlaMd at Gt stnlda 1 m I ,Dorne

MrE LUfM M tAWRDCk autaap cisM . 15 to 30 perent 9es. Nat pine farm•and

MBn MmUn Sit Item 21 ED6peroent ailpes. Fine fa amland If Inialal

tKrA t10i day loanl 0 t 2 pec-ent a•ps PrFne fManiand If In•ated

KIM mm day lowaj 2 bo 6 •er-At s0lopmes FineP- fadrland If ngalad

KI-AC tNx day loan, 6 1 9 prcent s,•es Famnland otf •._•tle Ilrptanae

Pen Plate day. 210D6 pexcer slopes FaIII~dI otsttndlclmrp moflne

PgE Plsr+-C-Mt clays. 6 to 25 percent elopes Not pine fa•filand
PS= Pkme-n days. 6 n 25 perceznt gopes Not pine f-amland

Pu P;!k Me Not pine fpramland

RoF oIfe o• frIlld-M hlne conrpiE. 0 to 175 percenteglops Not proe fa'mland

ScA Sala••M 0 Ot o 2 pe••et slopes PrFi r-.mlancd If Ifltated

SCB Salbai loam, 2 to6 6peent slopes n farmland If nglLed

Sa Sata"a kta 6 t 9 perceit slopes FarWmd of e1. _1acle Inprtanae

Sn'E Sd.,a•icterdyom•el, x, 9 lo4D pffceit dopes Nat pn frmland

SnE SMSIgaPmrerce-Rock out-crop conpýEx. 15 in40 percent eaoes Not prane farmland
St Staftler ay Fafrmiantd of a&nid. Irraotamae

Ta igard sit lawn 010 2 percetm sopes Fine farmland If Iflated

Tas Tigard rft Wa 2 6 pewrceu gopes ine lfadniland it ff led

W Iat Not p farmlandi

ZnE ZlgvI'ld-NI Ocmqlex. 6 to 20 percent slpes Not p farmland

web WcI SuVe M0
National Cooperativ SoM Survey Page 3 of 4
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Data Source Information

Soil Survey Area: Custer and Pennirngton Counties, BRac Hils PaTts. South
Dakota
Survey Area Data Veirsoan 9, Feb 0.2008

Soil.Survey Area: Fall Rirer County, South Oa•o.a
Survey.Aea Data- Versbon 0. Feb ,. 2008

NnalatiNo Hse~rvces WED sm~ survey zo
Nawialo CopeprAkw' Sun siray Pagp4ol4
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POWERTECh (USA) INC.

Farmland Class laion-Custer and Penmnigtoi Counties. Black Hills Parts, South Dakota: Fall River County. South Dakrota; and Niobrara County. Wyoming
{BKSFamMrland4)

0 SaOO law ZOtO 3.000
ML

12.tCOf I 3.t0GOD

MsNhefsanws

12.000

Web Soil Survey 2D0
National Cooperative Sal Survey
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Farrrmid Classmfilmon-CuQtr and Pommigton Countes. Black I-ls Parts. South DaotE Faol Riv Cmuty South Dakta: ard Nobrara County. Wyorrin
(BIKSFarmand_4)

MAP LEGEND MAP INFORMATION

Ameadlml IA PM
[:l Area okf lers4At

soft
[E] Sodl map Unts
Sea Rtup

All amuae spuice

ftnPlu anrlsi ffaY

protectedfkmniflooft o&
nothnwiMlyflode

El m Flestmitd lrIed
and eithe protected tiore

anid drained

arid either proiseS Amn
trn Hw oar t eqmrty
floodedfti thegrmft

and tm, budn~dux I(1

eradblityqu C (oinalst
adsr) dosntesed 80

aritornid I S j

El FUIdaVIOteW
E el mst wand sodium eE3 Fmmbdda*

F-1 Not f•d or not m-albl~e

Publc Lad S-ry

[] Tonsrip at aw

ElS

0 8

tktssAs.

fr Ratues

- Strar and Canmal

Transportation

0 Rals
Roads

UFS RPums

Local ds

a d.v

Odginul sil survey map sheets were prepared at publioation
sale. sang scale and printing scale. howevm, may vary ornm
the oiitrl. Please rely an the bar stee n each map shae for
proper map memuresnus.

Source of ME Nalural Rescurces ConservaionSenime
Web Sfl Suvey URL httpJ/uebasuburvey.rwcsum1utoGv
Coordinate Syst-en: UTM Zone 13N

This pMrduct is generated fram toe USDA-NRCS wfied data as
oth2 verson date(s) 9bed below.

SoilSurvey Areir Custer end Pennirrgton Courdmbs, Staic I-s
PwKt South Dakota
SureyArea Data: Verson 10. Aug 2. 2008

Soil Survey Area Fai River Conty. South Dakda
Survey Area Data: Version 10. Feb 8.2018

Soil Survey Area: Niobrara County. Wyoming
Survey Area Data: Vesmn 8, Mar4.200

Your aee of interest AO4) inuudes nore than one sod survey
area. These survey areas may have been mapped at different
scales, with a ifferent land use Inmind. at diffeent tinoe weat
different levels of detaiL This may result in rmap unit syrnbos. sad
propertie and interpretations Otat do not conytleMy agree
acrss sod survey area bowurie.

Date(s) atwis imags we photographed: 1901; 1994

The orthophoto or other base map on itch the so Ires wer
compiled and digitized probably diffs frorm te badrground
imagery displayed an trese mopsm Asa rasuit some arinmor shifing
of map un1 boundaris may be evldern.

Nabtua Resources
Consraion Servie

Web so Survey 20
Natonal Cooperatie Sol Su-ey

P/SW2008
Page 2of 5
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PW REC-h (S)IC

FUMfI~d CuMiM±zH. Ow amd PefltlI~a Caunle&, O=a~ ME1 P34ka
So1JiDa~tX Fal RWutvn4 SaUMl M~UMa andN1~J.IaCMxatyy IIwnRng

657A Fa~mgrM_4

Farmland Classification

OWNI ft_____ OWN____ ___.-. 1F-M ý=9Ti9 W:1
APA AffvaMw.wdiDtOaffktD Nutpumiefmrtam 6-a 0.1%

2 peretr~JOpeS ______ ______

AG maSAV Not pmNIIaMrla 61E19

5anmdef IEnM saii Pdln1Ea Muand Ii' B7-5 1.2%

BE 6mxrt-Wrn1 Nut famrlaad 343-7 4-a%
OanrEP4 a to 6

RA ub~e-Rtck auhrip Nut plame Mm1rind 255-0 3.6%
ccaqlEK 94 toe0

EDgB GEMN-ýwn4 N at pr* ne tanrand fE2.8&4
SBMEPuASOO(qýe 0
tD 6 peW11fl 6bper _____

GEDGUtf-RDCR outq Nut pFii* tannd 1,116-0 15-6%
O~ffpx6 t6o 15
pement r~apEr _______

Gr Gurfl-nD~t uW~cr Nat prno=fanrid. 1557.8 23-2%

h~aAfaverwn IoaIr 0 to 2 P~MEofanLdand [If6 5-9%

MENflU-MgaEMCauOrx. Not VpMPo Mtairrid 3731l 52%
15t 63 Dpercerl

P~gc =me-Gpuri~rt ~ave 2 Nat pane famiad 6729
__________ t9 PMEgte pes

Pt FRb4 quimles Nat p-.nntamrffld t119L5 .1.7%

515 83Wtanlfirada Nat faurtan 379.WQ9 5.3%
caaIInKx 2 to 6

________ ~pauent GEpe6 _ __ _

715 TreflttoanO~k2tO6 PlnOM-waurlad If U1-.9165
_____________penuEnt W1PM6 blgatad

w ~ e Natp~neeanrfarl 8-10%

ZcC Zgmeft1S-anyon Ndpt tafMrnd ~50
wmVqle*2 to15

__________ percet elaPe6 _ __ _

Z19wad. Mgl aanrq~eY 6 Nat pumufart- u 35ý 0.5%
Wo 15 peivEnt gapes _______ _______ _______

Consavatcn servioo
W~b S01 SUN"~ 2.0

NaflanM CC0P6111Wb SOUi SONJI
Pge oSpa3puff
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~wE~i~h (U'A w. -u

FAnnm~d ft lclw ard PemVrlI1a countes. B=an Hills Farts.
South ta;~ Fall RhjrCown*Soufl D&A-og and NkMalaCaý~t.Vqon~ng

S .SFanrMCd_4

[[=IfiM F LAO1
GMT-m slope

Nat pkMneaM 10.7 D.1%

GED Gmawunl-Sn li 3 o pifnuad13302%

M'i~S~ thwer lf 15am Rieantani1M 11 05 0.0%
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ loj~ed _ _ _ _

1% Me-SR~d~qrSoG1T4pe Nat piM et&M=a 19-7 0.L3%

KAK)1e Clay. 0 to 2 paieit Fam=an Cff13L-VM CHI D00%
siops Mwortance _ _

FeDB Rfrre da3y.2to6pe~cen~t Famihidcffaei'jmMA 211 0101%

P9E PRfre-GrUMrnltZ~a)% Nat p1&ue1Fanrald 437 0.1%
to 25 percent slopes______

Pu RIS, rdfne Not FP- miefnanx 0-1 a.0%
pementwalpes hulatd __________

Ta.- TMM~lfrdt=MO'ni,2 P&Filanuiaricdif &.9 D-1%
_______ psemnt slopes Wrgated _ _ _ _

zlgi- MpdM4Nhill ooyrX~ 6 Nat pMlfamrlad 1.31 04nto M percent slkpe T_____ _____ _____

oorrpilex Srin fe. I to 4
Peoent Slopes _______

tED Manm=o~ slly clay Not piletanrlan 1.1 CUM%
mana lo 016 percerd

176 F)re-Grunurritclap.6 NatpsneamrainU 4-1 D.1%
to 25 pero nt siopes ______ ______

M5 Saim'-Sa'agEtmJ- Not pene-fanund CL4 0.0%
BMallasociatlon, 3to

1 1~~10 P e M I so p e sII
215 Uirn-iFortired [caine 0 Not prieneainrind &S 0.1%

I _ __ _ I_ to 6percent slopes- I__ __I

I Ta- 1M ArMat haeres1{ AUJ I,533 w.0f%I

Description

Farmland classification identifies map units as prime fairmRand. farmland of
statewide inmportance, farmland of local &nportance. or unique farmland- It identifies
the location and extent of the soils that axe best suited to food. feed. fiber, forage.
and oilseed crops. NRCS policy and procedures on prime and unique farmlands
afe published in the "Federal Register,- Vol. 43. No. 21, January 31. 1978.

1101131AR Resources
Conuao service
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Patine arid othier hnpwantw Farla~ri-Custer anid Penflhgftnn Courllm BlackaBFfh~l_
Ma Parts South DakatK Fafl River CGaIly. Sout, Daboia, aid Mitrara
County, W•turrg

Prime and other Important Farmlands

This table lists the map units in the survey area that are considered important
farmlands. Important farmlands consist of prime farmland, tmique farmland, and
farmland of statewide or local importance. This Fist does not constitute a
recommendation for a particular land use-

In an effort to identify the extent and location of important farmlands, the Natural
Resources Conservation Service, in cooperation with other interested Federal,
State. and local government organizations, has inventoied land that can be used
for the production of the Nation's food supply.

Pr,"ne farnnandis of major importanie in meeting the Nation's short- and long-range
needs for food and liber. Because the supply of high-quality farmland is limited, the
U.S. Department of Agriculture recognizes that responsible levels of govemment
as well as individuals, should encourage and faxdilate the wise use of our Nation's
prime farmland.

Prime farmland, as defined by the U-S. Department of Agriculture. is land that has
the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for producing food,
feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops and is available for these uses. It could be
cultivated land. pastureland, forestfland, or other land, but it is not urban or built-up
land orwater areas. The soil quality, growing season, and moisture supply are those
needed for the sad to economically produce sustained high yIlds of crops when
proper management, including water management, and acoeptable farming
methods are applied. In general, prime farmland has an adequate and dependable
supply of moisture from precipitation or irrigation, a favorable temperature and
growing season, acceptable acidity or alkalinity, an acceptable salt and sodium
content, and few or no rocks. The water supply is dependable and of adequate
quality. Prime farmland is permeable to water and air. It is not excessively erodible
or saturated with water for long periods, and it either is not frequently flooded during
the gravdrrg season or is protected from flooding. Slope ranges mainly from 0 toO
percent More detailed information about the criteria for prime farmland is available
at the local office of the Natural Resources Conservation Service.

For some of the soils identified in the table as prime farmland, measures that
overcome a hazard or limitation, such as flooding, wetness, and droughtiness, are
needed. Onsite evaluation is needed to determine whether or not the hazard or
limitation has been overcome by corrective measures.

A recent trend in land use intsome areas has been the loss of some prime farmland
to industrial and urban uses. The loss cf priýme farmland to other uses puts pressure
on marginal lands, which generally are more erodible, droughty, and less productive
and cannot be easily cutivated.

Unique famdnd is land other than prime farmland that is used for the production
of specific high-value food and fiber crops, such as citrus, tree nuts, olives,
cranberries, and other fruits and vegetables. It has the special combination of soil
quality, growing season, moisture supply, temperature, humidity, air drainage.
elevation, and aspect needed for the sod to economica•fy produce sustainable high
yields of these crops when properly managed. The water supply is dependable and
of adequate quality. Nearmess to markets is an additional consider'atioin. Unique
farmland is not based on national criteria. It conmmonly is in areas where there is a
special microclimate, such as the wine country in Ca~fomia.

c0•ud Res rvices N~rWeb Boa Surwy 2Ae PaI
CfevbnsrieNeuawl Couper-iVe soil survey Page 1 of 3
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En some areas, land that does not meet the criteria ftr prime or tmique farmland is
considered to be farmntard of •fafewide ifnoda•we for the production cf good., feed,
fiber, forage, and: oilseed crops, The criteria for defining and delneating farmland
of statewide importance are deterkmined by the appropate State agencies.
Generally, this land includes areas of sails that neatly meet the requirenents for
prime farmland and that economically produce high yields of crops when treated
and managed according to, acceptable farming methods. Some areas may produce
as high a yield as prime farmland if condilions aTe favorable. Farmland of statewide
imporeance may include tracts of land that have been designated for agriculture by
State law.

In some areas that are not identified as having national or statewide importance.
land is considered to be fanriand of local zporf•rce for the production of food,
feed. fiber, forage, and olseed crops. This farmland is identified by the appropriate
.local agencies. Farmland of local importance may include tracts of land that have
been designated for agriculture by local ordinance_

Report-Prime and other Important Farmlands

RUlM andefimtfF*Ceeei 66Wiit 4&icidD~ dil MR MUla-

AwA,• f Vlant l 1Mh 0t 2 pMefnt sloes Not pfre fnnand
AEA A10-3 cpq~e• o 3 percert slopes Not pl-e UWand

10k Bamum Wry d•le fin MM o tc 3 percent .0pes Praie r"nhrand I Iffigatrld

BOe Barnrrwaietb- compex. 0 to 6 percent elopes Nat Vlns faMland
BAuE ltae-R•OC Mtrp CMVatI 9 to EO percent .1peS Not p'ane rarMland

Dr- DeM u-GrWImlt9S tp cWWeX, 0 1o 6 perent 9pes Not poaw fardmand

GID GM'mnN;o altrop comlex, 6 to 15 percent elpes .. ot ploa" farmland
GU Gm VmAt-Roca oMk•mrpe plex,,15tao EEpercent slpes Not p farmland

hm ierson lvam, 010o2 pencrit elopes Primle frarmnd if IfIlgaled

ME Nf•l-lgeld oa'impex, is to 50 pemeft elpes Not plW tardand

P9C Pr-Gna tt cdays. 2 l 9 percert lpes o pMl rmland

Pt Pzs. quamres Not plrae fl'nrand

MI Salzt3APFdacm~co le 210D 6 percent elopes Nat plaE armland

T15 Wo~trd s~t loamn 210o6 percent glthier Mie talnlad if Irrgaled

W Water Nat plae ',•ardiand

ZDC ZWeJd-Canyon c 2loz 2 t1 15 perntd SDlpes Not Plan ranand

2110 ý Zlgweld-NIomi~eplex6 lo 15 percent Sl-pe-s Not MMn farmland
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M Hweamoi RMa FT~m trnmuad If li~jated

.KA KYte Clay, 04 to 2PUEFat WloES Fanrman or G me~ lmprlrpwno

PeB PaluSy. 2 ta 6 pSUiTAr gapes Faisiado a aelW~'I Inrpollne

PgE PlurewLitt da~s o 25 pErontad opes Natpifneamland

PU p9%.Me Nat piflMeaMland

Sc~~ S~laiMi loam. 2 to 6 penmeit 6dqes inefradI ngad

TaPh -1IM= 91t loam. G4 I 2 peerdi 9Sloe Prfin frdland if Maln~~d

______ ZlgwU-NII owopla, 6 to 243,peaiet slopes Wa pifloe tamlad

L5Au L 4ler-Hf u~d casoplax.sahie 1 4 parcenisloperi Nat pianifarmland

TED KWFaiMnfi*slhly 0aa lo0i to 6 PRE~vt soPES Nat piMe fanuland

176 FT!GCnnmitclaya. 6 to 25 perwrit sloper Nat pnim farmland

1855 Si yS~g~o-.l assafodala 3 to 10 perandtslpes Nat pamn fanriand

25 UMD-bFolMVX WWaM. 0to 6 epi~t loper. Wa pum- rarmland

Data Source Information

Soil Survey Area: Custer and Pennington Counties, BtacA Hills Parts. South
Dakota
Sure•y Area Dalt Version 10, Aul 20. 2-008

Soil Survey Area: Fall RMver County, South Dakdal
Survey Area DataL Version 10, Feb 6. 2008

Soil Survey Area: Niobrara County, Wyoming
Survey Area Data3 Version 6. Mar 4. 2008
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SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Photo 1: Hole 17 Profile

Photo 2: Hole 17 General View W
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Photo 3: Hole 27 Profile

Photo 4: Hole 27 General View N
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Photo 5: Hole 36 Profile

Photo 6: Hole 36 General View S
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Photo 7: Hole 39 Profile

Photo 8: Hole 39 General View E
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Photo 9: Hole 40 Profile

Photo 10: Hole 40 General View W
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Photo 11: Hole 41 Profile.

Photo 12: Hole 41 General View W
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Photo 13: Hole 42 Profile

Photo 14: Hole 42 General View
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Photo 15: Hole 43 Profile

Photo 16: Hole 43 General View NW
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Photo 17: Hole 50 Profile

Photo 18: Hole 50 General View
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Photo 19: Hole 56 Profile

Photo 20: Hole 56 General View
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Photo 21: Hole 57 Profile

Photo 22: Hole 57 General View ESE
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Photo 23: Hole 60 Profile

Photo 24: Hole 60 General View W
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Photo 25: Hole 63 Profile

Photo 26: Hole 63 General View N
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Photo 27: Hole 64 Profile

Photo 28: Hole 64 General View N
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Photo 29: Hole 72 Profile

Photo 30: Hole 72 General View E
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Photo 31: Hole 73 Profile

'I

Photo 32: Hole 73 General View E
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Photo 33: Hole 74 Profile

Photo 34: Hole 74 General View E
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Photo 35: Hole 75 Profile

Photo 36: Hole 75 General View N
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Photo 37: Hole 76 Profile

_ _ ,,'1•:r

Photo 38: Hole 76 General View N
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Photo 39: Hole 77 Profile

Photo 40: Hole 77 General View N
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Photo 41: Hole 79 Profile

K

Photo 42: Hole 79 General View NE
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Photo 43: Hole 82 Profile

Photo 44: Hole 82 General View E
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Photo 45: Hole 83 Profile

Photo 46: Hole 83 General View N
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.Photo 47: Hole 84 Profile

Photo 48: Hole 84 General View SE
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Photo 49: Hole 85 Profile

Photo 50: Hole 85 General View S
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Photo 51: Hole 88 Profile

Photo 52: Hole 88 General View
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Photo 53: Hole 89 Profile

Photo 54: Hole 89 General View N
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Photo 55: Hole 90 Profile

Photo 56: Hole 90 General View
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Photo 57: Hole 91 Profile

Photo 58: Hole 91 General View N
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Photo 59: Hole 92 Profile

Photo 60: Hole 92 General View N
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Photo 61: Hole 93 Profile

Photo 62: Hole 93 General View N
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Photo 63: Hole 94 Profile

Photo 64: Hole 94 General View SSE
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Photo 65: Hole 95 Profile

Photo 66: Hole 95 General View N
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USGS EARTHQUAKE DATABASE RESULTS



NEIC: Earthquake Search Results
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

E ART H Q.U A.KE DATA BASE

FILE CREATED: Mon Apr 7 18:18:37 2008
Circle Search Earthquakes= 10
Circle Center Point Latitude: 43.300N Longitude:
Radius: 100.000 km
Catalog Used: PDE
Data Selection: Historical & Preliminary Data

103. 900W

CAT
DIST

YEAR MO DA ORIG TIME LAT LONG DEP MAGNITUDE IEFM DTSVNWG

NFPO

TFS
km

PDE
19
PDE
66
PDE
73
PDE
34
PDE
34
PDE
76
PDE
30
PDE
30
PDE
33
PDE
96

1975

1987.

1992

1994

1994

1996

1-996

1996

2004

2004

05

oi

03

03

02

04

05

.01

01

16

01

02

18

20

06

09

03

05

24

055701.50

080224.07

065410.34

225143.15

071506

160836.75

024808.19

074751.53

025316.58

040901.30

43.24

42.79

42.74

43..40

43.40

43.98

43.07

43.04

43.60

44.00

-103.68

-103.48

-104.39

-103.50

-103.50

-103.73

-104.10

-104 .02

-104.00

-103.20

3.50

3.00

2.80

2.30

3.70

3.70

3.10

2.80

2.50

LgGS

MLGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

4F

3F

5F

.F

3F

5F

3F

I
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NEIC: Earthquake Search Results
U. S. GEOLOGI CAL SURVEY

EARTHQUAKE DATA BASE

FILE CREATED: Wed Apr 16'16:32:15 2008
Circle Search. Earthquakes= 49
Circle Center Point Latitude: 43.300N Longitude:
Radius: 200.000 km
Catalog Used: PDE
Data Selection: Historical & Preliminary Data

103.900W

CAT
DIST

km

YEAR MO DA ORIG TIME LAT LONG DEP MAGNITUDE

PDE 1975 05 16 055701.50 43.24 -103.68
19
PDE
199
PDE
150
PDE
195
PDE
169
PDE
190
PDE
143
PDE
170
PDE
195
PDE
180
PDE
187
PDE
181
PDE
182

1976

1978

1978

1981

1983

1983

1983

1984

1984

1,984

1984

1984

09

01

05

09

02

05

11

05

10

10

10

10

03

16

07

13

13

06

15

29

18

18

18

19

041816.20

035001.70

160619.60

221629.74

134444.09

061446.95

123312.19

201832.68

153023.06

155737.38

173827.41

162904.44

44.04

42.44

42.30

43.04

42.23

42.96

43.02

44.23

42.38

42.37

42.41

42.41

-106.15

-105.32

-101.93

-101.85

-105.73

-102.20

-105.96

-105.96

-105.72

-105.81

-105.77

-105.77

5

10

5

15

5

5

5

5

18

33

33

33

33

4.80

3.00

4 .30

3.40

4. 00

3.30

3. 00

5.00

5.50

4 .50

3.80

3.30

mb GS

MLGS

MLGS

LgTUL

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

mb GS

MLGOL

mS GS

MLGOL

MLGS

IEFM DTSVNWG

NFPO

TFS

4F .. .......

.F .. .......

.F .. .......

5F .. .......

5F .. .......

4F .. .......

3F

5F

6D

.F

M .......

2
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PDE
189
PDE
190
PDE
184
PDE
184
PDE
183
PDE
182
PDE
177
PDE
66
PDE
176
PDE
113
PDE
113
PDE
117
PDE
73
PDE
121
PDE
124
PDE
173
PDE
122
PDE
188
PDE
169
PDE
34
PDE
34
PDE
76
PDE
30
PDE
30
PDE
176
PDE
104
PDE
185

1984

1984

1984

1984

,1984

1984

1986

1987

1989

1990

1990

1991

1992

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1994

1994

1996

1996

1996

1996

1998

2000

10

10

10

11

12

12

01

02

01

03

11

11

02

06

07

09

10

12

03

03

02

04

05

10

06

04

20

22

24

06

06

17

12

01

09

28

02

05

02

24

30

23

05

10

13

18

20

06

09

03

19

18

13

115108.63

111756.30

090354.78

113852.51

040452.33

093132.24

151434.03

080224.07

051545.80

045959.19

041527

161849

065410.34

235217.58

065057.83

063023.84

081235.50

041746.76

145103.05

225143.15

071506

160836.75

024808.19

074751.53

132757.97

162638.32

181731.73

42.40

42.40

42.32

42.31

42.44

42.36

42.40

42.79

42.69

43.31

43.30

44.35

42.74

43.71

42.99

42.48

44.40

42.42

42.33

43.40

43.40

43.98

43.07

43.04

43.09

42. 62

42.41

-105.87

-105.88

-105.72

-105.71

-105.82

-105.73

-105.69

-103.48

-101.90

-102.50

-102.50

-103.75

-104.39

-105.29

-105.37

-105.70

-103.80

-105.87

-105.50

-103.50

-103.50

-103.73

-104.10

-104.02

-106.06

-103.00

-105.81

33

33

21

33

20

33

20

5

5

5

5

0

5

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3.50

3.10

3.20

3.30

2.90

3.30

3.00

3.50

3.80

4.00

3.20

2.50

3.00

3. 60

3.00

3.70

2.70

3.70

3.50

2.80

2.30

3. 70

3.70

3.10

4.20

3.40

3.30

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgTUL

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

MLGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

LgGS

MLGS

LgGS

MLGS

. ." . .. . .. "..

3F.

5F

5F

4F

. F

5F

3F
4F

3 F.

4 F.

SF
5F

3F.

R.E

E..
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PDE 2003 
02 01 184411.53 

43.08 
-106.18 

5 3.70 MLGS 
.F

,186
PDE 2003 

05 25 073233.39 
43.09 -101979 

5 4.00 LgGS 
4F

172
PDE 2004 

01 05 025316.58 
43.60 -104.00 

5 2.80 LgGS 
.F

33
POE 2004 

01 24 040901.30 
44.00 -103.20 

5 2.50 LgGS 
F.

96
POE 2004 

02 15 031818.02 
42.94 -105.40 

10 3.50 MLGS 
3F

128
POE 2004 

08 29 184944.26 
42.89 

-105.49 
5 3.80 MLGS 

4F

136
POE 2006 

09 07 062320.02 
42.98 

-102.24 
5 2.60 LgGS 

.

140
PDE 2007 

02 07 103558.70 
44.03 

-102.58 
5 3.10 LgGS 

3F

134
POE 2007 

04 24 093501.26 
42.58 

-102.94 
5 2.70 LgGS 

.

111
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APPENDIX 2.7-A

WATER LEVELS IN INYAN KARA WELLS
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Appendix 2.7-A
Water Levels in Inyan Kara Wells

Well No. 12 38 49 607 608 609 610 613 614 615 619 622 628 631

Formation Lakota Lakota Fall River Fall River Lakota Lakota Fall River Fall River Fuson Lakota Lakota Fall River nyan Kar Fall River

SubSurface (SS) or
Free-Flowing (FF) FF FF FF SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS

Targeted

Measurement
Frequency Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Quarterly Quarterly Monthly Quarterly Monthly Quarterly Quarterly

Surveyed Well
Casing Elevation,
ft 3641.14 - 3620.86 3610.55 3609.26 3700.67 3704.85 3736.93 3741.16 3741 3700.12 3753.28 3731.99 3745.37
Stick Up (Well

Casing Mark), ft -0.58 -0.07 -0.08 -0.1 -0.49 -0.45 -0.11 -0.54 0 -0.46 -0.56 -0.33

Surveyed Control
Point Elevation, ft 3637.49 3618.86

Stick Up (Control
Point), ft -2.15

Calculated
Measuring Point
Elevation, ft 3641.72 3639.64 3618.86 3610.62 3609.34 3700.77 3705.34 3737.38 3741.27 3741.54 3700.12 3753.74 3732.55 3745.7

Well No. 12 38 49 607 608 609 610 613 614 615 619 622 628 631

Units feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet

9/25/2007 3644.25 3640.54 3690.47 3692.81 3701.3 3700.14 3691.6 3695.95

9/26/2007 3715.79

9/27/2007 3653.72 3679.13 3695.72

10/212007

10/9/2001

10/26/2001 3584.35 3690.52 3692.81

11/9/2001 3653.26 3644.02 3641.93 3584.61 3679.19 3715.85

I
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Appendix 2.7-A
Water Levels in Inyan Kara Wells

Well No. 12 38 49 607 608 609 610 613 614 615 619 622 628 631

Formation Lakota Lakota Fall River Fall River Lakota Lakota Fall River Fall River Fuson Lakota Lakota Fall River nyan Kan Fall River

11/14/2007 3690.27 3690.12 3694.86 3715.85

11/19/2007 3701.07 3700.07 3691.85

11/27/2007 3696.44

12/11/200 3690.21 3693.83 3696.24

1/11/200 3701.39 3700.08 3690.42

1/30/200 3585.69 3689.85 3694.98

2/3/200

2/5/200 3710.04

2/2012008 3688.25 3694.6 3696.07 3715.68

2/21/200 3641.52 3585.21

3/6/2008 3689.55 3692.63 3701.08 3700.01 3691.08 3712.68

3/9/2001 3584.9

3/24/2008

3/30/200 -

3/31/2008

4/1/2001 3691.03 3709.1

4/21/200 3690.99 3709.52

4/22/200

4/29/200 3585.21 3584.19 3689.81 3692.64

5/8/200 -

5112/200 -

5/19/200 3689.45 3692.32 371364

5/21/200

5/28/200 3701.23 3699.92 3690.47 3709.32

5/29/200 3695.87

5/30/200

6/1/200

6/9/200 3585.27 3584.45

6/10/2001

6/23/2001

2
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Appendix 2.7-A
Water Levels in Inyan Kara Wells

Well No. 12 38 49 607 608 609 610 613 614 615 619 622 628 631

Formation Lakota Lakota Fall River Fall River Lakota Lakota Fall River Fall River Fuson Lakota Lakota Fall River nyan Kar Fall River

6/2412004

6/25/200 - 3701.18 3699.89 3690.06 3709.14

6/30/2004 3652.22 3643.95 3639.69 3689.09 3692.45

7/1/2001

7/13/2001

7/14/2001 3689.69 3709.29

7/28/2001 3585.49 3584.47 3688.86 3692.22

n 3 3 4 8 3 11 11 6 6 9 2 6 7 6

Average 3653.06 3644.07 3640.92 3585.09 3584.37 3689.67 3692.86 3701.21 3700.02 3690.8 3679,16 3709.4 3695.87 3714.92

Notes: Water surface elevation (WSE) calculated by subtracting depth measurement from or adding pressure measurement (converted to water head

in feet) to measuring point elevation (MPE).

WSE = MPE +/- (measured depth or measured pressure)

Conversion of pressure measurement (psi) to head (ft) uses density of water at 4C

3
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Appendix 2.7-A
Water Levels in Inyan Kara Wells

Well No. 650 668 680 681 685 688 689 694 695 696 697 698 3026 8002 8003

Formation Lakota Inyan Kare Lakota Fall River Fall River Fall River Lakota Fall River Fall River Lakota Lakota Fall River Lakota Lakota Unknown
SubSurface (SS)-

or Free-Flowing
(FF) SS FF SS FF FF SS FF FF FF FF FF SS SS FF FF

Targeted
Measurement
Frequency Quarterly Quarterly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Monthly Quarterly Quarterly

Surveyed Well
Casing Elevation,
ft 3701.94 3626.99 3627.85 3701.26 3627.27 3598.29 3597.8 3597.96 3597.69 3714.25 3820.48

Stick Up (Well
Casing Mark), ft 0.26 -0.15 -0.12 -0.04 -0.12 -1.71 -3.13 -1.94 -2.56 -0.23 -0.2

Surveyed Control
Point Elevation,
ft 3821.06 3624.14 3543.42 3543.16

Stick Up (Control
Point), ft -0.56 -1.17 -1.43 -1.34

Calculated
Measuring Point
Elevation, ft 3821.62 3625.31 3701.68 3627.14 3627.97 3701.3 3627.39 3600 3600.93 3599.9 3600.25 3714.48 3820.68 3544.85 3544.5

Well No. 650 668 680 681 685 688 689 694 695 696 697 698 3026 8002 8003

Units feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet feet Feet

9/2512001

9/26/2001 3574.83

9/27/200 -

10/2/2001 3682.35
"101912001 3650.68

10/26/2007

11/9/2001 3682.35 3650.68

4
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Appendix 2.7-A
Water Levels in Inyan Kara Wells

Well No. 650 668 680 681 685 688 689 694 695 696 697 698 3026 8002 8003

Formation Lakota Inyan Kare Lakota Fall River Fall River Fall River Lakota Fall River Fall River Lakota Lakota Fall River Lakota Lakota Unknown

11/1412007

11/19/200 --

11127/2007 3652.99

12/11/2001 3579.45

1/11/2001 3662.69

1/30/2001 3662.68

2/3/2001 3662.73

2/512001 3578.64 3563.35

2/20/2001 3682.13

2/211/2001

3/6/2001

3/9/2001 3649.88 3662.41

3/24/2001 3681.92

3/30/2008 3648.48 3634.12 3679.14 3680.02 3681.89

3/31/2001 3662.33

4/1/2001

4/21/2001 3660.88 3662.22

4/22/2008 3630.68 3679.85 3679.98 3681.77

4/29/2001

5/8/2001 3685.02

5/12/200 3644.75

5/19/2001 3630.26

5/21/2001 3648.09 3679.6 3682.13

5/28/2001 3661.26 3679.68 3681.73

5/29/2001

5/30/2001 3682

6/1/2001 3661.85

6/9/2001

6/10/2008 3660.56 3669.41

6/23/2008 3631.05

5
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Water Levels in Inyan Kara Wells

Well No. 650 668 680 681 685 688 689 694 695 696 697 698 3026 8002 8003

Formation Lakota Inyan Kare Lakota Fall River Fall River Fall River Lakota Fall River Fall River Lakota Lakota Fall River Lakota Lakota Unknown

6124/2008 3648.81 3680.8 3679.88 3681.85

6/25/2001 3642.95 3662.45 3685.6

6/30/2001 3649.65 3662.01

7/1/2001 3641.99 3685.43

7/13/2001 3631.95 3681.78

7/14/2001 3639.89 3681.62 3648.63 3680.66 3679.87

7/28/2001 3662.68

n 5 5 8 4 0 6 4 4 5 0 5 5 6 3 1

Average 3682.2 3650.8 3662 3642.4 3663.3 3684.4 3648.5 3631.6 3680 3679.9 3681.9 3577.6 3563.4
Water surface elevation (WSE) calculated by subtracting depth measurement from or adding pressure measurement (converted to water head

in feet) to measuring point elevation (MPE).

WSE = MPE +/- (measured depth or measured pressure)

Conversion of pressure measurement (psi) to head (ft) uses density of water at 4C

Head (feet of H20) = Measured Pressure (lb / in 2) x 144 (in2 / ft2) x 0.01602 (ft3 / Ib)

6
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Powertech (USA) Inc.
Dewey-Burdock Project

2008 Pumping Tests:
Results and Analysis

1.0 Introduction

Powertech Uranium Corp. (Powertech) is submitting an application to the United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (USNRC) for the Radioactive Source Materials License to develop and

operate the Dewey-Burdock Uranium Project using in-situ recovery (ISR) methods. The project

is located near Edgemont, South Dakota in Custer and Fall River Counties and will consist of

injection and production well fields and a central processing plant (ion exchange resin 'Columns

and yellowcake dryer) to recover the final uranium product.

Figure 1.1 shows the project location and license boundary. The Project is located

approximately 12 miles north-northwest of Edgemont, South Dakota and spans northern Fall

River and southern Custer Counties. The project boundary encompasses approximately

11,000 acres of private land on either side of County Road 6463. The Dewey-Burdock project

will operate uranium ISR production facilities at both the Dewey and Burdock project areas, with

a central processing plant located at the Burdock site. It is anticipated that the ISR well fields at

each site will operate at an estimated flow rates of between 1500 gallons per minute (gpm) to

2000 gpm. Net withdrawal of groundwater during ISR leaching operations is expected to be

0.5 to 3 percent of total flow, or 10 to 60 gpm at each site. Total production from both sites is

expected to produce approximately 1,000,000 pounds of U30 8 per year.

1.1 Objectives

USNRC NUREG 1569 Sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3,. Hydrology, Review Procedures (3) and

Acceptance Criteria (3), describe the type of information and analyses that can fulfill the

requirements for a description of Site hydrogeology. Consistent with the examples provided in

the NUREG sections referenced above, the objective of this report is to provide the

determinations of aquifer properties obtained with two pumping tests together with the results of

laboratory tests Powertech conducted on related core samples. The pumping tests are interpreted

in the context of geological and hydrogeological data that are summarized here and presented

authoritatively in greater detail in NRC Technical Report Sections 2.6 and 2.7. The more

detailed information presented outside this'report consists of: (1) geologic cross-sections,

including the underlying electric log data from test pumping wells, test observation wells and

DV102.00279.01 1- November 2008
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nearby exploration boreholes; (2) isopach maps of the production zone, overlying confining units

and aquifers and underlying confining units and aquifers; and (3) potentiometric surface maps of

the major aquifers.

Other information prescribed in NUREG 1569 Section 2.7. 1, Hydrology, Areas of Review (3),

notably soil survey and baseline groundwater quality information, is presented in separate

reports. It is noted that the pumping tests described here are not intended to replace well field-

scale pumping tests .that are proposed to be conducted prior to startup of each particular mine

unit. The following information is included in this report:

* Site location maps

• A summary of previous pumping test results

" A synopsis of geologic and hydrogeologic information for the Project Area relevant
to the interpretation of pumping tests, including detailed conceptual stratigraphic
cross-sections illustrating the test layouts relative to ore-body features

" Presentation of the pumping test results, including raw test data (drawdown graphs)
that provide overall response characteristics for all wells monitored during the tests

" Interpretation of aquifer parameters using type curve matches and other methods of
parameter determinations

" Interpretation, based on the communication of pumping and observation wells that it
is likely feasible to conduct ISR mining within limited portions of the major aquifers

" Interpretation, based on the pumping test data and laboratory core data, that there is
likely additional vertical containment between major aquitards overlying and
underlying the major aquifers

1.2 Report Organization

This report includes seven sections. Section 1 (this section) is the introduction. Section 2

describes site-specific geologic and hydrogeologic conditions followed by a summary of

previous aquifer tests in the period 1979 to 1982. Section 3 describes the general procedures for

well installation, test equipment used, background measurements, and data processing

procedures for the pumping tests. Details of the background monitoring and analysis are

provided in Appendix A-I, and Appendix A-2 provides an overview of pumping test

interpretation methods, theoretical considerations, and spreadsheet tools used for test analysis.

Section 4 describes the results and analysis of the pumping test at the Dewey test location;

Appendix B provides backup data for the Dewey Pumping Test including well completion

DV102.00279.01 1-2 November 2008
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diagrams, processed time-drawdown data used to perform the test analysis, and the

determinations of aquifer parameters with graphical methods not directly presented in 'the text.

Similarly, Section 5 describes the results and analysis at the Burdock test location and

Appendix C provides the related data for the Burdock test. Section 6 is a summary of laboratory

core testing information and Appendix D provides the laboratory data report for the core testing.

Section 7 is a summary describing major conclusions from the testing. Appendix E is a

CD-ROM that contains the raw digital pressure transducer data in binary files.

1.3 Limitations and Disclaimer

This report entitled "Powertech (USA) Inc., Dewey-Burdock Project, 2008 Pumping Tests:

Results and Analysis" has been prepared by Knight Pi6sold and Co. for the exclusive use of

Powertech (USA) Inc. No other party is an intended beneficiary of this report or the information,

opinions, and conclusions contained herein. Any use by any party other than Powertech (USA)

Inc. of any of the information, opinions, or conclusions is the sole responsibility of said party.

The use of this report shall be at the sole risk of the user regardless of any fault or negligence of

Powertech (USA) Inc. or Knight Pidsold and Co.

The information and analyses contained herein have been. completed to a level of detail

commensurate with the objectives of the assignment. This report and its supporting

documentation have been reviewed and/or checked for conformance with industry-accepted

norms and applicable government regulations. Calculations and computer simulations have been

checked and verified for reasonableness, and the content of the report has been reviewed for

completeness, accuracy, and appropriateness of conclusions. To the best of the information and

belief of Knight Pidsold and Co. the information presented in this report is accurate to Within the

limitations specified herein.

Any reproductions of this report are uncontrolled and may not be the most recent revision.

DV102.00279.01 1-3 November 2008
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2.0 Site Characterization

This section presents a synopsis of geologic and hydrogeologic information. Section 2.1

presents geologic information (see Figure 2.2) taken from Section 2.6 of the USNRC Technical

Report. Section 2.2 presents hydrogeologic information presented in Section 2.7 of the

Technical Report. Section 2.3 describes the history of previous aquifer testing in relation to

uranium exploration and development.

2.1 Stratigraphy

The sedimentary rocks of interest that underlie the Dewey-Burdock Project range in age from

Upper Jurassic to Early Cretaceous. These are the Upper Jurassic Sundance Formation, the

Unkpapa Formation, and the Morrison Formation. The Early Cretaceous Lakota Formation, the

Fall River Formation, the Skull Creek Shale Formation and the Mowry Shale Formation.

Figure 2.1.

Underlying these, are rocks that range in age from Cambrian to Pennsylvanian in age. The

sediments exposed at the Dewey-Burdock Project are of Early Cretaceous age.

2.1.1 Overlying Unit: Skull Creek Formation Shales

The combined Skull Creek Shale - Mowry Shale reaches a thickness of 400 ft (ft) in the western

part of the Dewey-Burdock project.

Mowry Shale

The Mowry Shale consists of light gray marine shale with minor amounts of siltstone, fine

grained sandstone, and a few thin beds of bentonite.

Newcastle Sandstone Formation

The Newcastle Sandstone, normally occurring between the Skull Creek Shale and the Mowry

Shale, is composed of fine-grained sandstone interbedded with siltstones. This formation is

discontinuous across the region and is absent across the project area. At the Dewey-Burdock

Project the Skull Creek Shale is directly overlain by the Mowry shale.

Skull Creek Shale Formation

The Skull Creek Shale is a sequence of dark-gray to black marine shales. The Skull Creek shale

consists of black shale, organic material, and some silt sized quartz grains. The Skull Creek
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.Shale has a thickness of approximately 200 ft. The Skull Creek Shale is eroded from the eastern

parts of the project.

2.1.2 Inyan Kara Group: Fall River Formation and Lakota Formation Sandstones

Inyan Kara Group

The Early Cretaceous Inyan Kara Group consists of two formations, the Lakota and the Fall

River. The Inyan Kara is composed of interbedded sandstone siltstone and shale. The

depositional environment of the Inyan Kara is fluvial to marginal marine.

Fall River Formation

The Fall River formation is composed of carbonaceous interbedded siltstone and sandstone,

channel sandstones, and a sequence of interbedded sandstone and shale. The lower part of the

Fall River consists of dark carbonaceous siltstone interbedded with thin laminations of

fine-grained sandstone. Channels were cut into this interbedded sequence by northwest flowing

rivers and fluvial sandstones were deposited. These channel sandstones occur across various

parts of the Dewey-Burdock Project and generally contain the uranium deposits. Overlying the

channel sandstones is anothersequence of alternating sandstone and shales.

Lakota Formation

The Lakota Formation consists of three members, from lower to upper is the Chilson Member,

the Minnewasta Limestone Member and the Fuson Member.

The Minnewasta Limestone Member is not present in the Dewey-Burdock'Project area.

The Chilson Member is composed largely of fluvial deposits. These deposits consist of

sandstone, shale, siltstone, and shale. The unit consists of a complex of channel sandstone

deposits and their fine-grained equivalents. The unit contains uranium deposits.

The Fuson Member is the upper most member of the Lakota Formation and the shale-siltstone

portion of the Fuson has :been used to divide the Lakota Formation from the Fall River

Formation.

The Fuson is described as having a lower discontinuous sandstone unit at its' base and an upper

discontinuous sandstone at the top of the member. If present the lower sandstone unit was
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mapped as a Lakota sandstone. Similarly if the upper sandstone was present it was mapped as a

Fall River sandstone. The Lakota was deposited by a northwest flowing river system.

2.1.3 Underlying Units: Morrison Formation Shale and Unkpapa/Sundance
Formation Sandstone

Morrison Formation

The Upper Jurassic Morrison Formation was deposited as flood plain deposits. It is composed of

waxy, unctuous, calcareous, noncarbonaceous massive shale with numerous limestone lenses and

a few thin fine grained sandstones.

Unkpapa Formation

Overlying the Sundance Formation is a sandstone unit that has been called the Unkpapa

formation. The Unkpapa is a massive fine grained sandstone that was deposited as sand dunes.

Sundance Formation

The Sundance Formation of Upper Jurassic age consists of marine rocks composed of red shales

and sandstones. The Sundance has been subdivided into five members. In ascending order they

are the Canyon Springs sandstone member, the Stockade Beaver shale member, the Hulett

sandstone member, the Lak member, and the Redwater shale member.

2.2 Hydrogeologic Conditions: Potentiometric Surface and Hydraulic Gradient

Groundwaters within the Inyan Kara formations are under artesian conditions in much of the

Dewey-Burdock area. Some wells are known to have flowed for years. Figure 2.3 is a

potentiometric surface map of the Fall River Formation aquifer within the Inyan Kara group.

The map is based on measurements made in 2008. Based on Figure 2.3, groundwater flow

direction in the Fall River aquifer is generally to the southwest, consistent with the topography of

the broad Black Hills domal uplift, with significant components either more southerly or more

westerly as reflected by the curvature of the potentiometric surface equipotential lines.

Groundwater gradient in the Fall River aquifer varies significantly throughout the project area.

Near the outcrop areas upgradient of both the Dewey and Burdock project portions of the Site,

the gradient is about 20 to 25 ft per mile (0.0038 to 0.0047 feet per foot [ft/ft]). At the Burdock

portion of the Site, the Fall River aquifer gradient flattens to about 14 ft per mile (0.0026 ft/ft)

extending downgradient to the southwestern project boundary. At the Dewey portion of the Site,
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however, the groundwater gradient in the Fall River aquifer increases sharply to as much as

about 52 ft per mile [0.01 ft/ft] within the central portion of the project area.

Figure 2.4 is a potentiometric surface map of the Lakota Formation aquifer below the Fall River

aquifer within the Inyan Kara Group, based on measurements made in 2008. Groundwater flow

direction is generally to the southwest with locally more s6utherly component. At the Burdock

portion of the site, the groundwater gradient is relatively uniform from the outcrop area to the

project boundary, about 18 ft per mile (about 0.0034 ft/ft). At the Dewey portion of the site

Figure 2.4 indicates a somewhat flatter overall gradient, about 16 ft per mile (0.003 ft/ft).

However, within the central portion of the Dewey project area there a broad area where the

potentiometric surface elevations in the Lakota are between 3,680 and 3,690 ft above mean sea

level (amsi).

The variations in the potentiometric surfaces in both Inyan Kara formations produce variations in

the direction of vertical gradients throughout the project area. At the Burdock portion of the Site,

the potentiometric surface in the Fall River aquifer is generally close to that in underlying Lakota

(Chilson) aquifer; where there are differences, the Fall River appears to be slightly higher in

elevation by a few (less than five) feet. This indicates minimal overall vertical gradients with

possible downward flow direction between the two formations through the intervening Fuson

Member of the Lakota Formation.

By contrast, at the Dewey portion of the Site there are areas where the potentiometric surface in

the Lakota Formation is 20 to 30 ft higher than in the overlying Fall River Formation, indicating

a vertically upward gradient. This is consistent with the character of the intervening Fuson

Member in previous pumping tests, described in Section 2.6 below, where the Fuson was

described as leaky in the Burdock area but a more effective aquitard in the Dewey area. This

was also noted in earlier investigations (Keene, 1973, p. 26), which stated that "pressures in the

Lakota Formation appear greater than those of the Fall River aquifer in the northwestern

townships of the [Fall River] county. This is reasonable when one considers the higher intake

elevation of the Lakota Formation, the greater thickness of the Chilson Member than the Fall

River sands, and the smaller production from the Lakota aquifer."

Figure 2.5 is a potentiometric surface map of the Unkpapa aquifer below the Inyan Kara. group,

based on measurements made in 2008 at four locations. The potentiometric surface in the

Unkpapa Formation indicates groundwater flow direction to the southwest with locally more

southerly components. Overall gradient is about 100 ft per 3 miles, which corresponds to an
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average gradient of about 0.006 ft/ft. The potentiometric surface elevation is generally about

50 to 100 ft higher in both the overlying Lakota and Fall River Formation aquifers. This

indicates vertical upward gradients between the Unkpapa Formation, the intervening Morrison

Formation and the Inyan Kara Group. The Morrison Formation thus appears to function as an

effective aquitard throughout the project area.

2.3 Summary of Previous Aquifer Testing Results

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) conducted groundwater pumping tests from 1977

through 1982 as part of a uranium mine development project near the towns of Edgemont and

Dewey, South Dakota. TVA produced two summary pumping test reports, "Analysis of Aquifer

Tests Conducted at the Proposed Burdock Uranium Mine Site" (Boggs and Jenkins, 1980) and

"Hydrogeologic Investigations at Proposed Uranium Mine Near Dewey, South Dakota" (Boggs,

1983). In addition, TVA prepared a draft Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed

Edgemont Uranium Mine in 1979.

TVA first conducted two unsuccessful tests in 1977 at the Burdock test site. The results of the

1977 tests were considered inconclusive because of various problems including questionable

discharge measurements, some observation wells improperly constructed, and some pressure

gauges malfunctioned. No data from the 1977 tests are currently available.

TVA conducted three successful pumping tests, two in 1979 near the current Burdock Project

Area, and one in 1982 about two miles north of the current Dewey Project Area. The results of

these successful tests are described in separate sections below. However, no data for these tests,

in particular electronic records of drawdown, are available, other than information contained in

the reports.

2.3.1 Dewey Project Area

The Dewey test was conducted in 1982 northeast of the Dewey Road at the location shown on

Figure 1 .1. The test consisted of pumping in the Lakota formation for II days at an average rate

of 495 gpm. The test developed the following information:

" Transmissivity of the Lakota averaged about 4,400 gallons per day per foot (gpd/ft)
which is equivalent to 590 ft squared per day (ft2 /day).

* Storativity of the Lakota was about 1.0 x 10-4 (dimensionless).
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* There was response between the Fall River and Lakota formations through the
intervening Fuson shale-siltstone member that was manifested at relatively late time
(3000 to 10000 minutes).

The vertical hydraulic conductivity of the Fuson aquitard using the Neuman-
Witherspoon ratio method (Neuman and Witherspoon, 1973) was 2 x 1 0-4 ft/day;
storativity of the Fuson Member was not determined and specific storage was about
7x 10-7 ft-1 .

A barrier boundary, or a decrease in transmissivity due to lithologic changes with
distance from the test site, or both, were observed; a possible geologic feature
corresponding to a barrier was noted to be the Dewey Fault Zone, located about
1.5 miles north of the test site, where the Lakota and Fall River formations are
structurally offset.

2.3.2 Burdock Project Area

The Burdock tests were conducted in 1979 near the Dewey road at the location shown on

Figure 1.1. The Burdock tests consisted of separate pumping tests from the Lakota (Chilson) and

Fall River Aquifer, respectively in April and July of 1979. The tests used the same pumping

well with packers to alternately isolate screens open to the respective formations. Test durations

were 73 hours for the Lakota test and 49 hours for the Fall River test. Pumping rates were about

200 gpm from the Lakota aquifer and 8.5 gpm from the Fall River. The reason for the

unexpected low pumping rate from the Fall River aquifer was not specified in the TVA report.

The tests developed the following information:

* Interpreted transmissivity of the Lakota was based on analysis of later time data and
inferred decreasing transmissivity with distance from the test site due to changes in
lithology; overall transmissivity averaged about 1,400 gpd/ft (190 ft2/day) and
storativity about 1.8,x 10-4 (dimensionless); maximum transmissivity from early time
data was about 2,300 gpd/ft (310 ft2/day).

0 Transmissivity of the Fall River averaged about 400 gpd/ft (54 ft2/day) and storativity
about 1.4 x 10-5 (dimensionless).

There was communication between the Fall River and Lakota formations through the
intervening Fuson shale-siltstone member; leaky behavior was observed in the Fall
River Formation and believed to exist in the Lakota although "leakage effects in the
Lakota drawdown data are masked by the conflicting effect of a decreasing
transmissivity in site vicinity" (p. 16 in Boggs and Jenkins, 1980).

* The vertical hydraulic conductivity of the Fuson aquitard determined with the
Neuman-Witherspoon ratio method (Neuman and Witherspoon, 1973) ranged from
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10-3 to 10-4 ft/day; storativity was not determined, and specific storage was assumed
to be about 10-6 ft-1.
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3.0 2008 Pumping Tests: Design and Procedures
In 2008 pumping tests were performed at both the Dewey and Burdock project areas. A work

plan (Knight Pi~sold, 2008) was prepared and distributed to interested representatives of State

and Federal agencies, including the South Dakota DENR and the USEPA. Individual production

zones within the Inyan Kara Group will likely be on the order of 10 to 15 ft thick to target ore

horizons in both the Fall River and Lakota aquifers. Uranium ore is often located at different

horizons in both aquifers at the same spatial locations (Drawings 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3).

Powertech performed geologic interpretations, well design, well installation and mechanical

integrity testing. Well completions are described in detail for the test layout at each of the

Dewey and Burdock project areas (Sections 4 and 5). Field activities for the Dewey and

Burdock pumping tests were jointly performed by Powertech and Knight Pidsold personnel.

Aquifer test analyses were performed and this aquifer testing report was written by Knight

Pi~sold.

3.1 Well Installation, Completion and Mechanical Integrity Testing

Well bores are drilled to diameters specified in SDDENR regulations. New casing is set and

15.2 pounds per gallon (lb/gal) cement is positively displaced into the annulus. After a cement

cure time not less than 24 hours, the well is pressured up with air for a minimum of 1 hour.

After the mechanical integrity test has passed, the well is developed until the water runs clear,

and the screen is then pushed into place. The casing is cut off to 2.5 ft above ground surface and

capped. Applicable reports are filed with the State. Wells are not used under conditions that do

not meet manufacturer's recommendations and specifications for its type (SDA74:02:04:42).

3.2 Pumping Test Equipment and Facilities

Powertech personnel installed the pumping and monitoring equipment prior to testing. Knight

Pidsold verified the performance of the pumping test equipment by conducting step-drawdown

tests at each site. Thereafter, Knight Pidsold performed or supervised pump operations

throughout the constant rate tests together with the datalogger programming and day-to-day

downloads of data.

The.tests were performed using a 5-horsepower (Hp) electrical submersible pump powered by a

portable generator. At each site the pump was set at 300 ft with 2-inch diameter drop pipe.

Surface flow monitoring equipment were Cameron 1-inch NUFLOTM flowmeters and MP-IIITM

digital flow analyzer with readout of instantaneous flow and totalizer of flow. In. accordance
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with the temporary discharge permit received from South Dakota DENR, the pump discharge

water was piped to temporary holding ponds via 1 1/4-inch diameter high density polyethylene

plastic pipe. Throughout the tests, a portion of the discharge water was routed through a YSITM

flow-through cell with multi-parameter probe that read field parameters (temperature, pH,

conductivity, dissolved oxygen and turbidity) that were recorded twice daily through pumping

phases of the tests.

Water levels in each well were measured and recorded with vented In-SituTM Level TROLLTM

pressure transducers with built in data loggers. The pressure ratings for the transducers range

from 100 to 300 pounds per square inch (psi). Transducer accuracy (in comparison to known

pressure or other pressure reading devices) is stated by the manufacturer to be ±0.1 percent of

full-scale reading (i.e., 100 to 300 psi), so the limit of accuracy varies from 0.1 to 0.3 psi, or

about 0.2 to 0.7 ft. Transducer sensitivity is stated to be ±0.01 percent of full-scale, resulting in

sensitivity limits of about 0.01 to 0.03 psi, or 0.02 to 0.07 ft.

The sequence of events before and during the 2008 pumping tests is summarized in Figures 3.1

and 3.2. Figure 3.1 illustrates background pressure transducer and site barometer measurements

that are described in Section 3.3, below. Evaluation of the background monitoring data produced

several methods for correcting water levels; however, after these were applied on a test data set it

was concluded that necessary corrections to water level data were minimal and that the test

interpretations could equally well rely on uncorrected time-drawdown data.

Figure 3.2 displays output from the discharge flow data logger that is described in Section 3.4,

below.

3.3 Background Monitoring and Water Level Corrections

Pressure transducers were installed in wells at both sites by April 2, 2008 in order to obtain

background groundwater level measurements. At the Burdock test site, a transducer was

'installed in the designated pumping well (DB07-1 I-I IC) in the lower Lakota Formation. At the

Dewey test site, a transducer was installed in observation well (DB07-32-4C), screened in the

same zone as the pumping well in the lower Fall River Formation. The right hand axis of

Figure 3.1 graphs hourly barometric pressure measurements in millibars obtained from the

meteorological station installed at the site. The site station is maintained by South Dakota State

University (SDSU) and data are available at the following URL: "http://climate.sdstate.edu/

awdn/edgemont/archive3.asp".
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One month of background measurements were obtained from April 8 to May.. 9, 2008

(Figure 3.1). Background measurements shown on Figure 3.1 fluctuate over a range. of about

0.4 psi with the expected inverse relationship between site barometer readings and

increases/decreases in groundwater levels. There are also smaller cyclic sinusoidal variations

that occur twice daily and are attributable to Earth tide cycles. A period of two weeks (April 23

to May 8, 2008) after pump installation and initial testing produced undisturbed background

water level data.

Three types of water level correction procedures were evaluated using the background

monitoring data. The first procedure was manually correcting the transducer psi values with a

constant barometric efficiency (BE) determined for each major aquifer (e.g., Kruseman and de

Ridder, 1991). The BE is defined as the change in water level in a well versus a related change

in atmospheric pressure. Gontheir (2007) describes the historical methods of determining BE,

which by convention is dimensionless and ranges from zero to one.

The second type of correction that was evaluated considers additional factors, chiefly long-term

seasonal trends and Earth tides (Gontheir, 2007). A spreadsheet distributed by the USGS as an

open-file report (Halford, 2006) has programming that empirically factors the overall water level

response into multiple synthetically generated time series with adjustments to both phase and

amplitude of each component (see Appendix A.], Figures A.1-3 and ýA.1-4). The USGS

spreadsheet was used to determine that the Dewey background water level data from April 23 to

May 8, 2008, could be closely matched as a series of four components: (1) water level increase at

a linear rate [i.e., slope], (2) variation in air pressure measured with the site barometer, (3 and 4)

two Earth tide components.

The third type of correction procedure evaluated was a computer method known as BETCO

(Sandia Corporation, 2005; Toll and Rasmussen, 2006). This software is available at

"http://www.sandia.gov/betco/". To correct data, water level, time and barometric pressure are

input and BETCO calculates corrected water level values. Compared with the manual BE

correction, the corrected water levels calculated in BETCO yielded similar results, generally

within about ± 0.01 psi.

The manual BE method was judged to be better than the BETCO computer method for the

background calibration period examined (Appendix A). Moreover, both the BETCO and USGS

methods were difficult to apply with confidence to the drawdown data after the background

monitoring period because wells with similar construction to the pumping test wells, but outside
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the area of test influence, are not available to validate the corrections. A further difficulty with

the BETCO and USGS computer methods is that they do not accommodate logarithmic

measurement times as input data.

To examine the possible importance of BE corrections on water levels, the drawdown phase of

the Dewey test was manually corrected with a BE of 0.48 (see Figure A.1-1 in Appendix A)

relative to the site barometer over the test period. The maximum effect of the BE correction was

to add about 0.2 ft to the water levels at the end of the drawdown phase due to an overall

barometric pressure decline of about 15 millibars (i.e., from about 1,030 to 1,015 millibars,

Figure 3.1). Test interpretations (Theis drawdown) were made with and without the BE

corrections for the Dewey test. The corrections were found to have no discernable effect on the

visual fits to type curves. Because the changes in barometric pressure during the 3-day constant

rate tests at Burdock and Dewey were similar (Figure 3.1), the analysis determined that BE

corrections would be no greater for the Burdock test compared to the Dewey test. Therefore,

corrections to water level data were not further performed and the test interpretations rely on

uncorrected time-drawdown data.

3.4 Test Procedures, Data Collection, Data Processing

The discharge flow data logger was set to record at hourly intervals and was downloaded at the

end of the tests (Figure 3.2). The discharge flow rate was adjusted with a manual gate valve.

Step-drawdown tests were performed on May 12 and 13, 2008 (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The

step-drawdown tests consisted of four steps at 10 gpm, 20 gpm, 25 gpm, and 30 gpm for a

minimum of 90 minutes at each step. The step-drawdown data indicated successful performance

of all equipment at both test sites. Subsequent analysis of the step-drawdown data was not

performed dueto the better quality (i.e., much longer time) data obtained from the constant rate

tests for determining both aquifer parameters and well efficiencies.

Constant rate tests were performed on May 15 to May 18, 2008 at Dewey and from May 18 to

May 21, 2008 at Burdock (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) after recovery from the step-rate tests. At both

test sites the recorded hourly flow rates during the constant rate tests varied no more than

2 percent (between 30.0 and 30.7 gpm) throughout the tests and the pumping rates for the entire

3-day tests at each site averaged 30.2 gpm.

The data loggers in all wells were synchronized to the same clock-time immediately prior to

start-up.. To collect closely-spaced measurements during the start-up of the drawdown phase of

-.the test, the transducers were programmed to record temperature and psi measurements at
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one-second intervals for two hours, then at ten second-intervals for 70 to 72 hours. For recovery,

the data loggers returned to a measurement frequency of one-second for two hours, during which

time the pump was shut off, followed by ten-second measurement intervals thereafter.

The time-drawdown data output from the data loggers consisted of two hours of data at

one-second intervals followed by 72 or 74 hours of data collected at ten-second intervals, with

the sequence repeated for the recovery phase. The WinSituTM software produced drawdown

graphs that are reproduced in Sections 4 and 5. The software exported records to text ".csv" files

with approximately 60,000. to 70,000 records for each well. The time-drawdown data were

processed using a custom FORTRAN program that wrote data records to an output file based on

a template file specifying which date-time records would be written. The template file was

prepared to produce logarithmically spaced data with 30 records per log cycle (in seconds). Due

to slight variations in transducer output and the precision of the Microsoft Excel date-time

format, there are some ± one-second variations in the sequences of records from well to well.

The FORTRAN program also converted transducer psi to drawdown in ft using formulas

described in Appendix A. The reference value for zero drawdown was set as the average of psi

readings from the start of the data log to the time just prior to test startup. Separate time-

drawdown files were prepared for both drawdown and recovery phases of the tests. Tables of the

processed time-drawdown data used for test interpretations are provided in Appendices B and C.

Complete binary files with the raw data for each well in Win-SituTM format are also provided on

a CD-ROM in Appendix E.
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4.0 Dewey Project Area Pumping Test

4.1 Test Layout and Initial Potentiometric Surface Measurements

The Dewey pumping test well is located in NE ¼ NW ¼ Sec. 32, T.6S, R.AE, Custer County,

South Dakota (Figure 4.1, Table 4.1). Powertech completed the pumping well (DB07-32-3C)

with a fifteen-ft screen within the lower sandstone layer in the Fall River Formation near the roll

front ore zones (Drawings 4.1 and 4.2). Three new observation wells were similarly screened at

the same stratigraphic horizon within the lower Fall River Formation, located at radial distances

of 265, 467 and 2,400 ft away from the pumped well (Figure 4.1 Table 4.1). A pre-existing

stock watering well (GW-49) was also monitored. The stock well is located approximately

1,400 ft west of the pumped well and is believed (based on a recent electric log) to be an open

hole for about 70 ft corresponding to about the top half of the Fall River formation.

Additional information on the design of the pumping test well layout and objectives for test

analysis are provided in Appendix A.2. Well Construction diagrams and borehole electric logs

for the Dewey test wells are provided, respectively, in Appendices B.1 and B.2.

Within a fifty-ft radius around the pumping well, additional observation wells were completed in

a vertical nest in order to provide hydraulic data for the degree of confinement of both the test

sandstone horizon and the entire Fall River Formation aquifer. Observation well DB-07-32-9C

was screened in the upper Fall River aquifer at 41 ft lateral distance and 95 ft vertically above the

screen in pumping well 32-3C. Observation well DB-07-32-10 was located within the

underlying Lakota Formation 61 ft laterally and 130 ft vertically below the screen in the

pumping well. Observation well DB-07-32-1 1, was located in the underlying Unkpapa Formation

aquifer 50 ft laterally and 325 ft vertically below the screen in pumping well 32-3C.

Pibzometric measurements (Eric Krantz, RESPEC, personal communication, May 2008) and

well survey data provided by Powertech were used to calculate potentiometric surface elevations
in ft above mean sea level with an estimated accuracy of± 3 ft (Table 4.2). The potentiometric

surface elevations for the Unkpapa, Lakota, and Fall River aquifers at the wells in the vertical

well nest at the Dewey test site indicate artesian conditions. The three major geologic formations

appear to be locally hydraulically isolated with upward vertical gradients, as follows:

* nearly 80 ft head difference upward (Table 4.2) between the Unkpapa and lower
Lakota aquifers
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* nearly 40 ft head difference upward between the lower Lakota and lower Fall River
aquifers

" nearly 20 ft head difference upward between the wells screened in the lower Fall
River and upper Fall River formation

4.2 Pumping Rate and Duration

The pumping phase of the constant-rate test at the Dewey area was started at 10:30:09 AM on

May 15, 2008 and the, pump was shut down at 12:30:59 PM on May 18, 2006, for a total duration

of 4,440 minutes or 3.08 days (Figure 3.2). Because of the artesian condition in the pumping

zone, the pumping well (32-3C) was shut-in, the pump turned on at 10:29:54 AM and the shut-in

valve opened at 10:30:09 AM, the designated starting time of the test. The artesian observation

wells had been left open for at least a day prior to startup to test for leakage from gaskets

surrounding the transducer cables. Leakage during the constant rate test was not observed at any

well except observation well 32-11 in the Unkpapa Formation, as described in Section 4.6,

below.

The average pumping rate for the 3.08 day test was 30.2 gpm (Figure 3.2). During drawdown,

there was a major flow rate adjustment where the gate valve was opened and throttled back; this

occurred from 0.4 to 1.2 minutes and produces a discontinuity on logarithmically displayed time-

drawdown data at the pumping well (Figure 4.7). Minor flow rate adjustments were also made at

21, 125, and 2777 minutes into the test that can also be seen on time-drawdown data for the

pumping well (Figure 4.7). During recovery, the pumping well was initially left open to

discharge water in piping and then shut-in when it was determined that the well was discharging

• due to artesian flow; this produces a discontinuity shown on the recovery plot for the well

(Figure 4.7).

4.3 Responses at Pumping and Observation Wells

Table 4.2 summarizes the responses to pumping for the Dewey test. Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4

display the transducer. responses. Drawdown throughout the lower Fall River aquifer was 44.8 ft

at the pumping well and ranged from 13.0 to 1.5 ft at the observation wells. Response to

pumping varied progressively with distance from the pumping well throughout the lower Fall

River: within 3 minutes at the two observation wells at 265 and 467 ft, and response was at

140 minutes at 2,400 ft distance. Similarly, the upper Fall River stock well (GW-49) responded

at 40 minutes at 1,400 ft distance (Table 4.2).
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However, it took 10.6 minutes for upper Fall River well (32-9C) to respond at 41 ft radial

distance and 95 ft vertical distance (Table 4.2. The delayed response at the upper Fall River well

is attributed to vertical anisotropy due to shale interbeds overlying the lower sandstone layer

(Drawings 4.1 and 4.2).

The pumping and observation wells generally had symmetrical patterns of drawdown response

and recovery response, except at the distant observation well 29-7 (Figure 4.3). There, the

drawdown began at 140 minutes into the test, and drawdown continued to a maximum of 2.1 ft at

about two days after the pump was shut down (Table 4.2). Therefore, the recovery response at

well 29-7 was not further analyzed.

4.4 Determination of Aquifer Parameters

Aquifer parameters determined with the Theis drawdown, Theis recovery, Cooper-Jacob

drawdown, Theis-Cooper-Jacob recovery, and distance drawdown methods are summarized in

Table 4.3. Appendix A provides a definition of the well function parameters (u, u'), a complete

description of the methods used, and corresponding assumptions for aquifer parameter

determinations. For the straight-line methods, analyses with u or u' > 0.01 are reported but are

not considered acceptable, as indicated in the table. Appendix B provides the graphical analyses

that determined aquifer parameters at each well listed in Table 4.3.

The following discussion and Figures 4.5 through 4.8 illustrate the overall analysis of the

pumping test and exemplify the determination of aquifer parameters with figures illustrating each

of the major graphical analysis methods used. The observation well exhibiting the most

diagnostic response is discussed first, followed by the drawdown at all observation wells, the

drawdown at the pumping well, and finally the recovery at all wells.

4.4.1 Theis Drawdown and Recovery Analysis

Figure 4.5 displays time drawdown data and analysis on the log-log Theis plot for the closest

observation well (32-5 at 265 ft distance). The data indicate a confined aquifer response fitting

the Theis type curve until latest time, where there is a barrier boundary, where the drawdown

increased above the theoretical rate of drawdown. The boundary was encountered at a time of

about 0.6 days into the test (Table 4.2). The data at the next closest observation wells (32-4C

and the stock well GW-49) also suggest a barrier boundary at times ranging from about 0.7 to

1.9 days into the test (Table 4.2).
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Drawdown analyses using the Theis method for all applicable wells (i.e., 32-3C, 32-5, 32-4C,

29-7, and GW-49) are given in Appendix B.4 (Figures B.4-1 through Figure 13.4-5) and

summarized in Table 4.3. The Theis analyses in Appendix B use test analysis software

(AquiferWin32 TM ESI, 2003). Input data is weighted to ignore the late-time barrier boundary

using an automated curve matching procedure. The weighting for all samples is the same, as

follows: time-drawdown data before the first response are ignored, and data after the earliest

occurrence of the barrier boundary at any of the wells (0.6 days) are ignored. The aquifer

parameters transmissivity and storativity determined with Theis analyses are summarized in

Table 4.3.

Figure B.4-6 in Appendix B shows the data at observation well 32-9C, completed in the upper

Fall River 41 ft radially and 95 ft vertically from the screened interval in the pumping well.

Samples are weighted as described above. This data cannot be interpreted successfully with the

Theis analysis because only the middle-time portion of the drawdown closely follows the type

curve. The poor fit to the Theis curve for well 32-9C yields a transmissivity of 217 ft2 /d, a value

within the range of other observation wells, but a high storativity value of 0.016, which is

inappropriate for a confined aquifer (e.g., Freeze and Cherry, 1979, Halford and Kuniansky,

2002). The artificially high storativity is attributed to the time-delay in response. The time-

delay is attributed to vertical anisotropy as described in Section 4.3, above. Therefore, aquifer

parameters from this well are reported in Table 4.3 but are not considered reliable determinations

and are not used in determining the ov erall average aquifer parameters for the test.

4.4.2 Theis-Cooper-Jacob Straight-line Analysis

Figure 4.6 displays the Theis recovery analysis at the closest observation well 32-5 using

automated straight-line fitting in AquiferWin32 TM software. Appendix A.2 provides an overview

of the theoretical basis for straight-line test analysis and definitions for the terms u', t and t'.

Samples are weighted according to (1) the theoretical criterion that u' be < 0.01, which restricts

the data to later-time (to the left on the t/t' axis); and (2) the portion of the recovery before the

change in slope due the barrier boundary. The sample weighting restricts the matched straight-

line portion of the recovery plot to the line-segment shown in Figure 4.6 and a value for the

transmissivity, but not storativity, is obtained (Table 4.3).

Figure 4.7 (top) shows a Cooper-Jacob straight-line drawdown plot for the Dewey pumping well

32-3C. This USGS graphical-analysis tool is a spreadsheet that allows manual fitting of the

straight-line (Halford and Kuniansky, 2002). The portion of the plot corresponding to later time
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where is indicated, and this slope is used to determine transmissivity of 250 ft2/d and well

efficiency of 81 percent (Table 4.3).

The bottom portion of Figure 4.7 shows the USGS spreadsheet implementation of the Theis

recovery analysis for the pumping well 32-3C, referred to as the Theis-Cooper-Jacob method

(Halford and Kuniansky, 2002). Similar to Figure 4.6, the portion of the plot corresponding to

later time is indicated to the left on the t/t' axis, and this slope is used to determine transmissivity

of 270 ft2/d (Table 4.3). The recovery plot at the pumping well also shows the change in slope

with an increase in rate of drawdown at the latest times which is ignored in the manual fit of the

straight-line.

4.4.3 Distance-Drawdown Analysis

Figure 4.8 is distance-drawdown analysis plot that determines transmissivity, storativity, and

pumping well efficiency by considering all observation wells at once. The pumping well

efficiency of 93 to 95: percent is determined by extending the straight line to the assumed

diameter of the pumping well (0.25 ft for the 6-inch diameter well casing or possibly 0.33 ft for

the 8-inch diameter borehole) relative to the actual drawdown observed at the pumping well.

The aquifer parameters and the high efficiency are somewhat questionable given the relatively

poor (r2 = 0.7) straight-line fit through all data points. However, transmissivity and storativity

values obtained are reasonable and the distance drawdown results are included in the overall

average aquifer parameters for the test (Table 4.3).

The distance-drawdown analysis also gives the maximum radius of influence of the test. Based

on Figure 4.8, the radius of influence was about 5,700 ft, about twice the radial distance to the

most distant responding well (i.e., 29-7 at 2,400 ft). The radius of influence may be compared to

the dimensions of prospective well fields in the area to evaluate whether aquifer parameters have

been adequately characterized.

4.4.4 Summary of Dewey Test - Lower Fall River Formation Aquifer Parameters

The aquifer parameters determined by the techniques described above are summarized in

Table 5.3. Ten accepted determinations of transmissivity (outlined) range from 180 to

330 ft2/day and the mean and median are close at 251 to 255 ft2/day. The five accepted

storativity determinations ranged from 2.3 x 10-5 to 2.0 x 10-4. The geometric mean and median

storativity values are respectively 5.2 to 4.6 x 10-5. The median transmissivity of 255 ft2/day and

median storativity of 4.6 x 10-5 are considered the best measures of the central tendency of the

test results.
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4.5 Underlying Lakota Aquifer Test Results

Observation well (DB-07-32-10, Figure 4.1, Drawing 4.2) was located within the underlying

Lakota Formation 61 ft laterally and 130 ft vertically below the screen in pumping well 32-3C.

Figure 4.4 illustrates that there was no response of observation well 32-10 to the drawdown or

recovery phases at the pumping well 32-3C. Therefore, there was no further analysis of this

observation well.

4X6 Underlying Unkpapa Aquifer Test Results

Observation well DB-07-32-11 is screened in the underlying Unkpapa Formation aquifer 50 ft

radially and 325 ft vertically below the screen in pumping well 32-3C (Table 4.1). Figure 4.4

depicts a generally rising trend in transducer response with sinusoidal variations associated with

-Earth tides indicating the aquifer remained undisturbed when the pump was turned on and turned

off. Mid-way through the recovery, a shift in the pressure response on May 20, 2008 was noted

similar to when leaks in the gasket-seal were observed previously. The threaded cap and gasket

were checked on May 21, 2008 and found to be moist suggesting that a temporary leak may have

occurred.

Figure 4.4 illustrates that there was no response of observation well 32-11 to the drawdown or

recovery phases at the pumping well 32-3C. Therefore, there was no further analysis of this

observation well.
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5.0 Burdock Project Area Pumping Test
5.1 Test Layout and Initial Potentiometric Surface Measurements

The Burdock pumping test well is located in NE '/4 SW ¼4 Sec. 11, T.7S, R. I E, Fall River

County, South Dakota (Figure 5.1, Table 5.1). Powertech completed the pumping well

(DB07-1 1-] IC) with a ten-ft screen within a lower sandstone layer. in the Lakota (Chilson)
formation. Hereafter, the term Lakota is used to refer to the Chilson member of the Lakota

formation. The ten-ft screen was set near the horizon of the lower Lakota ore zone(s), indicated

by the roll fronts on Drawings 5.1 through 5.3. Three new, observation wells were similarly

screened at the same stratigraphic horizon within the lower Lakota Formation, located at radial

distances of 243, 250 and 1,292 ft away from the pumped well (Figure 5.1, Table 5.1).

Additional information on the design of the pumping test well layout and objectives for test

analysis are provided in Appendix A.2. Well Construction diagrams and borehole electric logs

for the Burdock test pumping and observation wells are provided respectively, in
Appendices C.1 and C.2.

Within a fifty-ft radius around the pumping well, additional observation wells were completed in

a vertical nest in order to provide hydraulic data for the degree of confinement of both the test

sandstone horizon and the entire Lakota formation aquifer. Observation well DB-07-11-19 was

screened in the upper Lakota aquifer at 50 ft lateral distance and 100 ft vertical distance above.

the screen in pumping well 11-11C. Observation well DB-07-11-19 was located within the

overlying Fall River Formation 61 ft laterally and 180 ft vertically above the screen in the

pumping well. Observation well DB-07-11-18 was located in the underlying Unkpapa Formation

aquifer 50 ft radially and 195 ft vertically below the screen in the pumping well.

Piezometric measurements (Eric Krantz, RESPEC, personal communication, May 2008) and

well survey data provided by Powertech were used to calculate potentiometric surface elevations

in ft msl with an estimated accuracy of ±3 ft (Table 5.2). The potentiometric surfaces of the

Lakota and Fall River aquifers at the wells in the vertical well nest at the Burdock site indicate

confined and non-artesian conditions. The two major aquifers (Fall River and Lakota) appear to
be locally hydraulically connected through the intervening Fuson Member with minimal vertical

gradients because the water levels are similar within ± 2-3 ft (Table 5.2).
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Piezometric surface information for the Unkpapa and Lakota/Fall River aquifers indicate that the

Unkpapa formation aquifer is artesian and hydraulically isolated with a nearly 70 ft head

difference directed vertically upward (Table 5.2).

5.2 Pumping Rate and Duration

The pumping phase of the constant-rate test at the Burdock area was started at 2:20:36 PM on

May 18, 2008 and the pump was shut down at 2:30:37 PM on May 21, 2008, for a total duration

of 4,320 minutes or 3.0 days. The average pumping rate was 30.2 gpm. A flow rate adjustment

was made at 160 minutes into the test that can be seen on logarithmic time-drawdown data for

the pumping well (Figure 5.7). The average pumping rate for the 3.0 day test was 30.2 gpm

(Figure 3.2).

5.3 Responses at Pumping and Observation Wells

Table 5.2 summarizes the responses to pumping for the Burdock test. Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4

display the transducer responses. Drawdown throughout the lower Lakota aquifer was 91.1 ft at

the pumping well and ranged from 17.0 to 3.1 ft at the observation wells. Response to pumping

varied with distance from the pumping well in the Lakota aquifer in a non-systematic manner

indicating significant lateral and vertical anisotropy, as follows:

Response was within 3.6 minutes at the observation well (1 1-14C) at 250 ft distance
with 17 ft of ultimate drawdown (Table 5.2).

But the other lower Lakota observation well at 243 ft distance (11-15) took
140 minutes to respond, with 10 ft of ultimate drawdown.

Upper Lakota observation well 11-19 took 160 minutes to respond with 3.4 ft

ultimate drawdown at 50 ft radial distance and 100 ft vertical distance.

* First response was at 280 minutes at the most distant well (11-2) at 1,292 ft distance.

The responses of close-in well 11-14C and the distant well 11-2 are interpreted as a typical

sequence of response to pumping well in a confined aquifer with similar transmissivity

connecting all three wells. The delayed response at the upper Lakota well 11-19 is attributable to

vertical anisotropy due to shale interbeds overlying the lower sandstone layer (Drawings 5.1.

through 5.3). The delayed response of the closest observation well 11-15 requires an explanation

in addition to lateral anisotropy. Powertech geologists were contacted and have subsequently

indicated that there may have been problems with the installation of well 11-15 because it was

subjected to intensive efforts during development.
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Figures 5.2 through 5.4 indicate symmetrical patterns of drawdown response and recovery

response, such that if the drawdown response was delayed there was a generally similar time

before the recovery response (e.g., wells 11-2, and 11-19 on Figure 5.3). The anomalous

recovery response at observation well 11-17, screened in the overlying Fall River aquifer, is

discussed in Section 5.5, below.

5.4 Determination of Aquifer Parameters

Aquifer parameters determined with the Theis drawdown, Hantush-Jacob drawdown, Cooper-

Jacob drawdown, Theis-Cooper-Jacob recovery and distance drawdown methods are

summarized in Table 5.3. For the straight-line methods, analyses with u or u' > 0.01 are reported

but are not considered acceptable, as indicated in the table. Appendix A provides a complete

description of the methods used and corresponding assumptions for aquifer parameter

determinations. Appendix C provides the graphical analyses that determined aquifer parameters

at each well listed in Table 5.3.

The following discussion and Figures 5.5 through 5.8 illustrate the overall analysis of the

pumping test and exemplify the determination of aquifer parameters with figures illustrating each

of the major graphical analysis methods used. The observation well exhibiting the most

diagnostic response is discussed first, followed by the drawdown at all observation wells, the

drawdown at the pumping well, and finally the recovery at all wells.

5.4.1 Theis Drawdown Analysis

Figure 5.5 displays time-drawdown data and analysis on the log-log Theis plot for close-in

observation well 11-1 4C at 250 ft distance. The data indicate confined aquifer response fitting

the Theis type curve for the first 1.1 days of the test. After 1.1 days, the drawdown indicates a

recharge boundary or vertical leakage from an adjacent confining layer where the actual rate of

drawdown is less than the theoretical rate of drawdown. The drawdown at the most distant

observation well (11-2 at 1,292 ft distance) also fits the Theis type curve for the first 1.8 days of

the test (see Appendix C, Figure C.4-5) at which time a recharge boundary is encountered.

Boundary responses are summarized in Table 5.2.

Drawdown analyses using the Theis method for all applicable wells (i.e., 11-IIC, I-I15, 11-14C

and 11-29) are given in Appendix C.4 (Figures C.4-1 through Figure C.4-5) and summarized in

Table 5.3. The Theis analyses in Appendix C use test analysis software (AquiferWin32 TM ESI,

2003). Input data is weighted to ignore the late-time recharge boundary using an automated

curve matching procedure. The weighting for all samples is the same, as follows:
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time-drawdown data before the first response are ignored, and data after the earliest occurrence

of the recharge boundary at any of the wells (1.1 days) are ignored. The aquifer parameters

transmissivity and storativity determined with Theis analyses are summarized in Table 5.3.

The data at the close-in Lakota observation well 11-15 at 243 ft distance are successfully fitted

with the Theis curve and recharge boundary (see Appendix C, Figure C.4-2). A trial analysis of

the best fit yields a transmissivity value lower than the, range of other observation wells and a

relatively high storativity value of 0.0013. Because this storativity value is high compared to

confined aquifers in general (e.g., Freeze and Cherry, 1979, Halford and Kuniansky, 2002) and
also the other Burdock test wells (Table 5.3), aquifer parameters from this well were not further

considered. The high storativity is attributable to the delayed response time (140 minutes at

243 ft distance), and the cause of the delay is attributed to problems with well construction.

At observation well 11-19, completed in the upper Lakota 50 ft radially and 130 ft vertically

from the screened interval in the pumping well, the drawdown data appear to be interpretable

with the Theis analysis and yield a transmissivity value within the range of other observation

wells (see Appendix C, Figure.. C.4-7). However, the very high storativity value of 0.10 is

inappropriate for a confined aquifer. As described in Appendix A.2, there are a number of

violations of the Theis test conditions when attempting to analyze drawdown due to pumping

between, partially penetrating well screens set apart 130 ft vertically. The 'artificially high

storativity is attributed to the time-delay in response (160 minutes). The time-delay is attributed

to vertical anisotropy as described in Section 5.3, above. Therefore, aquifer parameters from this

well were not further considered.

5.4.2 Hantush-Jacob Drawdown Analysis

The AquiferWin32TM software implements the Hantush-Jacob (Hantush and Jacob, 1955)

analytical model for drawdown analysis that follows the Theis curve in early-time and calculates

a flattening recharge boundary due to vertical leakage from an assumed overlying leaky

confining layer. The vertical leakage is described in the term r/B, which is implemented in this

analysis as follows:

0 r/B = r/( (T. b')/K')0 5

* T transmissivity of confined Lakota aquifer (assume provisional value of 145 ft2/day)

a b' thickness of Fuson member aquitard/confining layer (35 ft, based on Drawing 5.3)
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K' vertical hydraulic conductivity of Fuson (10-3 ft/day from the TVA test,
Section 2.3.2)

* radial distance (r = 250 ft to well I 1-14C and 1,292 ft to well 11-2)

Sr/B well Il-14C = 0.11; r/bwell 11-2 = 0.57

Figure 5.6 shows the Hantush-Jacob analysis at observation well 11-14C where r/B is input as

fixed and all data after initial response are equally weighted. It is noted that automated

curve-fitting in the AquiferWin32TM software can also be set to optimize to r/B, and a value of

0. 11 is also obtained, indicating that this is a good match. For distant observation well 11-2 the

software optimized to an r/B value of 0.77, so the calculated value of 0.57 was fixed (see

Figure C.4-6 in Appendix C). Transmissivity and storativity values obtained through the curve

matching at the two observation wells are entered in Table 5.3.

5.4.3 Theis-Cooper-Jacob Straight-line Analysis

Figure 5.7 (top) shows a Cooper-Jacob drawdown plot for the Burdock pumping well 11-1 IC.

This USGS graphical-analysis tool is a spreadsheet that allows manual fitting of the straight-line

(Hailford and Kuniansky, 2002). Appendix A.2 provides an overview of the theoretical basis for

straight-line test analysis and definitions for the terms u, u', t and t'. The portion of the plot

corresponding to later time where u < 0.01 is indicated, and this slope is used to determine

transmissivity of 150 ft2/day and well efficiency of 65 percent (Table 5.3).

The bottom portion of Figure 5.7 shows the USGS spreadsheet implementation of the Theis

recovery analysis for the pumping well 11-I IC, referred to as the Theis-Cooper-Jacob method

(Halford and Kuniansky, 2002). The portion of the plot corresponding to later time where

u' < 0.01 is indicated to the left on the t/t' axis, and this slope is used to determine transmissivity

of 140 ft2/d (Table 5.3). A definite change in slope indicating a late time leakage/recharge

boundary is not apparent at the pumping well, but the late-time data has a slight upward

concavity indicating reduction in the rate of drawdown.

The results of Theis recovery analyses for all wells are summarized in Table 5.3, together the

u' criteria on which each transmissivity determination is based. Analyses with u' > 0.01 are

tabulated but are not considered acceptable, as indicated in the table.

5.4.4 Distance-Drawdown Analysis

Figure 5.8 is distance-drawdown analysis plot that determines transmissivity, storativity, and

pumping well efficiency by considering all observation wells at once. As shown on Figure 5.8,
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fitting a straight line to incorporate the close-in observation wells 11-14C and 11-15

simultaneously is not ideal because it averages the clearly anisotropic response between the

close-in wells. On the other hand, convention (Driscoll, 1986 and numerous other references)

dictates that a distance-drawdown analysis should be based on a minimum of three observation

wells. It is noted that if a two-well solution is used ignoring the anisotropic response at well

11-14C, transmissivity is 108 ft2/day and storativity is 2.8 x 10-5. Nevertheless, the three-well

solution with greater transmissivity and storativity is accepted as indicated on the figure and in

Table 5.3.

The pumping well efficiency of 61 to 63 percent is determined with the three-well distance-

drawdown solution by extending the straight line to the assumed diameters of the pumping well.

These efficiencies agree with the 65 percent determined in the USGS spreadsheet (Table 5.3).

The aquifer parameters are somewhat questionable given the relatively poor (r2 = 0.7) straight-

line fit through all data points. Based on the large u criterion (0.08) at one of the wells (11-15),

the transmissivity and storativity values obtained are not included in the overall average aquifer

parameters for the test (Table 5.3).

The distance-drawdown analysis also gives the maximum radius of influence of the test. Based

on Figure 5.8, the radius of influence was about 2,100 ft, somewhat greater than the radial

distance to the most distant responding well (i.e., 11-2 at 1,292 ft). The radius of influence may

be compared to the dimensions of prospective well fields in the area to evaluate whether aquifer

parameters have been adequately characterized.

5.4.5 Summary of Burdock Test - Lower Lakota (Chilson) Formation Aquifer
Parameters

The aquifer parameters determined by the techniques described above are summarized in

Table 5.3. Nine accepted determinations of transmissivity (outlined) range from 120 to

223 ft2/day and the mean and median are close at 150 and 158 ft2/day. Four accepted storativity

determinations ranged from 6.8 x 10-5 to 1.9 x 10-4 . The geometric mean and median storativity

values are 1.1 x 10-4 and 1.2 x 10-4. The median transmissivity of 150 ft2/day and median

storativity of 1.2 x 10-4 are considered the best measures of the central tendency of the test

results.

Only two wells were used to contribute to the overall storativity results because of the large

anisotropy in responses exhibited between wells 11-15 and I 1-14C and the anomalous results at
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11-15 described above. Powertech geologists have noted that there were problems with the

installation of well 1-15.

5.5 Overlying Fall River Aquifer Test Results

Observation well 11-17 is screened in the lower Fall River 50 ft laterally and about 185 ft

vertically above the screen in pumping well 11-1IC (Table 5.2, Drawing 5.3). Piezometric

surface information for the Lakota aquifer indicates the two wells are locally hydraulically

connected with similar water levels within ± 2 ft (Table 5.2).

Figure 5.3 illustrates response of observation well 11-17 to the drawdown phase of the Burdock

well 11-11 C pumping in the Lakota Formation. The first response was a very slight increase in

pressure over a period of about 600 minutes, corresponding to a water level increase of about

0.12 ft (3.5 centimeter [cm]). The water level stopped increasing then underwent 1.1 ft of

*drawdown to time of pump shut-down (2:00 PM) on May 21, 2008. Drawdown continued for

about a day to a maximum of 1.4 ft, then remained flat with erratic fluctuations for another

24 hours, until the evening of May 23, 2008 where a partial and sharply "spiked" recovery

started.

The response of a "reverse" drawdown monitored in a zone above (or below) the pumping zone

is known as the Noordbergum effect (Ohio EPA, 2006). There is uncertainty whether the water

level increase at Burdock well 11-17 is the Noordbergum effect or alternatively a barometric

response. In any case, the Noordbergum effect was observed in the 1979 TVA Lakota aquifer

pumping test at Burdock pumping at 200 gpm where increases in water levels were monitored in

the Fall River aquifer and Fuson Member observation wells for 30 to 90 minutes after the start of

the test. Judging from the water level plot figures (Boggs and Jenkins, 1980), the increases were

a fraction of a ft in the Fall River and up to about 1.5 ft in the Fuson.

In a 1985 pumping test in the Eastern Black Hills near Wall, South Dakota, pumping at 125 gpm,

a water level rise of about 1.7 ft just after pumping started, eventually declining in an "erratic

manner", was attributed to the Noordbergum effect (Rahn, 1992). There the well (Kelly Well)

with the anomalous response was open to an unknown portion of the Inyan Kara aquifer;

however it was considered to be somewhat hydraulically isolated from the pumping and other

observation wells based on differing background water levels.

The fact that substantial Noordbergum effects were observed in pumping tests in the Fuson/Fall

River and Inyan Kara (undifferentiated) monitoring wells at widely spaced locations in the Black
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Hills uplift (i.e., the TVA and Wall tests) suggests the effect is a characteristic of the Inyan Kara

Group. A small magnitude Noordbergum effect response observed in the 2008 test at Burdock is

attributable to the much lower pumping rate and relatively short, 10-ft screened intervals of both

pumping and observation wells. The Noordbergum effect of a 10 cm rise in water levels has been

simulated with numerical models by the USGS (Hsieh, 1997), where three-dimensional

deformation caused by groundwater withdrawal from a confined aquifer can induce positive

hydraulic head changes in adjacent aquitards (and presumably in an aquifer overlying an

aquitard).

An alternative explanation for the slight rise in water level in the Fall River (Burdock 11-17) is

found in similar patterns of water level changes seen in the Unkpapa Formation

(Burdock 11-1 8), underlying the Lakota Formation, at about the same time and magnitude. This

will be described further in Section 5.6 below.

Referring again to Figure 5.3, an explanation for the drawdown in the Fall River aquifer at

Burdock continuing for about a day past the pump shut-down and then stabilizing for another

day is not apparent. It is most similar to the 1.5 days of extended drawdown and.poor recovery

observed at well 29-7 at the Dewey pumping test. These anomalous responses are attributed to

the observation wells having been located away from the sandstone layer with the pumping well;

it is possible the observation wells are monitoring localized effects in sedimentary facies

separated from the pumping well by numerous shale layers,

5.6 Underlying Unkpapa Aquifer Test Results

As discussed in Section 3, observation well 11-18 is screened in the Unkpapa aquifer 35 ft

laterally and 195 ft vertically below the screen in pumping well 11-1 IC (Table 5.1). Piezometric

surface information for the Unkpapa and Lakota aquifers indicate the two wells are locally

hydraulically isolated, with a nearly 70 ft head difference directed vertically upward (Table 5.1).

Figure 5.4 illustrates that there was no response of observation well 11-18 to the drawdown or

recovery phases at the pumping well I 1-lIC. However, comparison with the Fall River

observation well (Burdock 11-17, Figure 5.3) finds a similar pattern, timing and magnitude of

several water level changes. In addition to the early time rise in water levels (i.e. possible

Noordbergum effect described above) starting at about 2:00 PM on 5/18/08 (i.e., the time of

pump shut-down and start of recovery), there are the following similarities:

the erratic transducer readings starting at about 3:00 PM on 5/22/08
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the upward spike in transducer readings at about 7:00 PM on 5/23/08

The barometer readings for the site (Figure 3.1) were examined in detail, and there is a possible

correlation with barometric fluctuations where the water level increases start at the times of

temporary declines (troughs) in barometric pressure throughout an overall period of increasing

atmospheric pressure (i.e., going forward in time from the start of Burdock Recovery on Figure

3.1). However, throughout several days there were equally large fluctuations in barometric

pressure with no similar corresponding changes in water levels.

An explanation for the water level variations simultaneously in both wells is that the Unkpapa

monitoring well 1-1 8 (Figure 5.4) records a barometric and tidal response while the Fall River

monitoring well 11-17 (Figure 5.3) records a combination of both drawdown (without recovery)

and barometric response. As noted above, the existence of the Noordbergum effect at the Fall

River monitoring well is possiblebut uncertain.
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6.0 Laboratory Core Data

6.1 Background

Selected core samples were sent to Core Laboratories by Powertech (Personal Communication,

Frank Lichnovsky, February 1, 2008) for measurement of intrinsic permeability to assess the

differences in the less permeable Skull Creek shale, Fuson shale, Morrison shale, and interbed

units of the Dewey (Fall River) and Burdock (Lakota) sandstone units. The intrinsic

permeability data were converted to hydraulic conductivity values as shown in Table 6.1.

6.2 Conversion from Intrinsic Permeability to Hydraulic Conductivity

Intrinsic permeability is a property of the core material (rock) only and does not include any fluid

properties. The core intrinsic permeability was measured by moving air through the core under

confining pressure in the laboratory which resulted in the measurement of both porosity (from
the bulk density and particle density of the core) and intrinsic permeability in milliDarcys (mD)

as shown in Table 6.1. The footnotes at the bottom of Table 6.1 show the constants assumed for

the conversion from intrinsic permeability to hydraulic conductivity at the prevailing
temperatures of the laboratory, assumed to be 70 TF, and the site groundwater (average of 52.8 'F

from field measurements by RESPEC (Personal Communication, Crystal M. Hocking, February

4, 2008).

It is well known that the units of intrinsic permeability can be changed from mD to cm 2 by using

equations shown in Table 6.1. The intrinsic permeability is multiplied by the fluid properties of

water density times the gravitational constant divided by the dynamic viscosity (both temperature

dependent) of the site groundwater to obtain the hydraulic conductivity.

Analyses of core data in Table 6.1 indicate that the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the Skull

Creek shale is approximately 6.0 x 10-8 centimeters per second (cm/s). The horizontal hydraulic

conductivity of the Fuson Shale ranges from 8.0 x, 10-7 to 3.2 x 10-8 cm/s, and for the Morrison

between 7.7 x 10-7 and 3.1 x 10-9 cm/s. Vertical hydraulic conductivities of the Skull Creek and

Morrison shales, and the Fuson shale from the Dewey project area, are typically one-tenth to
one-twentieth the horizontal- values. In terms of ft per day (ft/day) vertical hydraulic

conductivities for all the above shale units range from about 2 to 6 x 10-5 ft/day.

The average vertical hydraulic conductivity for the two core samples from the Fuson shale from

the Burdock project area is considerably more permeable (9.8 x 10-8 cm/sec), at roughly
25 percent the horizontal value. In terms of ft/day, vertical hydraulic conductivities for the
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Burdock Fuson shale units are about 3 x 1 0.4 ft/day, about one order of magnitude less than the

Fuson shale sample at the Dewey project area (2 x 10-5 ft/day) and also all the Skull Creek and

Morrison shale samples.

In contrast, the core units of the Burdock Lakota sandstone unit have an average horizontal

hydraulic conductivity of 2.6 x 10-3 cm/s (7.4 ft/day), ranging from 2.1 x 10-3 to 3.2 x 10-3 cm/s.

Core from the Dewey Fall River sandstone unit has a horizontal. hydraulic conductivity of

2.2 x 10-3 cm/s (6.1 ft/day). The ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity (Kh:Kv) for

the Burdock sandstone units is 2.4:1, and for the Dewey sandstone unit it is 4.5:1, based on the

core data shown in Table 6.1.

6.3 Interpretations of the Laboratory Core Data

Comparison of horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the Dewey and Burdock sandstone samples

in Table 6.1 with the conductivity calculated from pumping test transmissivity (Tables 4.3 and

5.3) can be made as follows:

* Dewey Transmissivity 255 ft2/d divided by 15 ft screen length 17 ft/day

* Dewey Transmissivity 255 ft2/d divided by 165 ft formation thickness 1.5 ft/day

* Burdock Transmissivity 150 ft2/d divided by 10 ft screen length = 15.0 ft/day

* Burdock Transmissivity 150 ft2/d divided by 170 ft formation thickness = 0.9 ft/day

The most commonly used procedure when converting test results is to use the screen length of

the pumping well as the divisor. The above analysis indicates that the pumping test data may be

interpreted to yield up to two to three times greater higher hydraulic conductivity than core data.

However, the above analysis also indicates that the hydraulic conductivities calculated from the

pumping test transmissivities and the overall formation thicknesses bracket the core data at the

lower end of ranges in hydraulic conductivity, with the core falling in the middle of the range.

The core data can be considered to be generally consistent with, and therefore independently

confirming, the pumping test results. Generally, the above ranges in calculated hydraulic

conductivity also indicate order-of-magnitude uncertainty (generally, about one to 17 ft/day),

Powertech reports that the laboratory would not take samples containing uranium, so sandstone

core samples from outside of the ore zone were submitted. The electric logs and boring

lithologic logs indicate that the core samples were taken from sandstone layers which may have
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had slightly different, possibly less permeable, ideologies than the screened intervals used for the

pumping tests in the ore zones.

6.4 Conclusions

The first conclusion from the core analyses is that the major shale aquitards (Fuson, Skull Creek,

Morrison formations) have hydraulic conductivities several orders of magnitude lower than

hydraulic conductivities of either the Fall River or Lakota sandstone units. Using the vertical

hydraulic conductivities as a measure of degree of confinement, at the Burdock project area

Table 6.1 indicates that the shales in the Fuson overlying the Lakota formation (Kh = 7.4 ft/day)

have an average vertical permeability of about 2.7 x 10-4 ft/day and the underlying Morrison

formation 6.0 x 10- ft/day. Atthe Dewey project area, shales in the Fuson formation underlying

the Fall River formation (Kh = 6.6 ft/day) have an average vertical permeability of

1.8 x 10-5 ft/day, and shale in the single sample of overlying Skull Creek shale has a vertical

permeability of 1.5 x 10-5 ft/day.

The second conclusion is that core data from the sandstones are within the range of hydraulic

conductivities determinable from test transmissivities, specifically 1.5 to 17 ft/day at the Dewey

project area and 0.9 to 15 ft/day at the Burdock project area. This is also an appropriate range of

uncertainty for converting the test results to hydraulic conductivity. Using the usual procedure

for determining hydraulic conductivity from pumping test transmissivity, the sandstone core

results may have two to three times smaller hydraulic conductivities than those estimated from

the pumping tests, perhaps due to slightly different lithologies between the core and screened

intervals. Overall, there is reasonable agreement between the laboratory and field hydraulic tests

considering typically order-of-magnitude differences in hydraulic conductivity determinations.
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7.0 Summary and Conclusions
The following sections first. summarize new facts about the Dewey and Burdock project areas

based on the 2008 tests and related information. A discussion of the results in comparison to the

1979 to 1982 TVA pumping tests follows. The Burdock site is discussed first because

comparison with the TVA tests is most straightforward.

7.1 Burdock Project Area

7.1.1 Summary

A summary of aquifer parameters for the 2008 Burdock pumping test and related laboratory core

testing is as follows:

Nine determinations of transmissivity (Table 5.3) ranged from 120 to 223 ft2 /day with
the median value of 150 ft2/day.

Four storativity determinations (Table 5.3) ranged from 6.8 x 10-5 to 1.9 x 10-4 with
the median value of 1.2 x 10-4.

The radius of influence of the pumping test determined by a distance-drawdown plot
was 2,100 ft (Section 5.3.3).

The pumping well in the lower Lakota formation was determined to be moderately
efficient: 80 to 83 percent by the empirical distance-drawdown method and
65 percent the USGS (Halford and Kuniansky, 2002) theoretical method.

Laboratory measurements of horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity
(Table 6.1) were made on sandstone layers similar to that tested in the pumping test;
measured horizontal hydraulic conductivity ranged from 5.9 to 9.1 ft/day, the mean
value was 7.4 ft/day and the mean ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic
conductivity in Burdock area sandstone was 2.47:1

Laboratory measurements of horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity
(Table 6.1) were made on shale layers from the two major confining units for the
Lakota formation in the pumping test area with the following results:

- Fuson Shale: the laboratory core data indicate vertical permeabilities of about
2 x 10-7 to I X 10-8 cm/sec (average 2.7 x 10-4 ft/day) for shale samples from
within the Fuson member overlying the Lakota formation.

- Morrison Shale: the laboratory core data for the shales in the underlying Morrison
formation indicate vertical permeabilities of 9 x 10-9 to 3 x 10-8 cm/sec (average
6.0 x 10-5 ft/day).
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The range of hydraulic conductivities determinable from test transmissivities
(Section 6.3) was 0.9 to 15.0 ft/day, which is considered an appropriate range that is
also verified by the sandstone core sample results falling in the middle of the range; it
is noted that the lower end of the hydraulic conductivity range is probably appropriate
for use with the entire formation thickness (shale layers included) and the upper end
represents the most permeable sandstone layers such as the ore zone areas tested in
the pumping test.

7.1.2 Conclusions

The Burdock pumping test in 2008 may be directly compared to the 1979 TVA test for the

Lakota (Chilson) aquifer as the tests were nearly at the same location (Figure 1.1). The average

transmissivity and storativity values determined from the TVA tests were 190 ft /d and 1.8 x 10-4

(Section 2.3, see p. 17 in Boggs and Jenkins, 1980). Comparing median transmissivity of

150 ft2 /d and storativity of 1.2 x 10-4 determined in the 2008 test (Section 5.4.4) to the TVA test,

the new aquifer parameters for the lower Lakota are respectively about 80 and 70 percent of the

1979 results. Because transmissivity and storativity depend on aquifer thickness, comparing the

results suggests .that there may be some scaling effect between the tests due to the differing

lengths of screened intervals.

Therefore, the 1979 TVA test is transmissivity of 190 ftZ/d is considered representative of the

entire Lakota aquifer for a regional application, such as groundwater flow model where an

average hydraulic conductivity of about I ft/day over a thickness of 170 ft could be specified.

The 2008 test provides specific data at the operational-scale of a prospective ISR well field

where local hydraulic conductivities of up to 15 ft/day could be specified for the most permeable

ore zones horizons.

Within the Lakota formation, vertical communication throughout the entire formation is
indicated by the delayed response at the upper Lakota observation well (I 1-19). The 160-minute

delay in response at the upper Lakota observation well 11-19 is attributed to lateral and vertical

anisotropy due to the shale intetbeds seen on the conceptual stratigraphic cross-sections for the

pumping test site (Drawings 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). The extent and continuity of the shale interbeds

are unknown. Whether the shale interbeds in the Lakota aquifer are sufficiently thick and

continuous to serve as vertical confinement for ISR operations will probably need to be

evaluated by analyzing cores from borings as well fields are drilled.

The 2008 test indicates that the lower and upper portions of the Lakota formation behave as a

single, confined, leaky aquifer. Confinement and leakage from the overlying Fuson member is
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evident in the matches to the Hantush-Jacob type curves seen most clearly at observation wells

11-14C and 11-2. These results are more definitive than the 1979 TVA test where confined,

leaky behavior for the Lakota was predicted but not demonstrated with curve match results.

Hydraulic communication through the Fuson member between the Lakota and Fall River

aquifers is evidenced by the drawdown at the Fall River observation well 11-17, indicating that

leakage was established through underlying the Fuson formation.

The laboratory core data indicate an average vertical permeability of 9.3 x 10-8 (2.7 x 0-4 ft/day)

for shale samples from within the Fuson member. The shale core permeability values are about

one to two orders of magnitude less permeable than pumping test values determined in the 1979

TVA test at Burdock, where the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the Fuson aquitard was

calculated using the Neuman-Witherspoon ratio method to be about 1 0-3 ft/day (see page i in

Boggs and Jenkins, 1980).

As described in Section 5.1, the potentiometric surface in the Fall River aquifer. is close to that in

the Lakota aquifer at the Burdock pumping test site, indicating some local connection between

the two formations through the intervening Fuson member. In other locations in the Inyan Kara,

the Fuson member is known to have sandstone layers that are downcut into the Lakota member

(Gott et al., 1974). Therefore, determining the degree of vertical confinement for ISR operations

by the Fuson will probably need to be evaluated by analyzing cores from borings as well fields

are drilled, and with well field-scale pumping tests that are proposed to be conducted prior to

startup of each particular mine unit.

The aquifer tests in 1979 and 2008 indicate that the Lakota Formation is a confined aquifer with

a leaky confining layer, which is demonstrably the Fuson member. The laboratory core data for

the shales in the underlying Morrison formation indicate an average vertical permeability of

2.1 x 10.8 cm/sec (6 x 105 ft/day). Together with the pumping test data, the core data indicate

that the underlying Morrison formation and overlying Fuson member can serve as aquitards for

ISR operations.

For the Lakota sandstone, the laboratory core 'data indicate an average horizontal hydraulic

conductivity of'7 ft/day, and as high as 9.1 ft/day. Interpretation of the test results calculates that

horizontal permeability may be as great as 15 ft/day throughout one of the ore zones. Within the

lower Lakota formation, the test results indicate transmissive response between pumping and

observation wells up to 250 ft apart with 17 ft of drawdown. Response was nearly 3 ft of
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drawdown at 1,290 ft distance. This indicates the aquifer was stressed to produce good quality

analytical results.

7.2 Dewey Project Area

7.2.1 Summary

A summary of aquifer parameters for the 2008 Dewey pumping test and related laboratory core

testing is as follows:

" Ten determinations of transmissivity (Table 4.3) ranged from 180 to 330 ft2 /day with
the median value of 255 ft2/day.

" Five storativity determinations (Table 4.3) ranged from 2.3 x 10-5 to 2.0 x 10-4 with
the median value of 4.6 x 10-'.

" The radius of influence of the pumping test determined by a distance-drawdown plot
was 5,700 ft (Section 4.4.3).

" The pumping well in the Fall River formation was determined to be highly efficient:
93 to 95 percent by the empirical distance-drawdown method and 81 percent the
USGS (Halford and Kuniansky, 2002) theoretical method.

" Laboratory measurements of horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity
(Table 6.1) were made in a core sample from the sandstone layer similar to that tested
in the pumping test; measured horizontal hydraulic conductivity was 6.1 ft/day, and
the ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity was 4.5:1.

* Laboratory measurements of horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity
(Table 6.1) were made on shale samples from the two major confining units overlying
and underlying the pumping test area with the following results:

Skull Creek shale: laboratory core data for the shale sample from the overlying
Skull Creek formation indicate a vertical permeability of 5.4 x 10-9 cm/sec
(1.5 x 10-5 ft/day).

Fuson Formation: laboratory core data for the shale sample from the underlying
Fuson formation indicate a vertical permeability of 6.2 x 10-9 cm/sec
(1.8 x 10-5 ft/day).

7.2.2 Conclusions

The Dewey pumping test in 2008 in the Fall River aquifer is not directly comparable to the

1982 TVA test because the underlying Lakota aquifer was tested in 1982. As demonstrated

above for the Lakota aquifer (Section 7.1), a scaling effect may be assumed between total

formation transmissivity and storativity (i.e., regional-scale) and the 2008 operational-scale test.
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However, there are several lines of evidence that the 2008 test transmissivity and storativity

results are representative of the entire Fall River aquifer at the Dewey test site,, as follows:

1. Thickness of the sandstone layer screened by the pumping well is about one-half the total

formation thickness as shown in Drawings 4.1 and 4.2.

2. Response at the stock tank well (GW-49 at 1,400 ft distance) was within the acceptable

range for a confined aquifer; this is interpreted to indicate that the effects of partial

penetration (due to elevation differences between the pumping well screen and the

observation well open to the upper half of the aquifer) were diminished at the 1,400 ft

distance and 40 minute response~time.

3. The delay in response at the upper Fall River observation well 32-9C was a relatively

brief 11 minutes (Table 4.2), compared to 160 minutes in the Burdock test; together with

(2) above, these responses suggest that the vertical anisotropy due to shale interbeds.

overlying the lower sandstone layer does not extend laterally for more than about

1,400 ft.

The 2008 test indicates that the lower and upper sandstone portions of the Fall River formation

behave as a single, confined, aquifer with some form of lateral barrier due changing lithology,

such as a channel boundary. The TVA test in 1982 observed a barrier boundary in the

underlying Lakota formation which was attributed to either a change in lithology or the Dewey

Fault zone. Apparently, both the Lakota and Fall River formations in the general Dewey project

area are highly transmissive and show barrier boundaries. These test results are more definitive

than the 1982 TVA test concerning the proximity of the barrier boundary, because the 2008

radius of influence Was about one mile compared to greater than two to three miles distance to

the fault zone.

Vertical communication throughout the entire Fall River formation is indicated by the delayed

response at the upper Fall River observation well (32-9C). Within the Fall River formation, the

S11-minute delay in response at the upper observation well is attributed to lateral and vertical

anisotropy due to the shale interbeds seen on the conceptual stratigraphic cross-sections for the

pumping test site (Drawings 4.1 and 4.2). The extent and continuity of the shale interbeds are

not known. Whether the shale interbeds in the Fall River aquifer are sufficiently thick and

continuous to serve as vertical confinement for ISR operations will need to be evaluated by

analyzing cores from borings as well fields are drilled.
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Leakage from a confining layer, presumably the Fuson member, was observed in the 1982 TVA

test of the Lakota formation. However, the leakage was observed only relatively late in the TVA

tests, at 3,000 to 10,000 minutes, with a much greater pumping rate (495 gpm) and radius of

influence. The large-scale vertical hydraulic conductivity value of 2 x 10-4 ft/day

(7.1 x 10-8 cm/sec) determined in the 1982 TVA regional test- at Dewey using the

Neuman-Witherspoon ratio method is sufficiently impermeable to be considered an aquitard or

aquiclude.

Hydraulic communication through the Fuson member between the Fall River and underlying

Lakota aquifers is not indicated by the 2008 response at observation well 32-10. The 2008 test

demonstrates that vertical leakage through the Fuson may not occur over a mile-wide radius. As

described in Section 4.1, the Lakota and Fall River aquifers at the Dewey test site appear to be

locally hydraulically isolated by the intervening Fuson member with nearly 40 ft head difference.

The laboratory core data indicate a very low vertical permeability of 6.2 x 10-9 cm/sec

(1.8 x 10-5 ft/day) for the shale sample from within the Fuson shale member.

The laboratory core data for the shale sample from the Skull Creek formation, overlying the Fall

River formation, indicate a very low vertical permeability of 5.4 x 10-9 cm/sec (1.5 x 10-5 ft/day),

also appropriate for an aquitard or aquiclude.

For the Fall River sandstone, the laboratory core data indicate a horizontal hydraulic conductivity

of 6.1 ft/day, and interpretation of the test results calculates that horizontal permeability may be

as great as 17 ft/day throughout one of the ore zones. Within the lower Fall River formation, the

test results indicate transmissive, rapid response (two to three minutes) between pumping and

observation wells up to 467 ft apart with nearly 10 ft of drawdown. Response was nearly 9 ft of

drawdown at 1,400 ft distance. This indicates the aquifer was stressed to produce good quality

analytical results.
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Table 4.1

Powertech (USA) Inc.
Dewey-Burdock Project

2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Dewey Pumping Test Completion Information
Well ID and

Stratigraphic
Interval

Well Type Location Radial Distance Depth to top
from pumping Well of Screen

(ft) (ft bgs)

Depth to bottom
of Screen

(ft bgs)

Note

Ore Zone (lower Fall River Sandstone)

DB 07-32-3C
DB 07-32-05
DB 07-32-4C
DB 07-29-7

Pumping Well
Obs. Well #1
Obs. Well #2
Obs. Well #3

NWQ Sec. 32
NWQ Sec. 32
NWQ Sec. 32
SEQ Sec. 29

0
265
467

2,400

585
593
580
635

600
608
595
650

Upper Fall River Sandstone

DB 08-32-9C Obs. Well NWQ Sec. 32 41 490 505

Lakota Sandstone Layer

DB 08-32-10 - Obs. Well NWQ Sec. 32 61 715 730

Unkpapa Formation

DB 07-32-11 Obs Well NWQ Sec. 32

NEQ Sec. 29

50 910

475

930

540
Additional Wells
GW-49 Upper Fall River 70 ft 1,433 Stock

Well

Notes: Screen completion information from diagrams prepared by Powertech, Appendix B
Radial distance information provided by Powertech.
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Table 4.2
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project
2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Dewey Pumping Test Drawdown and Response Summary
Well ID and

Stratigraphic
Interval

Well Type Radial Distance
from pumping

Well

(ft)

Approximate
Ground Surface

Elevation
(ft amsl) 1

Approximate
Groundwater

Elevation

(ft amsl)
2

Z
0
(D

Maximum
Drawdown at

3.08 days

(ft)
3

z
0
M

Time of First
Drawdown
Response

(min)

Minimum Pumping
Groundwater

Elevation
(ft amsl)

Boundary
Type

(days)
4

Ore Zone (lower Fall River Sandstone)

DB 07-32-3C
DB 07-32-05
DB 07-32-4C
DB 07-29-7

Pumping Well
Obs. Well #1
Obs. Well #2
Obs. Well #3

0
265
467

2,400

Upper Fall River Sandstone

DB 08-32-9C Obs. Well

Lakota Sandstone Layer

DB 08-32-10 Obs. Well

Unkpapa Formation

DB 07-32-11 Obs Well

Additional Wells
GW-49 Stock Well

41

61

3626.3
3622.2
3626.3
3662.5

3625.9

3625.2

3625.2

3628

3643.9
3641.0
3644.0
3659.3

A
A
A

44.8
13.0
9.8
1.5

0.0
1.6 to 2.4

2.8
a 140 to 850

3599.1
3628.0
3634.2
3657.8

3615.7

Barrier (0.7)
Barrier (0.6)

3626.3 A 10.6

3682.8 A -0.1

11.5

N No Response NA

NA50

1,433

3761.0 A -2.0 N No Response

3652 A 9.0 40 3643.0 Barrier (1.9)

Notes: Screen completion information from diagrams prepared by Powertech, Appendix A
Radial distance informationprovided by Powertech.

1 Ground Surface Elevations from Powertech
2 Pressure or depth to watermeasurements relative to ground surface, Eric Krantz, RESPEC, personal communication.
3 From table of processed drawdown data in Appendix B, or calculated visually from WinSituTM graph and table of data in non-responding wells.
4 Boundary time estimated based on time of deviation from Theis type curve; 0.7 days used for weighting calculations:
A Artesian pressure surface above ground level.
N N response to pumping, water level rose slightly through drawdown phase of test
a Drawdown continued for about 1.5 days past pump shut-down to a maximum of 2.1 ft at about 3:00 AM on May 20, 2008.

DV102.00279.01 
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Table 4.3
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project
2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Summary of Aquifer Hydraulic Characteristics for the Dewey Pumping Test

Dewey Test Site Pumping Test Interpretations

Well Radial Dist. Interpretation Transmissivity u or u' Storativity Note
Well I.D. Type (ft) Method (ft 2/day) (unitless) (unitless)

Ore zone (lower Fall River Sandstone)

32-3C Pumping 0.25 (0.33) Theis DD(') 250 1] -- 1.2E-06(d)-

CJ DD (3) 250 <0.01 ....

Pumping Well Efficiency =80%(3)

CJ Recovery (3) 270 <0.01 ....

32-5 Obs #1 243 Theis DD(1) 294 -- II3.3E-05l "
Theis Recovery(1) 260 <0.01 ....

CJ Recovery(3) 280 <0,01 ....

32-4C Obs #2 467 Theis DD(1 ) 333 " I- 5.6E-05 -I

CJ Recovery (3) 120,a, <0;01 --

29-7 Obs #3 2,400 Theis DD(2) 178 "2.E-04

CJ Recovery (3) Insufficient recovery for analysis --

Fall River Aquifer Stock Well (Screened in top half of Fall River)

GW-49 Stock 1,400 Theis 0( IiZ iII -- LI 1772.3E-0=1 --

CJ Recovery (3) 110 <0.05 ....
Upper Fall River Sandstone

32-9C . Obs 41 Theis DD(1) 217 -- 1.6E-02 --

CJ Recovery (3) 150 <0.05 ....

1 of 2 November 2008
DV102.00297.01
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Table 4.3
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project
2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Summary of Aquifer Hydraulic Characteristics for the Dewey Pumping Test

Dewey Test Site Pumpina Test Interpretations

Well Radial Dist. Interpretation Transmissivity u or u' Storativity Note
Well I.D. Type (ft) Method (ft2/day) (unitless) (unitless)

Lakota Sandstone Layer
32-10 Obs 61 No response during pumping test.

Unkpapa Formation
32-11 Obs 50 No response during pumping test.

Distance Drawdown (32-5, 32-4C, 29-7, GW-49)(2 ) IIjj•j II <0.05 4.6E-05 ]r= 0.78 (4 point line)
Pumping Well Efficiency = 93% to 95%

Summary: Median, 255 4.60E-05

Average/Geometric Mean(4) 251 5.23E-05

Notes/References: DD = drawdown, CJ = Cooper -Jacob, Obs = Observation Well
(1) Calculated by automated curve fitting in AquiferWin32 TM software (ESI, 2003).
(2) Knight Piesold spreadsheet after methods in Driscoll (1986).
(3) Spreadsheet methods in U.S. Geol. Surv. Open File Rept. 02-197, Halford and Kuniansky (2002).
(4) Average value valculated for Transmissivity, Geometric Mean value calculated for Storativity.
(a) only slope satisfying u 'critereon occurs after intersection with barrier boundary.
(b) not accepted due to anomalous response at well, see text.
(d) storativity not valid at pumping well.

accepted value based on conformance with theory discussed in the text.

2 of 2
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Table 5.1
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project

2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Burdock Pumping Test Completion Information
Well ID and

Stratigraphic
Interval

Well Type Location Radial Distance
from pumping Well

(ft)

Depth to top
of Screen

(ft bgs)

Depth to bottom
of Screen
(ft bgs)

Note

Ore Zone (lower Lakota Sandstone)

DB 07-11-110
DB 07-11-15
DB 07-11-14C
DB 07-11-02

Pumping Well
Obs. Well #1
Obs. Well #2
Obs. Well #3

SWQ Sec. 11
SWQ Sec. 11
SWQ Sec. 11
NWQ Sec. 11

0
243
250

1,292

426
418
413
450

436
428
423
460

Upper Lakota Sandstone

DB 07-11-19 Obs. Well SWQ Sec. 11 50 325 335

Fall River (lower Sandstone layer)

DB 07-11-17 Obs. Well

Unkpapa Formation

SWQ Sec. 11 50 245 255

DB07-11-18 Obs Well SWQ Sec. 11 <100 621 631

Additional Distant Wells
None

1 of 1 November 2008
DV102.00279.01
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Table 5.2
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project
2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Burdock Pumping Test Drawdown and Response Summary
Well ID and

Stratigraphic
Interval

Well Type

Ore Zone (lower Lakota Sandstone)

DB 07-11-11C
DB 07-11-15
DB 07-11-14C
DB 07-11-02

Pumping Well
Obs. Well #1
Obs. Well #2
Obs. Well #3

Radial Distance
from pumping

Well
(ft)

0
243
250

1,292

50

Approximate
Ground Surface

Elevation
(ft amsl)1

3700.5
3691.5
3688.4
3717.9

3701.7

Approximate
Groundwater

Elevation
(ft amsl)

2

z0
Maximum

Drawdown at
3.0 days

(ft)3

z
0
MD

Time of First
Drawdown
Response

(min)

Minimum Pumping
Groundwater

Elevation
(ft amsl)

3529
3649.8
3643.9
3661.7

Boundary
Type

(days)
4

Recharge (1.1)
Recharge (1.8)

Upper Lakota Sandstone

DB 07-11-19 Obs. Well

NA
3660.2
3660.9
3664.8

3662.1

3660.3

91.1
10.4
17.0
3.1

3.4

0.0
140.2
3.6
280

160

Fall River (lower Sandstone layer)

DB 07-11-17 Obs. Well

Unkpapa Formation

DB07-11-18 Obs

50

35

3700.1

3699.2

2.1 a see note b

3658.7

3657.2

NAWell 3728.4 A -0.5 N No Response

Additional Wells
None

Notes: Radial distance information from Autocad drawing provided by Powertech.

1 Ground Surface Elevations from Powertech
2

Pressure or depth to water measurements relative to ground surface, Eric Krantz, RESPEC, personal communication.
3 From table of processed drawdown data in Appendix B, or calculated from WinSiturM graph and table of data in non-responding wells.
4 Boundary time estimated based on time of deviation from Theis type curve; shortest time used for weighting calculations.
A Artesian pressure surface above ground level.
N N response to pumping, water level rose slightly through drawdown phase of test
(a)Drawdown continued for about 1 day past pump shut-down to a maximum of 3.1 ft at about 5:00 PM, May 22, 2008.
(b)First response was a 0.23 ft rise in water levels peaking at about 12:00 AM on May 19, 2008, interpreted as a possible Noordbergum effect.

1 of 1 November 2008
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Table 5.3
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project

2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Summary of Aquifer Hydraulic Characteristics for the Burdock Pumping Test
Burdock Project Pumping Test Interpretations

Well Radial Dist. Interpretation Transmissivity u or u' Storativity Note

Well I.D. Type (ft) Method (ft2/day) (unitless) (unitless)

Ore zone (lower Lakota Sandstone)
11-110C Pumping 0.25(0.33) Theis DD(') 145 -" 2.9E'09(a) ""

CJ DD13) 150 <0.01 ....

Pumping Well Efficiency = 65%(3)

CJ Recovery (3) 140 <0.01 .

11-15 Obs #1 243 Theis DD(1) 67 -- 1.3E-03 --

CJ Recovery 100 <0.1 ....

11-14C Obs #2 250 Theis DD(1) 128 -- I6.8E-05 --

H-J DD0() 120 6.9E-05[ --

Theis Recovery(1 ) 174 <0.01 ....

CJ Recovery (3) 160 <0.01 ....

11-02 Obs #3 1,292 Theis DD(1) 223 -- 1.9E-04

H-J DD(1) 185 -- 1.7E-04

CJ Recovery (3) 260 <0.15

Upper Lakota Sandstone
.11-19 Obs 50 Theis DD(2) 260 - 1.E-01 --

CJ Recovery (3) 190 <0.15 ....

Fall River (lower sandstone layer)
11-17 Obs 50 Noordbergum Effect and response cannot be interpreted analytically

November 2008
DV102.00279.01
Table 53 Summary T&S .xls 1 of 2
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Table 5.3
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project
2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Summary of Aquifer Hydraulic Characteristics for the Burdock Pumping Test
Burdock Project Pumpina Test Interpretations

Well Radial Dist. Interpretation Transmissivity u or u' Storativity Note
Well I.D. Type (ft) Method (ft2/day) (unitless) (unitless)

Unkpapa Formation
11-18 Obs 35 No response during pumping test.

Distance Drawdown (11-14C, 11-15, 11-02)(2) 145 <0.08 2.2E-04 r2 = 0.76 (3 point line)
Pumping Well Efficiency = 61% to 63%

Summary: Median 150 1.20E-04

Average/Geometric Mean(5) 158 1. 12E-04

TVA(4) 190 1.8E-04

Notes/References: DD = drawdown, CJ = Cooper-Jacob, HJ = Hantush-Jacob, Obs = Observation Well
(1) Calculated by automated curve fitting in AquiferWin32 TM software (ESI, 2003).
(2) Knight Piesold spreadsheet after methods in Driscoll (1986).
(3) Spreadsheet methods in U.S. Geol. Surv. Open File Rept. 02-197, Halford and Kuniansky (2002).
(4) Summary values from p. 17 in Boggs and Jenkins (1980).
(5) Average value valculated for Transmissivity, Geometric Mean value calculated for Storativity.
(a) storativity not valid at pumping well.
(b) based on 6 inch casing (8 inch borehole).
ILZJJ= accepted value based on conformance with theory discussed in the text.

DV102.00279.01
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Table 6.1
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project
2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Laboratory Core Analyses for Powertech USA Inc. at Dewey-Burdock Site
Air Water

Intrinsic Hydraulic
Confining Permeability0)l Particle Conductivity(2)(3 ) Core Core

Sample Depth Stress Porosity k. Density K. Kh K,

Number (ft) (psig) (%) (mD) (g/cm 3) Notes (cm/s) (ftdday) (ft/day)

DB 07-11-11C Burdock
1H 252.20 600 10.50 1.040 2.356 Fuson Shale 8.0073E-07
1V 252.35 600 10.15 0.228 2.356 Fuson Shale 1.7555E-07

4H 412.30 600 9.68 0.041 2.511 Fuson Shale 3.1567E-08

4V 412.45 600 9.59 0.015 2.514 Fuson Shale 1.1549E-08

DB 07-29-1 C Dewey
2H 480.70 600 .8.90 0.078 2.613 Skull Creek shale 6.0055E-08

2V 480.80 600 9.30 0.007 2.610 Skull Creek shale 5.3896E-09

3H 609.10 600 12.26 0.073. 2.603 Fuson Shale 5.6205E-08

3V 609.10 600 10.84 0.008 2.793 Fuson Shale 6.1595E-09

DB 07-11-14C Burdock
5H 423.60 600 29.56 3,207 2.645 Lakota Sand 2.4692E-03 7.0

5V 423.35 600 30.34 1,464 2.645 Lakota Sand 1.1272E-03 3.2

6H 430.20 600 31.90 4,161 2.640 Lakota Sand 3.2037E-03 9.1

6V 430.35 600 30.16 939 *2.646 Lakota Sand 7.2297E-04 2.1
7H 453.50 600 10.86 1.000 2.519 Morrison Shale 7.6994E-07

7V 453.45 600 11.82 0.043 2.543 Morrison Shale 3.3107E-08

1 of 3
DV102.00279.01
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Table 6.1

Powertech (USA) Inc.
Dewey-Burdock Project

2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Laboratory Core Analyses for Powertech USA Inc. at Dewey-Burdock Site
Air Water

Intrinsic Hydraulic
Confining Permeability(1 ) Particle Conductivity(2)(3) Core Core

Sample Depth Stress Porosity ka Density K, Kh K,
Number (ft) (psig) (%) (mD) (g/cm 3) Notes (cmls) (ft/day) (ft/day)

DB-07-11-16C Burdock
8H 420.40 600 30.50 2,697 2.643 Lakota Sand 2.0765E-03 5.9
8V 420.10 600 30.17 1,750 2.651 Lakota Sand 1.3474E-03 3.8
9H 455.90 600 6.99 0.004 2.536 Morrison Shale 3.0797E-09
9V 455.45 600 7.65 0.012 2.556 Morrison Shale 9.2392E-09
1OH 503.30 600 12.96 0.697 2.474 Morrison Shale 5.3665E-07
10V 503.45 600 No data

DB 07-32-4C Dewey
11H 573.25 600 29.15 2,802 2.641 Fall River Sand 2.1574E-03 6.1
11V 573.40 600 29.04 619 2.645 Fall River Sand 4.7659E-04 1.4

Summary
Average Lakota Sand Kh, K, 7.4 3.0
Average Lakota Sand Kh/Kv 2.42
Fall River Sand Kh, Kv 6.1 1.4
Fall River Sand KhKv . 4.53
Dewey Skull Creek Shale Kh 6.01 E-08 1.71 E-04
Dewey Skull Creek Shale Kv 5.39E-09 1.54E-05
Dewey Skull Creek Shale Kh/Kv 11.14

2 of 3
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Table 6.1
Powertech (USA) Inc.

Dewey-Burdock Project
2008 Pumping Tests: Results and Analysis

Laboratory Core Analyses for Powertech USA Inc. at Dewey-Burdock Site
Air Water

Intrinsic Hydraulic
Confining Permeability(11 Particle Conductivity(2')3 ) Core Core

Sample Depth Stress Porosity ka Density K, Kh K,
Number (ft) (psig) N (mD) (g/cm 3) Notes (cm/s) (ft/day) (ft/day)

Average Burdock Fuson Shale Kh 4.16E-07 1.19E-03
Average Burdock Fuson Shale Kv 9.35E-08 2.67E-04
Average Burdock Fuson Shale Kh/Kv 4.45
Dewey Fuson Shale Kh 5.62E-08 1.60E-04
Dewey Fuson Shale Kv 6.16E-09 1.76E-05
Dewey Fuson Shale Kh/K, 9.13
Average Burdock Morrison Shale Kh 4.37E-07 1.24E-03
Average Burdock Morrison Shale K, 2.12E-08 6.03E-05
Average Burdock Morrison Shale Kh/Kv 20.62

Notes:
(1) Assumed air temperature = 70 0F.
(2) Assumed water temperature = 52.8 0F, water density = 0.999548 g/cm 3 and water dynamic viscosity = 0.012570 g/cm-s.
(3) K. = ka x (pwg/Ipw), and 1.0 mD = 0.987 x 10-11 cm'

Constants: At 52.8 OF Water (11.5 °C)
Density = 0.999548 g/cm3

Dynamic Viscosity = '0.01257 g/cm-s
1 mD = 9.87E-12 cm 2

gravity = 981 cm/s 2

DV102.00279.01 3 of 3 November 2008
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